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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

To describe

the conditions existing in districts seeking to educate a

pluralistic society, a weekly newsletter on education affairs headed

"Violence Soars in Nation's Schools.

1,1

The

its

article

article read:

Violence and crime in the nation's secondary
schools are increasing at an alarming rate.
Attacks on students and teachers, violent fights
among students, and the use of hard drugs have

become more commonplace, especially in urban
areas. Violence has become so serious across
the country that national news columnists who
usually ignore education, are predicting the collapse
of the schools and are calling public high schools

most violence prone and divisive battleground
American society.

the
of

.Surveyors claim that 75% of the teachers in the
East St. Louis school system carried guns last year
to protect themselves from the constant possibility
Informal data collected by the Office
of assaults.
of Students and Youth in the U. S. Office of Education,
relying solely on newspaper clippings, list 118 school
'incidents' from September through December 1969.
Of these, 81 were "racial in nature."
.

.

.

A

.

resurgence of violence

in

our country during the 1960 's has caused

rising feelings of anxiety, frustration, anger, fear, and even hopelessness

among many Americans.

Education U.

S.

Yet, while

it is

intrinsically undesirable and ceitainly

January 19, 1970
A. (Washington, D. C.),

2

not inevitable, violence,

ii

historically viewed, might be considered normal
3

behavior.

Tilly

reminds us that western civilization and various forms

of

collective violence have always been close partners, with collective violence

flowing regularly out of the central political processes of Western countries.

The oppressed have reacted

masses

in

to

seek justice, the

between have been bathed

There are no easy solutions

in the

wake

elite to

seek order, and the

of fear.

to the violence in our cities' streets and

The causes are complex and poorly understood.

schools.

present continuing challenge

system we have adopted

to

to

Possible solutions

our intelligence, our beliefs, and the educational

mold our society

into a progressive functioning unit.

Perhaps, as Masotti and Bowen suggest, "The answers can only be found through
a careful, systematic research free of the shopworn, oversimplified analogies
of the past, and by listening to the voices of the

demonstrably

in

the present.

masses rebelling

Today's students are as much the products of

our society as are the thousands of Blacks who riot
ghettoes destroying what has been

me down"

silently or

left to

structures called dwellings.

in the streets of their

them by society

form

in the

History informs us that what

own

of "hand

is

happening

Charles Tilly, "Collective Violence in European Perspective," in
Violence in America: Historical and Comparative Perspective a report to the
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, June 1969,
prepared under the direction and authorship of Hugh D. Graham and Ted R. Gurr
(New York: New American Library, Inc., 1969), p. 5.
,

3

4

Ibid., p. 4.

Riots and Rebellion, ed. Louis H. Masotti and Len R. Bowen (Beverly
Hills, California: Sage Publications, Inc., 1968), p. 40.

3

in

our cities, schools and campuses today are not strange
phenomena peculiar

to our times.

They have been witnessed before.

However, as Shaffer

states,

the past can be "easily obscured by the exaggerated glare of
present day

media and

over reaction of a jittery, insecure society.

the

5

Unrest

manifestation of the challenge facing our pluralistic society.
those

in

It is

a

a position to direct the course of our nation that our society

going a change that could be expensive and

which have shaped us

in the past

of our goals replacing

Nowhere

it

would be wise

to

is

message
is

School later

is this

unrest more evident than in Springfield, where, during

became so prevalent

in

in

junior and senior

to isolate

problems erupted among the youth

much deeper and required broad
Springfield

5

Technical High

causes and find solutions, the

community, both Black and white, also entered

that while the

at

November.

As administrators sought
adult

Trouble

October and early November foreshadowed the

order and the disruption of formal education

in

under-

them with new ones.

two junior high schools
of

to

reassess the values

high schools, that normal school operation became difficult to sustain.

breakdown

a

and reject those that are no longer supportive

the last few months in 1969, unrest

in

mass

was on

the brink of a

p.

32.

It

was clear

of the city, the roots

were

was feared

that

interests and participation.

It

major racial confrontation.

The mayor termed

Robert Shaffer, "Youth's Challenge

November, 1969,

the picture.

to

Educators, " Today's Education

4

the polarization between blacks and whites "deplorable,
" and called upon

citizens to unite.

In spite of pleas for sanity, racial tensions

all

spread to other

high schools and Black students staged walkouts to remind the school
committee
that they

were

still

awaiting an answer to a

list of

demands they had presented.

Adult-student meetings were being held during these days

in

hopes

of jointly

arriving at ameliorative courses of action.
In spite of

seemingly favorable school committee actions toward meeting

student demands, sporadic incidents of violence continued during the early part
of

December, 1969.

controlled.

The momentum gained

in

November was

not to be easily

This became evident when unprovoked attacks on white spectators

at athletic contests

became so frequent

played without spectators.

A

that all

games had

to be

general tightening of discipline

re-scheduled and

in the

schools,

particularly the high schools, was ordered to "keep the lid on" and to allow the

normal educational programs

to

resume

in these troubled schools.

Meanwhile,

dress codes, student demands, human relations programs, drug abuse educational

programs, new curricula offerings, ad hoc committee investigations
to

into plans

remove racial imbalance, plus other programs, were reviewed and discussed
and lay groups

by educational

officials

answers

problems facing

to the

The focus

an attempt

the educational

to

provide

program

some

of the

of the city.

of this study

The main focus
field

in

of this study will be on the unrest displayed by Spring-

secondary students during the 1969-1970 school year especially

in the

5

junior high schools, with a review of American and Western
European histories

included lor, in Gurr's and Graham's words,

about rioting.

.

.

.

the past has

much

to tell us

.

Specifically this study will attempt to
1.

How much

is

answer

the following questions:

known and understood about

the

phenomena

of unrest and violence ?
2.

3.

What

in general does history tell us about collective
violence ?
What, if any, similarities exist between national and

local student unrest?

4

0

What,

in the

opinions of those involved, are the causes

of unrest in the Springfield public schools ?
5.

6„

Do viable solutions to student unrest exist?
What programs have been instituted to attempt
correct existing, unhealthy conditions
schools in Springfield?

In an attempt to

answer these questions,

in the

to

secondary

the following steps will be

taken:

1.

A

library search of documents, which describe the

historical
2.

3.

4.

phenomena

of violence, will be

made.

A questionnaire will be developed and used to determine
the views of local citizenry regarding the violence that
has occurred in Springfield.
Interviews with community and educational officials
will be conducted.
Observations of community reactions to the violence
and informal notes about the total situation will be
made and presented. 7

r*

Graham and Gurr,
7

op. cit.

,

p. 768.

This writer has had an opportunity to view the Springfield Public
Schools as a Principal of one of the junior high schools which experienced
racial problems, as executive director of Springfield's first O. E.O. (Office
of a
of Economic Opportunity) financed anti-poverty agency, and as a member
iacial
study
to
Committee
lay ad hoc committee commissioned by the School

imbalance

in the city.

6

Hypotheses
In

order to limit the scope of this study and

to facilitate colligation of

facts, certain tentative generalizations about student unrest in Springfield

be made

and investigated.

must

This study will investigate the following inferences

and hypotheses:
1.

While student unrest in Springfield is caused by conditions
unique to the city itself, a pervasive thread of commonality
exists which links it to other communities as well and
this commonality will be discovered through an analysis of
reports emanating from other parts of the country.

2.

While accepting the fact that dissatisfaction leads to
unrest and protest, it will be found that there is a lack
of agreement about the source of the dissatisfaction.

3.

Students themselves will disagree as to the causes of
their unrest and dissatisfaction.

also occur
4.

among

This disagreement will

adults.

There also exists a relationship between the distance a
Black youth is bused, the number of youths, Black and
white, being bused, and the intensity of the struggle for
leadership between Black and white students.

5.

more strongly than adults that a communication
students and teachers thus producing a
between
gap exists

Students feel

defensive attitude on the part of students.
6.

There exist a strong linkage in newly integrated schools
between the student unrest and a struggle between Black
and white students for leadership positions. This struggle
seems to be more predominant in schools where a definite
boundary line between adjacent Black and white neighborhoods exists, made recognizable by the number of Black
students being bused. In schools where both Black and
white students are able to walk to school and where the

7

neighborhood boundary lines merge, the struggle becomes
less noticeable. ^

Limitations of the Study

This study has been limited to an investigation of the unrest
evident

among

the students of the

secondary schools

the school year 1969-1970.

discontent

among secondary

The

historical

in the city of Springfield

The year selected represents

during

the year in which the

students was manifested in violence and protest.

component presented

in

Chapter III will be limited

to

a highlighted survey of certain historical events which reveal the presence of
collective protest and violence and their function as integral societal agents.

The documentation

of Springfield's unrest will be through

primary and

secondary sources: documents, surveys, interviews, and newspaper accounts.
Certain limitations in the collection of data will be self-imposed and others
will be externally

imposed.

For example,

the

number

of statements will

be

limited in order to avoid infringing too heavily upon the time of the respondents.

Interviews will be brief in consideration of the interviewee's available time.

Taped interviews

will not be conducted.

"feeler" responses to this suggestion.

This decision was made

in

view

of

Since opinions constitute the primary

reasons for this study, a simplified method of data tabulation will be used.

Only

those schools which willingly accept the purpose of this study will be polled.

^This statement is based on the writer's experience as a principal in a
school where neighborhood boundary lines merged, and as a principal of a
school that served two distinct neighborhoods which were separated by a highway.

8

The

adult population chosen for questioning will be limited

composed

in

number and

of bus and neighborhood parents of junior or senior high school

students, faculty

members

A

these high schools.

The number

of senior and junior high schools, and students from

random numbers

table of

will be used to select samples.

of people polled will be limited to 200; the

newspaper

sources will be the two Springfield papers, The Springfield Union

and the Springfield Daily News

,

evening paper.

A

,

morning paper

one school year period will be

The school committee minutes

covered, September 1969 through June 1970.

to

be examined will be those recorded at meetings open to the public and approved

The use

by the School Committee.

of closed session minutes is prohibited by the

school committee because they concern people
Finally, these

still living.

imposed limitations have been drawn

in

consideration of

the period being studied, and the expandable time, energy, and funds available
to this writer.

Definition of

Terms

Since labels used to describe disturbances are subject to debate and
their meanings are dependent upon a
test of this study are defined below

number

of variables, the

terms used

in the

9

taken
^The definitions of the terms used in the text of this study were
Causes
the
on
Commission
from three main sources the Report of the National
Robert Gun
and Prevention of Violence prepared by Davis Graham and Ted
and Websters
Bowen;
Riots and Rebellion edited by Louis Masotti and Don R.
Company.
Collegiate Dictionary, published by the G. C. Merriam
:

,

,

9

C ollective

A non-conforming

behavior -

and even deviant group

behavior.

Violence - An act or behavior designed to

inflict

physical injury to

people or to damage property.

A

Riot -

violent disturbance of the peace by a group.

Coercion - An act or series of actions supported by force, law threats,
or authority, on the part of an individual or group to compel another individual
or group to act

Force

in

-

compel others

a certain manner.

Refers

to do

Revolution -

to the

use or threatened use of "muscle power"

to

what they might not otherwise do.

A

renunciation or overthrow of a government, a ruler,

or a system of standards, followed by the substitution of another by the governed
if

the revolt is successful.

It

also can imply a fundamental, sudden or radical

change, in a political organization.
Protest - An expression of dissatisfaction on the part of an individual
or group toward other people's actions, services, principles, or omissions.

Coup

d'etat -

A

sudden demonstration

of force in politics

which might

result in the violent overthrow or alteration of a governing body.

Coup

-

A

sudden concentrated effort on the part

of a group.

Legality or legitimacy - Words used to pass judgment on the desirability
of violence, force, and protest as well as other acts.

10

Significance of the Study
In a public

Commissioner

statement issued on September 10, 1969, the late U.

of Education,

James E.

Allen, Jr.

,

called upon educational

leaders to confront the issues which underlie student unrest

in

secondary schools

and to plan actions to reduce avoidable tensions and school distrusts.
us, " he urged, "need to be thinking through what
In the preface of Violence in

America

S.

we can do about

"All of

the problem.

Short and Wolfgang express the

,

hope that the total work effort of the Task Force for the Commission on Causes

and Prevention of Violence will be the source and subject of continued research

by scholars

makers.

in several disciplines as well as a useful resource for policy

11

,

Patrick Moynihan, presidential adviser, in a controversial
to President Nixon stated,

".

.

.

we almost

certainly could profit

"memo"

from limited

" 12
carefully done studies on crime and unrest.

Malcolm X, shortly before
to

assume

his assassination in 1965,

urged both races

the obligation and the responsibility of helping to correct

1Q

U.

S.

News and World Report, September

22,

America's

1969, p. 65.

Barnes F. Short, Jr. and Marvin E. Wolfgang, Directors of Research
in Violence _in_
National Commission on Causes and Prevention of Violence,
and authors,
America, Hugh Davis Graham and Ted Robert Gurr, Co-directors
xii.
(New York: The New American Library, Inc. 1969), preface, p.
1

,

12

U.

S.

News and World Report, March

17,

1970, p. 58.

11

human problems,
show a road

lor as he said, "In our mutual sincerity

to the salvation of

America’s very

we might be

able to

soul.

Margaret Mead while cautioning against emphasizing the parallels
between past and present

in interpreting the

expressed the urgent need
.

o

.

to

examine

the nature of change in the

modern world

so that we can "better understand the distinctions that must be made

between change

in the past

and that which

Howard K. Smith expresses
present mood of America

We

generation gap, nevertheless

in

the

these words:

is

now on-going.

" l4

concern most people have for the

"We are

tense, discontent, frustrated.

are easily angered over small things; we explode over big things; and we

are divided.

" l'S
.

.

Supported by the encouragement and urgency reflected in the message
of these people, this study intends to "think through" the problems
in Springfield,

we are facing

Massachusetts' secondary schools today and to hopefully discover

some basic causes

of the unrest.

Treating symptoms will serve

temporary respite from the annoyance

to

provide

that restive students create, but until

the causes themselves are identified and analyzed, administrators, teachers,

and parents

13

14
15

will,

it is

A Time

feared, be rushing to treat one

symptom

after another in

Special Issue, Time, April 6, 1970, p. 13.

Saturday Review

,

January

10,

1970, p. 23.

Howard K. Smith, "Frustrated America: Symptoms, Causes, Cures,"

The Humanist, January/February, 1970,

p.

14.

12

a

manner similar

to

firemen fighting brush fires.

Secondary school youths

like their college age counterparts are

troubled by something and they want relief.

must be done, but they
find

3-6

feel that there

In the past according to

it.

They apparently do

must be a better way and

know what

not

that they

Miss Mead, youth could find solutions

their problems by finding parents of their friends with

whom

must
to

they could relate

better than their own, but today they find that the breach which exists between

themselves and their parents also exists between their friends and their friends'

What they want, Miss

parents and between their friends and their teachers.

Mead

feels,

is in

some way

to

begin

all

over again.

Miss Mead may be correct; perhaps we have been so busy tending

we have

the task of teaching subject matter and being parents, that
If this is so,

with the world in which our youth live.

joining forces with youth, sharing knowledge with
institute a

new method

The words

10,

am

1970, "I

it is

if

we

don't change our approach.

18

Ibid,

p.

Senator

1970, p. 32.

He stated on

convinced our schools are falling apart, and
in the south.

it is

just

" 18

Margaret Mead, "Youth Revolt: The Future
January 10, 1970, p. 25.
l7

profit by

them on a mutual basis, and

16

,

we might

a foreof Senator Ribicoff, discouraging to hear, could be

as bad in the north as

Review

lost contact

of education.

warning of what might yet come

February

then

to

Is

Now," Saturd ay

25.

Abraham

Ribicoff, U. S.

News

a nd World Report, February 23,

13

Administrators, teachers, and parents cannot abrogate their
funda-

mental responsibilities, but since they are a part

changing society which

of a

they helped to fashion, neither can they shrug off the realities of
our present

day and close their ears
heard.

to the rising

crescendo of student voices asking

to

be

Deferral and postponement of negotiations with students will only heighten

suspicion and

ill

will,

Proviso Township,

and in the words of Norman

Illinois,

S.

Green, Superintendent of

’’Even a negative decision, given with reasons

promptly and concisely, will minimize any credibility gap.
prevent, and will defuse

much

of the dissidents’

It

ammunition.

might, in fact,

1,19

By helping

youths to understand the total thrust of the civil and human rights movement,

and by enabling them

to

work as social

scientists in their

the ills of racial prejudice, educators can avoid

schools today.

much

own schools

in

of the grief facing

attacking

urban

Protests of youths should not become ends in themselves but

rather means toward social change.

Expressions of hatred, one race toward

another, should be dissected and laid bare for students to analyze because they

are nothing more than an overt expression of human frailties.

This study intends to explore those cultural forces which have been
identified as being attributable to the

past.

phenomena

of violence

among men

Such a study will provide a base for analyzing the causes

Springfield.

of violence in

This phase of the study will be conducted through a library search

of documents.

19

in the

Further,

it is

intended that the second phase of this study will

Education U. S. A. Special Report, ’’High School Unrest," (Washington,
D. C.: National School Public Relations Association, 1969), p. 4.

14

expose to view certain causative agents attached

to Springfield's violence.

The

vehicle for collecting such data about Springfield will be the questionnaire, the
interview, and personal observations by this writer.
If this

study, through

its

investigation and suggested treatment of the

problem facing Springfield's secondary schools,

is

able to help one educator

understand and change negative attitudes being exhibited by his students, by
faculty

members

or by administrators, then

contribution to education.

it

will

become a

significant

15

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Few

studies relate closely with this one, however

some

tangentially and provide supportive information for this study.

conducted

in recent

years seem

to favor four

main

Most studies

lines of explanation for

They are: deprivation theories,

collective violence.

relate

social control theories,

power theories, and aspiration theories.
Deprivation theories imply that collective violence can be traced

hardships endured by the participants themselves.

may

to

The deprivation, however,

be relative to what the participants previously experienced or to what

others in the

same society may be experiencing.

Davies feels that "relative

deprivation" should be related to the occurrence of the conflict, which means
that

when there

abilities to

arise.

^

"state of

is

a gap between the expectations of individuals and their

meet those expectations, frustration and resulting

in a similar

conflict will

manner, Gurr describes "relative deprivation" as a

mind" which exists because

of a

discrepancy between people's

expectations about the goods and conditions of

life to

which they are justifiably

entitled on the one hand, and their value capabilities, that is, what they perceive

20

James Davies, "Toward A Theory

Sociological Review

,

XXVII, 1962,

p.

6.

of Revolution,"

American
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to

be their chances for getting and keeping these
goods and conditions.

The

frustration appears when people are not getting
what they "think they deserve;
not just what they want.

.

.

not just what they have. "

and what they think they have a chance
In other

words, people can have very

satisfied so long as they feel they are

of getting,

little

and be

making satisfactory progress toward their

goals.

Cantril invented a measuring device called "The Self Anchoring Striving

Scale" which resembles a ladder and

person being measured on

is

this scale is

symbolic of the "ladder of life." The

asked

to define on the basis of his

own

assumptions, perceptions, goals, and values, the two extremes or anchoring
points of the spectrum on which

according
indicates

future.

to Cantril, to

some scale measurement

desired.

is

determine the range of a person’s aspirations.

where a person

feels he stands today and

where he

Frustration begins when a person realizes he

goal through no fault of his own.
ception of thwarting circumstances.

is

Relative deprivation

helps,

It

It

will stand in the

not achieving his top

is,

in effect,

How angry men become

in

a per-

response

to the

perception of deprivation seems determined partly by the nature of the expectation
affected and partly by the type and seriousness of interference with capabilities.

2

Ted Gurr, "Urban Disorder: Perspectives from

Comparative
Study of Civil Strife, " in Riots and Rebellion Edited by Louis H. Masotti and
Don R. Bowen (Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications, Inc., 1968), p.
the

,

22

New

Hadley Cantril, The Pattern of Human Concern, (New Brunswick,
Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1965), p. 22.

52.
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Gurr offers four propositions relating

the intensity of emotional response to

the perception of deprivation:

lo

The greater

the extent of discrepancy that

men see between

what they seek and what seems attainable, the greater their
anger and consequent disposition

to

aggression (Extent

of

discrepancy).

Men who

2.

many ways

feel that they have

to attain their goals

are less likely to become angry when one

is

blocked than

those who have few alternatives (Opportunities).
3.

The greater
their anger

the intensity of men's expectations, the greater

when they meet unexpected or increased

resistance (Perceptual Variable).
4.

If

men

think that deprivation

is

legitimate, justified by

circumstances, or needed to achieve some greater end, the
intensity and perhaps the level of expectations are apt to

decline and the deprivation

is

(Legitimacy of deprivation).

A
of

It

23

1966 Brink and Harris poll uncovered the fact that the expectancies

most Blacks have increased, but they could

was also indicated

23

accepted with less anger

Gurr, op.

not determine

that for the majority capabilities also

cit.

,

pp.

53-55.

how much and why.

seemed

to

have in-

18

creased.

view of the theories proposed,

In

if

the increase in perceived

capability levels rose less rapidly than expectation levels with a growing

discrepancy resulting, their anger might be expected
an attempt

something they want inherently strike out

to get

frustrations.

Men thwarted

to rise.

at the

source of

24

Bowen and associates

in their study of the

urban poor found a linear

They too discovered

relationship between actual economic deprivation and protest.

between the position they occupy and

that those perceiving the greatest gap

top are most likely to protest.

leads to unrest

is

that which

2^

is

They also discovered

relative to

indicated that reverse mobility, e.g.

,

some other standard. This would

A

downward mobility, leads
.

,

it is

the

that the deprivation that

support Gurr's theory embodying expectancy and capability.

because

in

third finding

to dissatisfaction

a deprivation relative to an individual's own experience.

27

Bernstein opens his book with a description of a paradox that he states
exists today in the ghettos and which
exists within.

may

explain in part the frustration that

He writes
Since the supreme court decision in 1954 there has
been a succession of rights and opportunity legislation
for the benefits of minorities probably unequaled in

24

Simon
William Brink and Louis Harris, Black and White, (New York:

and Schuster, 1967),

p.

258.

^Don R. Bowen, et al. "Deprivation, Mobility, and Orientation
cit.
pp. 187-199.
Protest of the Urban Poor, " in Riots and Rebellion op.
2

,

,

26

27

Ibid,

,

pp.

187-199.

Ibid.

,

pp.

187-199.

,

Toward
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any period of our history.

opened

We

to minorities, colleges

students and faculty,

human

have seen new jobs
have sought them as

relations

commissions

have been expanded, legal services have been made
available, schools have been integrated, and programs
to help the poor have been instituted.
Yet the same
period has produced riots - some quite large, persistent,
and destructive.
usually involving the very people
.

.

.

.

whose benefit the new legislation and opportunities
were presumably designed. 2 ®
for

Why have

these groups picketed, boycotted, rioted, and held officials and

teachers in complete disdain, Bernstein asks? His answer implies that the

program

effected few real changes:

our schools miss their targets, good jobs

for minorities are scarce, de-facto segregation
still

still exists,

old schools are

standing, one parent families are on the increase, and inadequate food

supplies are present.

All of which lead to the forming of frustrated,

gangs of youths who seek criminal activities

to satisfy their

needs.

ill

advised

Bernstein

likens the conditions in the ghetto where the deprivation theory can be easily

tested as being "similar to a peg board which has

The bands may move, but

bands attached.
i
in place.
•

,,

many inter-connected rubber

the pegs, the social systems,

remain

29

Social control theories

Deprivation theories concentrate on individuals as units of analysis be-

cause their formulation

is

based on the actions of individuals.

Social control

theories, however, either emphasize the detachment of individuals from

^8

Saul Bernstein, Alternatives to Violence, (New York: Association

Press, 1967),

p.

9q
J
Ibid.

,

20.
p. 21.
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traditional restraints on aggression or
protest through mobility, changes

community structure, and

the like, or they hypothesize about the
decline of

effectiveness of the elite or specialists in repressions.

seen

to

make

in

collective violence

more

Gurr indexed and determined

Both these trends are

easily activated.
the relative effects of four kinds of

conditions pertinent to riots (aggression) and revolutions:

The legitimacy

lo

of the political

regime

in

which the

strife occurs.

2.

Coercive potential of the regime.

3.

Institutionalization - labor unions.
O

4.

The legitimacy

1

Social facilitation.

of the political

regime

is

determined by the length of time

persists without substantial, abrupt reformation and the extent to which

it

it

was

OO

indigenously developed rather than imposed or borrowed.

A

political

system

with a high or low coercive record reflects lower strife than one with a

medium

or sporadic record.
the size of

its

The

ability of a political

system

to

coerce

is

measured by

military and police forces in proportion to the population as well

30

Charles Tilley, "The Study of Collective Violence, " Problems in
Research on Community Violence, Lemberg Center for the Study of Violence,
p.

27.

31
32

Gurr, op.

cit.

,

p.

58.

Gurr, op.

cit.

,

p.

58.
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as past and current loyalty ol the population to the regime.'*'*

Men see

in

labor

unions, greater opportunities for realizing expectations and for
expressing

discontent in routinized and typically non-violent ways.

Through strikes, votes

and anti-rallies tensions are released and the probability
reduced.

The degree

of institutionalization of a political

of violent

system

is

explosions

measured by

the relative strength of the existing unions, the stability of the political party

system, and the fiscal resources of the government.

According

to

Gurr,

"legitimacy, coercion, and the institutionalization are social variables that
hypothetically serve in various ways to minimize or redirect the destructive

consequences of deprivation.

" 34

Agents which facilitate social upheaval are

found in the presence of revolutionary leadership and organizations, the availability of sanctuary or outside assistance.

Beliefs in the rightness of violence

can counteract the effectiveness of the three intervening variables, legitimacy,
coercion, and institutionalization.

The period from 1870

to the 1930’s

witnessed frequent and pervasive

violence as labor sought to arbitrate changes and organize unions against the
will of

employers and management.

With a few exceptions the violence was

caused by the attitudes taken by labor and management

which remained unresolved.

33
34

in

response to disputes

Employers stubbornly refused

Gurr, op.

cit.

,

p.

58.

Gurr, op.

cit.

,

p.

58.

to

concede to what

22

they termed pressure of numbers and, shielded by
the law, they called upon the

community police forces, federal

militia and private protective agencies, and

strike breakers to defend their rights and property.

opposition by employers, union leaders and their
of forcing

management

measures

that violence generally erupted

to listen to their

When faced

members

demands.

It

with inflexible

sought other means

was as a result of these

and police support was called.

Records

indicate that labor violence generally proved harmful to the union and
produced

few gains for the strikers.

Cases have been recorded which disclose

more unscrupulous employers
violent

practices.

men

paid

The non-violent sit-down

labor's techniques of accomplishing

but

it

too

to join unions

was declared unlawful by

The most important

its

the U. S.

was one

management

of

to arbitrate,

Supreme Court.

single cause of labor violence, the refusal of the

right for labor to unionize and bargain collectively,
in 1933

and then encourage

strike of the 1930’s

goal of forcing

that the

by the adoption of section

This section guaranteed workers

(7) (a)

was

finally

removed

of the National Industrial

in industries

in part

Recovery Act.

operating under codes of fair

competition the right to bargain collectively through their own chosen representatives.

Later, the National Labor Relations Act and the formation of a National

Labor Relations Board broadened
labor to organize.

the

N.I.R.A.

and guaranteed the right

to all

Such an act enabled the three variables, legitimacy, coercion,

and institutionalization,

to function as controls

of these interventions is quite clear

over violence.

The effectiveness

when one compares recent labor history with

23

that

which preceded

the National Labor Relations Act.

Violence

is still

present but by and large such events grow out of
picket line confrontations and
isolated events.

Structural Strain
’’Structural strain involves the social situations that
drive people to
(collective) conflict,

conduciveness"

is

when structural conducives are present. ” 35 By "structural

meant

the presence of cleavages in the

ethnic, racial, 01 class identifications.

It

that exist between Blacks and whites which

is

form

of religious,

exemplified by the chronic tensions

may be aggravated when combined

with other conditions such as high in-migration of Blacks into a city so that the
possibility of conflict is increased.

It is

represented

in

white suburban communities which tremble when

interracial housing projects, even the individual dwelling types worth from
thirty to forty thousand dollars each, advertise that Black families will be

permitted to purchase on a quota system.
in

favor and those against.

Invariably two factions appear, those

Issue skirting statements about property devaluation

and inferior construction, open community quarrels about human rights, pre-

communist

judices,

influence, generally proliferate rapidly producing a structural

strain.

3

op. cit.

,

^John G. White, "Riots and Theory Building,

p. 159.

" in Riots

and Rebellion

,

most

]n

cities

<1

constant influx and exodus of ethnic groups

observed but without much notoriety because of the gradual
nature

Referred

to

here

is the

Saxon heritage moved out as

Jews moved

in.

the Irish

moved

All this occurred with only

More recently

to move.

of the change.

exodus of one ethnic group as another moves

example, individuals familiar with Boston can relate

minor

out as the

conflicts for there

Serious

conflict tends to occur at the boundaries of segregated neighborhoods.

especially true

pressures.

if

was room

a general shortage of housing, and the spread of public

housing projects increased pressures and caused friction to grow.

is

For

in.

that families of Anglo-

The Irish moved

in.

been

h;is

the minority belt

is

expanding through increasing population

Statistics indicate that resentments

directly according to their remoteness

This

from

among

families decrease

the boundaries of ethnic neighbor-

hoods, yet a tolerance for other ethnic groups increases as families move
.

toward boundaries and mix inter racially and inter ethnically.

36

Social change and violence
Social change, especially
settling and bewildering

if it is

extensive, rapid and abrupt

human experience.

It is

an un-

likely to create strain in the

37

psyche of the individual and crisis

is

in the social order.

If,

however, social

Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice, (Garden City, New
York: Double day, Company, Inc., Doubleday Anchor Books, 1958), pp. 256-261.
37

Ivan K. Feierabend, Rosalind L. Feierabend, and Betty A. Nesvold,
’’Social Change and Political Violence: Cross National Patterns," in Violence and
America prepared under the direction of an authorship of Hugh Davis Graham and
,

Ted Robert Gurr for the President's Commission on the Causes and Prevention
607.
Violence, June, 1969, (New York: The New American Library, 1969), p.

of

25

change
there

is

is

perceived as bringing gratification, because

no reason to expect social crisis in
In

view

of these contradictory

consideration of change alone

is

political behavior, but rather

it is

circumstances

that

its

it

fulfills

aspirations,

wake.

statements then

it

can be seen that a

inadequate to explain the occurrence of violent

when change

is

accompanied by social

breed discontent and strain, that

it

may be assumed

to

be

oo

responsible for social turmoil.

Systemic frustrations
Feierhbend

-

et.

Aspiration theories
al.

describes

frustration as

’’the

thwarting or inter-

ference with the attainment of goals, aspirations, or expectations. " Basing

it

on the frustration aggression theory, they postulate that ’’frustration induced

by the social system creates the social strain and discontent

that in

time are the

indispensable preconditions of violence. "

Further, they believe that while frustration

is

commonly associated

with

individuals, systemic frustration or aggregate behavior, can lead to violent
political behavior within social

systems.

in reference to three criteria:

(1)

and maintenance

As

They further define systemic frustration

frustration interfering with the attainment

of social goals, aspirations,

and values;

(2)

as frustrations

simultaneously experienced by members of social aggregates and also complex
social systems; and

processes

of social

38
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(3)

as frustration or strain produced within the structures and

39
systems. ”

Feierabend, op. cit„,

p.

608.

Feierabend, op.

p.

609.

cit.

,
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The degree

oi lrustration is a function of the

number

of aspirations or

goals involved, their level of valuation, their
frequency of occurrence, their

expected level of attainment, and the degree of certainty with
which these
expectations are held.
satisfactions for

if

is

which might be presently blocking his goals,

apt to rise rapidly,,

add measurably

also are future expectations or

a person can at present see no possibility of overcoming in

the future obstacles

level

To be considered

Uncertainties about future social expectancies can

to a person’s frustrations.

Feierabend and others

his frustration

to be of

This source

paramount importance

in

is

considered by

determining the level of

frustration and rated by them to be second only to certainty when disaster

is

present or imminent.
Social strain -

Power theories

Cataldo and his associates suggest that a strain

is likely to

exist

ever sufficiently large number of people within the community view their

whenlife

situations unfavorably, have very low opinions of governments' performing of

important functions, expect more from the political system than they regularly
receive, are sharply divided with significant others over basic issues, and are
willing to endorse extreme forms of political participation to dramatize their
situation or get what they want.

40

In their study, Cataldo,

40

Lyman, and

Killstadt, discovered that at each

Everett F. Cataldo, Richard M. Johnson, and

"Social Strain and

Urban

Lyman

A. Killstadt,

Violence^'in Riots and Rebellion, op. cit.

,

p.

286.
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educational level, the gap between evaluations and
expectations

and significantly higher for Blacks than for whites.
satisfied and laud the efforts of government.

present,

more predominant among

is

t

educated.

Whites appear quite

the high school educated and college

41

in the sight of the law,

severe psychological pressures on the residents living
squalid conditions.
"

consistently

Black dissatisfaction while omni-

Ghettoization and deprivation, both legal

groups,

is

and suffering from

"The impressment of such conditions on the lower income

according

to

Turner, "breeds resentment and leads

by minorities and ultimately
deprivation lead in

in

impose

to

many cases

middle class hegemony.

"

to actions of violence, "a

to collective rule

Conditions of such

recourse of those who

cannot afford to wait for the slower techniques of coercion and counter coercion
43
to run their course. "

Both power and aspiration theories direct their attention
intentions, ideologies, and

and according

to Tilly,

personal utterances.

demands

researchers

to the attitudes,

of the people involved in collective violence,

in this

area look forward

to collecting

44

41
Ibid.

42

43
44

,

p.

290.

Ralph H. Turner, American Journal of Sociology
Ibid.

,

p.

868.

Charles Tilly, Leinberg Center, op.

cit.

,

p.

27.

,

March, 1970, 868.
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Clark calls the new American dilemma one

"power. "

of

"The dilemma

is," he states, "a confrontation between those
forces which impel a society to

change and those which seek

form

of

power.

to

maintain the past.

Nieburg refers

to

it

,

Violence

as "force in action. "

tains, "is the continuation of bargaining by other

the state, by private groups

" 45

is

a most direct

"It's use, "

he main-

means, whether employed by

" 46

or by persons.

.

.

Stokely Carmichael stressed the thrust toward power when in an address

Tennessee A and M, he

to students at

are keeping you

in the ghettos.

use of violence.

.

.

said,

"You have

to go to the honkies

who

Victims should never, even apologize for the

47

Grier and Cobbs after writing chapter after chapter about mournful,
painful, senseless cruelties

message and use a simile

imposed upon

the Blacks by whites, changed their

to indicate the effects of this

treatment on the Black:

"As a sapling bent low stores energy for a violent backswing, blacks bent double
by oppression have stored energy which will be released
black rage, apocalyptic, and
battle for power:

final. "

in the

form

of rage -

They prophesize conflagration, an

"The time seems near.

.

.

all out

for the full range of the black

45

Kenneth Clark, "Introduction, " The Negro American ed. by Talcott
Parsons and Kenneth Clark, (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Co. 1966, p. DXI).
'

,

4

^H. L. Nieburg, "Violence, Law, and the Social Process,
and Rebellion op. cit. p. 381.
,

47

,

Stokely Carmichael, Newsweek, April 24, 1967,

p.

28.
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masses

(old

and young)

to put

down the broom and buckle on

Unless pathological conditions exist, the decision

under an actor's control.

Violence of this type

can be studied logically. 49 According

which

is

common among

violence can

approved.

become

is

48
the sword. "

to use violence is

potentially predictable and

to Dietz, violence is a

form

of conduct

certain groups in our society and like any conduct,

a learned behavior which in certain subcultures would be

Youthful gangs, particularly the warring conflict types, are re-

presentative of a subculture which employ violence as a means to solving

grievances.

The appearance

of

group and gang-like activities

caused much consternation among school

officials.

This

is

its

schools has

in

particularly true

during times of stress, for invariably the mood and actions of one

member

of

a gang contagiously spreads to others in the group and can affect an entire

school population.

These groups usually

in adult society but

who, because of age, cannot achieve

others and

roam through

attract youths

who seek

to play a part

this goal.

They

join

the neighborhood seeking diversions and perpetrating

acts of revenge against adult society which they feel rejects and subjugates them.

Among

the

membership are frequently found

escape self and join others for united action.

48

Inc.

,

1968), p.

who seek

The estrangement from

William H. Grier and Price M. Cobbs, Black Rage

Bantam Books,
49

the frustrated youths

,

to

self is

(New York:

177.

"Violence and Control: A Study of Some Relationships
of the Violent Subculture to the Control of Interpersonal Violence, " (Unpublished
Ph. D. dissertation, Wayne State University, 1968), Dissertation Abstracts,

Mary

L. Dietz,

University Microfilms,

p.

3675.
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usually accompanied by a train of diverse and seemingly
unrelated impulses

which combine to become essential factors

process

in the

of unification

and

self-sacrifice.

During the period of Springfield's school

ominously present.

strife,

gang interventions were

Conditions were to their liking and as a result, both Black

and white youths were harassed, mugged or beaten on their way
school, or in school.

Committee

At one point

in Springfield

to provide bus transportation for

it

to

was necessary

and from
for the School

Black students who were being

attacked on the way to and from schools by groups of motorized white youths.
retaliation, white youths

concerned both groups
personal aggressions.

were afforded

little

It

that

most

the

same treatment by Black gangs.

of the youths injured

was inevitable

were innocent

In

It

of any

too that retaliatory efforts should be

carried into the schools where the presence of violence produced mass hysteria

and an interruption of classes.
Fashionable was the technique of confronting isolated youths by one

member

of a trouble seeking group in the presence of several of his friends and

then inflicting physical

harm on them. The

fear of additional beatings instilled

in

the victims helped the assailants to remain anonymous for a time and they

continued to strike.

The perpetrators

Gradually, however the intensity of these attacks diminished.

of violence

were

identified and charged with assault.

Those

organizing the attacks perhaps realized that only limited amounts of violence can

be employed before a point of diminishing return

is

reached, or perhaps the

31

violent approach

Whatever

the

was rejected when self-interests became legitimate motives.

reason might be, the violence did subside inside of the schools

even though reports

The
Dietz

is

such activities

of

hostility

and violence

in the city streets continued.

of youth gangs, the subculture referred to

not seen as an innate quality by Halleck;^^ rather he refers to

response

to frustration.

This frustration not only gives rise

to a

is

by

as a

strong desire

for unity, but also produces such diverse phenomena as a deprecation of the

present and a readiness to attempt the impossible, both unifying agents and

prompters

of recklessness.

Violence as a form of conduct among gangs certainly seems

learned behavior approved by the members, yet
the majority of gang

for a

way

members do

out without losing face.

it

to

be a

has been stated by Tunley that

not prefer violence and are constantly looking

If

o ffered to provide an ’’out" for those

he

is

correct then, assistance must be

who wish

51
to avoid violence.

Labeling a Disturbance

The

label that one attaches to a disturbance will affect the attitudes of

people toward future events.

However, labeling a disturbance

is

not a simple

50

Seymour Halleck, "Hypotheses of Student Unrest," in Protest
Student Activism In America, edited by Julian Foster and Durward Long, (New
York: William Morrow and Company, Inc. 1970), p. 105.
!

,

51

Co.

,

Inc.

,

Roul Tunley, Kids, Crime and Chaos
1964), p.

165.

,

(New York: Dell Publishing

mailer lor a number of social characteristics and
variables are involved
process.

in the

As Grimshaw explains,
society at large, or significant and powerful
of the society, agree with the linguistic
labeling of events as 'criminal' and 'rebellious',
then an atmosphere will be created in which the
If

segments

pleas for the strengthening of police and other
agencies with legal monopolies of and for stricter
law enforcement will strike a responsive chord. 52
If,

however, the events were labeled as a revolt against existing conditions,

then people would be predisposed to accept solutions which correct the causes of

such behavior and not press for stronger control measures.
assault" will arouse fears of

communism and

the threats that

The term "class
it

brings, and

in

turn create another attitude in the minds of the people.

The relative position
labeling.

News reporters,

of the

for

viewer will affect his tendency toward

example may witness "criminal behavior,

those not viewing the events but in whose hands

lie

"

while

the responsibility to edit-

orialize the events might have another issue to support and point out unemployment,

poor housing, or inadequate welfare services as the causative factors behind the
conduct and negate criminal allegations.

Spiegel too, according to Grimshaw,

indicates that the relative position of the interviewee in the community will
affect his responses to the interviewer and influence the labeling of the situation.

52

Allen Do Grimshaw, "Three Views of Urban Violence: Civil
Disturbance, Racial Revolt, Class Assault, in Riots and Rebellion ed. by Louis
,

H. Masotti and Don R„ Bowen, (Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications,
Inc.

,

1968), p.

107.
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For example, a middle class Black living

in the

community might view

immediate problem as being a police-citizen problem, while a
resident
suburban community would label
"Perspectives

A

it

in labeling

the

of a

something else.
are also influenced by ideological postures, "

viewer with a neutral ideology might simply chronicle events, another
viewer

identifying with a group and subject to the group philosophy would label the

incident accordingly.

"Elected officials, " Grimshaw asserts, "oriented to the

status quo, as well as sections of the

mass media, may

Black leaders as contrasted to Talack leaders', militant
a

more

join with

more moderate

in nature.

In this

case

neutral label such as 'disturbance' or 'disorder' would probably appear." 53

many instances those who use

In

purposes

in

mind:

the

same

labels

may have

different

"enforcement" types want a strong repression of the "revolt,

"

while "black power" advocates are seeking recruits for the overthrow of the

current social structure; while liberals and moderate Blacks want, ameliorative
social changes;

some

officials

who discuss disorders want, immediately

"cool" the situation, even though they

may be

to

sincerely interested in the improve-

54

ment

of conditions being contested.

Summary
The view

of current literature on the causes of violence indicates that

53
Ibid.

,

p.

107.

Ibid.

,

p.

108.
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a search tor a simple explanation of
the causes is futile because of the complex

phenomena associated with violence,
complex system

the

complex nature

of

humans, and a

of forces which control their extensive
search for solutions to

their problems.

As

the literature indicates,

man

is

ensnared

in a

web

of sociological,

psychological forces which either thwart or enhance his chances for a
successful

achievement of his ambitions.
if

he

is

His early environment

is his

improperly prepared for his early experiences

expect a buffeting which often,

in his later

launching pad, thus

in society, he

might

years, will lead to protesting and

sometimes violence.
Hostility of youth is not viewed as an innate quality of

a response to frustration.
that students

must

The angry visages

not be taken for granted.

of youth

man

but rather

might indicate to educators

While a great majority of students

remain largely content, conservative, and even apathetic, a determined minority
have forced America to examine and sometimes change

its institutions,

and values which were once considered noble or inviolate.
high incidence of school failure

among lower-class

rules,

The increasingly

children or neglected middle

class children is in turn linked with increasing rates of unemployment, delinquency,

and crime.
is

Where there develops an awareness

of

personal inadequacies there

often generated a reaction which could lead to a rejection of society, including

schools.
Often, well meaning teachers will seek to exhort to greater effort an
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under -privileged child with words

However, when

of

encouragement and hopes for success.

the child discovers that his acquired abilities fail

him as he

strives to meet these expectations, frustration and resulting conflict
often arise.

Frustration from "relative deprivation" could appear when students are not
receiving what they think they deserve and what they think they have a chance

The student who

of getting.

is

aware

of his

shortcomings and who, through

intensive assistance, senses that satisfactory progress is being

made toward

achieving his goals can more readily accept his momentary limitations.
Deprivation theories imply that collective violence can be traced to

hardships endured by the participants themselves.

immediate and may be attributed
the home, then the

conditions can be

then

it is

which

summoned.

If

If

they are related to

to help

improve these home

the conditions are perpetrated by the school,

the school faculties and others to try to effect changes

serve to eliminate, or at least modify, the tension causing conditions.

How angry
deprivation

may

a student will

become

in

response

to his perception of

be determined in part by the nature of the expectation affected

and by the kind and seriousness

A

to school experiences.

home or a social agency chartered

encumbent upon

will

These hardships may be

of interference with his capabilities.

student might view a deprivation as being legitimate

by circumstances or

is

needed

to

achieve

some greater

end.

If

if it is

justified

this is the case,

the intensity and perhaps the student's level of expectations will decline, thus

reducing the student's tendency toward anger.
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A

school with a high or low coercive record could
reflect lower strife

than one with a

theory.

In

medium or sporodic record according

view of

determine where

firm but

it

this a school

stands.

might well review

Most students admit

fair teachers and in all probability

school regulations.

On

its

to the Social Control

policies periodically and

to a feeling of

admiration for

would accept firm but

fair general

the other hand, periodic "crack downd' could serve to stir

up their emotional level and produce negative reactions.

A

sustained umbrella

of control accompanied by intermittent rewards for cooperation seems to be a

more

positive administrative approach, but this umbrella must not be oppressive

nor ignore individual students who might require additional assistance.

Labor unions, when they serve as a voice for workers and act as a
sounding board for those expressing discontent, help release tensions before

same manner, an

violence erupts.

In the

student groups

given the opportunity can become intrinsic

administration.

much

in

if

active Student Council or similar

arms

of the school

With an impartial selection process, these groups can accomplish

destroying rumors, improving curriculum offerings, allaying fears,

establishing controls, and improving communications between themselves and
the adult segments of the school.

Grier's warning that agents which facilitate social upheaval are often

provided assistance by outside sources must be heeded by school officials and
counteracting controls and unifying programs should be considered

balance the effect of these agents
function.

if

to

counter-

the legitimate school organizations are to

37

Structural conduciveness was described as connoting a
presence of

cleavage in the form of religious, ethnic, racial, or class
identifications.
schools today, especially

if

In

these schools were integrated through a busing

progi am rather than an open enrollment or voluntary type program a racial

cleavage quite often exists, especially during the transitional period.
a group of people are forcibly

Whenever

uprooted from familiar surroundings and find

themselves facing the challenges of unfamiliar surroundings a feeling
uneasiness masked in hostility can result.

of

The same chronic tensions

that

exists between Blacks and whites in the larger adult segment of society can also

be expected to exist
This study

in a school society.

may

indicate that

much

of

what happened

in this

writer's

school can be attributed to racial cleavages and concomitant structural strain.

Animosities were certainly glaringly evident when integration by busing was
initiated in

September, 1969.

The chronic tensions

that

appear to exist between Blacks and whites

in

Springfield could have been aggravated by the forced integration policy adopted

by the State Department of Education and administered
the fact that the junior high schools
into the schools.

The per cent

of

saw

0.

Black students

at this writer's school rose

23 per cent in 1964 to 25 per cent in 1969.

The resulting social

55

See Appendix:
(1964-1969).

Per Cents

of

or by

a rapid in-migration of Black students

55

from

at the local level,

Non-White Pupils

in

Grades K-12,
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changes that followed such an extensive in-migration
were rapid and abrupt and

must have produced

unsettling, bewildering

human experiences, and created

a

strain on the psyche of both the new and resident student.
In their study, Cataldo and associates discovered that at each
educational

level the gap between a group's evaluation of governmental performances
and

their

own expectations

of

what they should be receiving

significantly higher for Blacks than for whites.

consistently and

is

In the Springfield schools an

expectancy by Black parents for supportive services for their children seems
to be

most evident.

We

have been given evidence through Brink and Harris' poll that the

expectancies of most Black students have increased today.
that parents of Black students in

when

many cases

felt

This writer suspects

renewed hope

of

achievement

they learned that they were going to attend a white school where "magical

formulae"

to

success awaited them.

when open enrollment was
the opportunity.

This supposition

first offered

is

based on the

fact that

around two hundred families accepted

Students ensconced in a

new school are prone

to forget

frustrations of earlier years where high attainment of skills in reading and math

apparently escaped them.

mythical and

in reality

formulae existed.

few

Many discovered however,
if

new hopes were

any changes awaited them and certainly no magical

The results

effect on their attitudes.

that their

of this dissillusionment could have had an eroding
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Faced with challenges
and attitudes school

to their authority,

officials as a

curriculum, purpose, structure,

group are accused of reacting

at

times without

imagination or understanding, resorting instead to the use of force and repression.

The

inclination

seems

to

be to use society’s traditional method of seeking out

the "ring-leaders” and imposing penalities upon
activities of others.
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them hoping

to

By using such methods, however, are

discourage the

not the officials in

fact avoiding the issues at hand and permitting the sources of aggravation to go

unattended?

A more

difficult but

one used by research which seeks

when

they exist.

described

in

more
to

effective approach would

seem

to

be the

explore and determine the causes of problems

This approach has been selected by this writer and

is

Chapter V.

writer as a principal struggling to restore peace to his building
to use
must be included among those whose immediate reaction appeared to be
however, is the
force to fight force. One thing that must be clearly understood
Schools was sudden and
fact that the violence which erupted in the Springfield
been taken in order to restoie
intense. Immediate action may have had to have
programs could be launched.
a semblance of order from which rational remediative

^This

57

Marc Leborle and Tom
(New York: Random H 0 use, Inc.,

Revolutionaries,
Seligson, eds. , The High School
1970), Introduction.
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CHAPTER

III

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
A
another,

civilization,

is

even though

it

may

lose its identity and give

seldom completely obliterated; some of

down and incorporated
present and the past.

into the

58

its

way

to

elements are filtered

new culture, providing a linkage between

Because there

is

the

a carry over with the past, and be-

cause experience can become a teacher, the past should not be ignored as

answers are sought

to

our present problems.

the past will not be able to tell

present have to be analyzed.

much and

in

However, there are times when

these instances events of the

59

Graham, Gurr, and Brooks each concur

that history will reveal few

precedents to the recent massive student and anti-war protests.

But,

Graham

and Gurr also state that the past can provide a great deal of information about
the rioting and general violence that has been plaguing our cities, for

mob

60
actions in cities began

58

World:

A
59

when

cities first

into existence.

Jerome Blum, Rondo Cameron, Thomas G. Barnes, The European
History (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1966), p. 4.
Robin Brooks, ’’Domestic Violence and American Wars: An

Historical Interpretation, in Violence in
cn

came

Graham and Gurr,

America

op. cit., p. 769.

,

op. cit.

,

p.

519.
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Violence

in

Western Europe

Blum

reports that from the beginning of their civilization, Europeans
I

have been aggressive and expansive.

Churchill, in his four volume

work on

the history of English speaking people, supports Blum's report as he relates

episode after episode of rebellion, strikes, demonstrations, riots, coups,

and other acts of protest by leaders and people of the western world.
glance at a chronological table of history will indicate that
/?

man

has

^

A

become

O

quite familiar with violence and its use to gain ends.
Tilly, in reviewing his experiences with

violence has been close to

man

as he

became

European history, notes

civilized,

that

and concludes

"that collective violence has flowed regularly out of the central, political

processes of western countries." So habitual has
it

to

urban smog and

traffic

jams labeling

it

it

become,

"normal"

in the

that Tilly likens

same sense

that

disease and hunger plague some nations causing people to accept them as
inevitable facets of life.

Such historical facts about

man

and violence refute the belief expounded

by many current European and American writers that collective protest and
violence

is

abnormal and peculiar

Blum,

et al.

,

op. cit.

,

to the life style of

p.

A

Americans.

4.

62

Winston Churchill, History of English Speaking Peoples
Bantam Books, Inc., 1963), p. XVIII.
63

II,

glance at

,

(New York:

The Whole Story of Man
(Garden City, New York: Garden City Books, 1961), pp. 964-977.
H. G. Wells, The Outline of History:

64 Tilly, op.

cit.

,

p.

5.

,

Vol.

I
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sociological and historical studies of collective
violence in Europe, France in

particular, provides the reader with documented evidence
that national growth
will not necessarily

politicization.

add

to

or reduce violence but change

The formal change

is

its

form and

seen with reactionary or negative

violence, revolts against the representatives of government, infringement

on

all life styles,

and ethnically prejudicial violence being replaced by

demonstrations and striking for rights which groups feel are due them but

which are being denied.
Revolutionary Conditions

Between the years 1776 and 1960 close

to fifty

major national and inter-

national conflicts occurred involving all of the major nations of the world as

well as a large percentage of the lesser powers. 65 This period saw collective

violence used for varying reasons and in various forms and a number of theories

have been proposed to account for both the forms and causes of protest.

The

theories suggest a cycle of transformations from one stage to the next: the

onset of unrest, realization, and rapid change with

and movement which

initiate a

all its

wide variety of reactions.

concomitant stress
At first these reactions

are chaotic but gradually they gain direction under leadership.
is

This period

followed by new means of control and methods of reintegrating the displaced

segments

65

of the opopulation into orderly social life.

Wells, op.

cit.

,

pp. 975-979.

Finally a mature
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industrial society
participation.

because

"it

emerges, held together by widespread,
According

to Tilly, this

theory

is

pacific political

widely accepted by scholars

encourages the general illusion that highly mobile people and

recent migrants to the city have greater inclination to
rioting, crime, or
family instability than the general population. " 67 The theory
runs into trouble

however, when

it is

discovered that recent migrants are not more disorganized

than the rest of the population, and that, proportionatly speaking,
rural

murders are as frequent as urban, and wealthy nations do not escape domestic
turmoil.

Seemingly, more recent centuries, political unrest related

to

leadership seems to prevail, with the protests growing out of people's desire
for a place in the

power structure rather than as side

growth and urbanization.

effects of technological

Leiden and Schmitt investigated four "modern"

revolutions, Mexican, Cuban, Egyptian, and Turkish, and arrived at the

conclusion that poverty, hunger, and suffering do not cause revolutions by

themselves.

prompted

66
67

There was misery

in

the uprising and unrest.

Tilly, op. cit.

Ibid .

,

p.

,

p.

each country but other circumstances

Misery fed the revolution

9.

10.

®®Leiden and Schmitt, op.

cit.

,

p„ 208.

in

Mexico

in
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"but

1910,

it

was not

the causa revolutionis.

revolution apparently extended back
land abuses.
elite class

them

The revolution

itself

more

""

The cause

Mexican

than 300 years and was related to

was an agrarian class protest aimed

at the

which had confiscated the farmer's land acre by acre reducing

day laborers on their own ancestral lands.

to

of the

was both physical and psychological but

it

was the

The misery they suffered
latter that drove

them

to

revolt.

The misery
was

in fact

of the Egyptian fellah in 1952

army disenchantment and

it

humiliation over Palestine that perpetrated

The material well-being

the revolution.

was not exaggerated, but

of the

Mexican and Egyptian peasant

has not improved markedly since their revolts, yet visible signs of unrest do
not

seem

restored.

to be present.

In

Mexico the peasant won

his case

The Egyptian peasant has since contributed

the faith lost in 1952.

to

and had his land

an effort to restore

In both cases psychological pressures

were reduced

or removed by the revolutionist's efforts.

Leiden points

to the fact that in

Cuba, under Batista, there was

noticable prosperity in 1956, yet the people lacked real enthusiasm for the

regime.

^

must be remembered

It

69
.

,

p.

208.

Ibid.

,

p.

208.

Ibid

70

that Batista led a revolt in 1933 and
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assumed control over

the government.

He was dethroned as President

1944 only to return again in 1952 following a second coup.

In

in

1954 he permitted

a closely controlled election, in which he was the only candidate, for the office

Such a record, coupled with the fact that he ruled

of president.

of a dictator of "strong

man,

" signals

in the style

an insecure government which

usually

is

followed by a lack of support by the governed.
It

appears, then, that

in

order for a revolutionary spirit

to prevail

there must be present a variety of interesting forces, similar but never

precisely the same.

This spirit can be manifested by the ruling

elite

them-

selves, in their institutions, and in their ability to produce solutions to their

problems.
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which beset

Batista was apparently unable to calm the fears and problems

his people for he

was ousted by Castro on New Year's Day

in

1959.

Heinmon reminds

us that

Marx supported

the belief that the strongest

human motive

for social change lay in the drive for improving productive

conditions.

Tocqueville noted, on the other hand, that

most prosperous part
Revolution.

of

it

was precisely

the

France that had most enthusiastically supported the

He theorized

that revolutions will occur

when an oppressive

71
Ibid.

72

,

p.

209.

Edward Heinmon, History

of

Economic Doctrines: An Introduction

Economic Theory, (New York: Oxford University Press,

1945), p.

142.

to
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regime lightens the eoercian and attempts reform rather than when
conditions
are worsening,

Cuba's situation was not too unlike France's for

it

has been recorded

that before being deposed Batista had alternately

renewed and suspended

rights, even changing

to

an election date from June

the election of his candidate for president.

November, 1958

The people responded

vacillation by supporting the Castro led revolt in the

civil

to insure

to this

same year.

Brinton emphasizes that although some degree of separation of

economic power from

political

modern

only

society,

it is

power and social

when these

distinction exists in any

attain a certain intensity and

with other sources of discontent that a revolutionary spirit

For example, the actual state

of social and

combine
74

is

created.

economic development

is

considered

less important as a cause of revolutions than the mental state of anxiety and

frustrations over future development.

75

The

fact that a

government might

be weak might not immediately produce disorder, for people continue from
habit following the edicts of a legitimate government and will tolerate
inefficiencies for an extended period of time.

However, as time passes and

73

Melvin Richter, "Tocqueville's Contribution to the Theory of
Revolution, " in Revolution (Memos VIII, ed. by Carl J. Friedrich New York:
,

Atherton Press, 1966), pp. 118-121.
74

Crane Brinton, The Anatomy
Books, 1956),
75

p.

of Revolution

,

(New York: Vintage

34.

James C. Davies, "Toward A Theory

Sociological Review, Vol. 27 (1962), p. 6.

of Revolution, ”

American

47
the political entropy of a

Disordei

is then,

government.
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The revolution begins when

The Revolutionary

its

the

energy and determination

Spirit

it

becomes

a part of that

Dying and killing seem easy when thought of as being a part

ritualistic

game.

of

end.

one believes something strongly enough,

If

will begin to mount.

a variable dependent upon the exhibited weakness
of a

a government nears

person.

system increases, disorders

of a

Iloffer maintains,

To our

real naked selves there

is not a thing on
earth or in heaven worth dying for. It is only
when we see ourselves as actors in a staged
performance that death loses its frightfulness
and finality and becomes an act of make-believe

in a theatrical gesture.
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This can happen to a person totally immersed
a collective whole.

in

an ideology as a

member

of

"He has no purpose, or worth, or destiny apart from

"
his collective body; and as long as that body lives, he cannot really die.

Hoffer refers to this as a "primitive state" loyalty.

The
gang

is like

life in

a ghetto gang can produce this group identification.

an invisible fortress which provides

beyond

unity, destructiveness, and a strength far

its

members

that

The

with an identity,

which any one individual

nr*

u

Leiden and Schmitt, op.

cit.

,

p. 46.

77

Eric Hoffer, The True Believer
Publishers, 1966), p. 64.

,

(New York: Harper and Row
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can

summon

for himself

actually fear bodily

As mentioned

.

harm and

in

Chapter

II individual

gang members

gain their strength from the group.

Tilly

reinforces the intense solidarity and unity of groups, when,

in

prevalence of "rixe"

strong ties of

in

middle age Europe, he refers

to the

urban craftsmen as being one in which group spirit prevailed.

7

describing the

ft

Evidence of the force of group membership on an individual have been
seen

in

many other

instances.

Under

the psychological conditioning of a

strong leader Japanese Kamikaze pilots willingly gave their lives to destroy
the

enemy; small tribes

American Indians

of

after being emotionally prepared

by dance ceremonies, attacked far larger forces without fear; and,
years,

we have read and witnessed

civil rights

workers marching

in

recent

into the

futy of high pressure fire hoses and police dogs with apparently little regard

for their personal welfare.

Lieberson and Silverman concluded after a study

of 76 race riots

between 1913 and 1963 that the theory which claims rapid population gains are

accompanied by

riots

was

not supported, they found further evidence that

encroachment by Blacks on the white occupational world rather than a high

unemployment

level tended to increase riots and that poor Black housing,

income
relatively large Black-white income discrepancies, or low Black

78

Tilly, op. cit.

,

p.

14.
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failed to distinguish riot cities

from non-riot

cities.

79

They did discover,

however, that the functioning of local government was important

whether a

riot

police forces,

would follow a precipitating incident.

more representative forms

of

in

determining

Cities having integrated

government (city-wide rather

than local district elections), and a larger percentage of self employed

Blacks demonstrated a more stable atmosphere and were less prone to

riots.

Janowitz traced the transformation in the patterns of collective racial
violence in urban areas over the last 50 years through three different phases.

The

first

phase was observed after World War

I.

It

was termed a communal

an interracial clash, and an ecologically based struggle

riot,

of expanding black neighborhoods.

riots

Second, during World

were replaced by large scale outbursts within

War

the Black

at the

II,

boundaries

communal

community and
These

represented a rejection of agents and symbols of the larger society.

types were labelled commodity riots in deference to the looting which occurred.

The second type gave way

was a more

to a third type during the

period 1964-1967.

This

selective, terroristic use of force with political overtones
80
,

generally against whites by organized groups of Blacks.

Nesvold and the Feierabends, using ranking scales

to

weight the

^Stanley Lieberson and Arnold R. Silverman, "Precipitants and
Conditions of Race Riots, " American Sociological Review December, 1965,
,

pp.

888-898.
®9

Morris Janowitz, "Patterns of Collective Racial Violence,
Violence in America, op. cit. pp. 393-422.
,

" in
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severity of political assassinations, 81 riots, political
less violent demonstrations ooncur with

citizenry as a turbulent group. 82

Wade

mob

attacks, and other

in rating the United States

But, concludes

Graham and Gurr,

in spite

of the turbulence exhibited and the international reputation
espousing political

violence, the United States, paradoxical as
stable republic.

it

sounds, has been a relatively

83

Youth Movements

More than 100 years

ago, Lord Macauley in a letter to an

American

friend, expressed concern that the United States would be plundered in the

20th Century by citizens trained in United States institutions.

84

Less than two

years ago, Laquer, another British historian of modern times, while not
predicting a plundering of the United States, did indicate that an American

youth movement "was bound to occur sooner or later, " Such a prediction

is

easy to make, especially when one considers that youth movements have been
frequent enough to be called, "natural phenomena" and that America

8

op. cit.

,

8

one of

Ivo K. Feierabend, Rosalind L. Feierabend, and Betty A. Nesvold,
pp. 606-639.

Historical View, " in
University of Chicago Press, 1969), pp. 7-26.

Richard Wade, "Violence

Urban Violence, (Chicago:
83

is

Graham and Gurr,

in the Cities:

op. cit.

,

p.

An

774.

84

Robert Betts, "Pornography, Perversion, Sinister Red Strategy,"
Holyoke, Massachusetts, Transcript-Telegram March 25, 1969.
,
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of the few nations that has not witnessed a true youth

Youth movements, while apparently new

to

movement.

America are

85

not

new

world, for according to Cubberly, medieval students and their teachers

to the

in a

close bonded fraternity gained abundant privileges and enjoyed innumerable
on

immunities normally extended only

to clergy as early as 1158.

position of influence naturally attracted large

numbers

Such a

new members, and

of

as a result by the beginning of the thirteenth century students and teachers had

increased

in

guilds they

numbers

were able

came only a matter
In the days

sufficient to

to

form

guilds or associations.

secure a charter of rights and privileges, and

of time before universities or corporations

when a university consisted

and lectures could be held in any building,
all.

A

group of students and master who

it

was easy

It

in

felt as

though they were being abused
to

another town.

In the

The prestige they

appears too that towns offered broad concessions

by a most unusual privilege obtained by

Walter Laquer, "Reflections On Youth Movements," Commentary

June, 1969.
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and

any town, so finding new locations was a

to attract universities as indicated

8

be-

were formed.

to migrate, school

new location they established a branch or new university.
brought made them welcome

it

chiefly of masters and students,

by a town, merely packed their belongings and moved

relatively simple task.

Through these

Ellwood P. Cubberly, The History of Educations (New York:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1920),

p.

216.

,

52

universities early

a

means

in

their existence, the right of "cessatio" - striking as

of enforcing a redress of grievances against either town
or church

authority 87
o

Student Discontent

Students in Oxford University, England, surrounded by legal immunities,

took advantage of their position and heaped problems on the townspeople in

1354 in what came to be known as the "Town and Gown" riots.

They robbed,

raped, and even slew townspeople.
Students in Paris University

in

1355 exhibited disapproval by "shouting

or whistling or raising a dust, or by throwing stones.
this

manner

if

something displeased them.

In 1646 at the Jesuit College of

.

.

"

They reacted

in

88

LaFleche, France, during the carnival

days, students rebelled from conditions which they claimed dishonored them

and proceeded to stage an armed mutiny.

"The rebels.

.

.

stood in the

avenues, armed with swords, sticks, blackjacks, and stones, driving back
the pupils

who came

Troops had

out

when

the bell range to get to their classrooms.

89

to be called in to restore order in Winchester, England,

when students occupied

the school for two days and hoisted a red flag, and in

1818, troops with fixed bayonets had to be called in to suppress an uprising

87
Ibid.

88

,

p.

221.

Phillippe Aries, Centuries of Childhood

1965, pp. 317-318.

89

Ibid.

,

pp. 317-318.

,

(New York: Vintage Books,
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At Rubgy, the pupils n set fire to their books and desks and with-

of pupils.

drew

to an island

which had

to be taken

by assault by the army.

similar incidents at Eton. " 90 These examples of

common

There were

action indicate

the strong bonds that existed between students and which created "intense
solidarity.

.

.

a kind of a brotherhood in league against their masters. " 9 ^

The "Sturm and Drang" period
18th Century.

It

in

Germany made

its

appearance

in the

was a literary movement which led toward romanticism. 92

The authors and play rights

of the period,

found strong support from the youth.

in

opposing conditions of the time,

The Robbers

,

a play by Schiller,

described the role of emancipators played by the youth of the time and influenced large numbers of them into roles of freedom fighters opposed to
social conventions.

This period, not unlike that of today found "long hair,

strange attires, and wild language, "

seems

in

vogue.

93
'

A

student

movement

itself

be the joining together of students whose aims are similar and whose

to

political ideology is unified and ascertainable.

Present too

is

a disillusionment

with and the concomitant rejection, of the older generations' value system.

9Q

Ibid.

,

p.

91 Tilly, op.

318-319.
cit.

,

p.

15.

92

William R. Benet, T he Readers Encyclopedia
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1969), p. 971.
9

,

2nd edition, (New

°Walter Laqueur, "Reflections On Youth Movements,

June, 1969.

"

Commentary,
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The "Wandervogel" was one of the latter groups representing

ment

of opposition to a civilization

which they

felt

which they

had

felt

little to

lacked vitality, warmth, emotion, and ideals.

;i

move-

offer

them and

They

felt

alienated and while vague in their diagnosis of the problem and unclear in
their proposals for correcting the situation, they

relations would be desirable.

their feelings led

them back

to

The eventual path
simple living

Moreover, the members

countryside.

in

of the

knew

that a change in

human

Wandervogel

assuage

of the

to

nature and ramblings over the

movement were generally con-

vinced that their mission was to complete tasks which other generations failed
94

to complete.

mass

The German youth movement which has produced an impressive

of literature can be traced back to the period of "Storm and Stress. "

Wandervogel represented a literary revolt against the repression

The

of individual

emotions and the principles of classicism, while the other group, the
Burschenshoft, was political in nature and composed of patriotic students who
disliked both Prussian autocracy and tL

French Revolution.

Curiously enough, most of the early branches of the Wandervogel came
into

being in

a change in

little

membership philosophy occurred and

the working class
to be

university towns but gradually spread to larger cities where

was unsuccessfully made

a drive to interest youths from

for class differences

were too

overcome.

^4

Lewis

S.

Feuer, The Conflict of Generations

Books, Inc., 1969),

p.

12.

,

(New York: Basic

rigid

A student movement
According

to

Feucr,

it

is

founded upon a coalescence of several themes.

tends to arise where political apathy or a sense of

helplessness prevails among the people.

95

A

student

movement

is

also a

generational movement, which, expressed in sociological terms, means that
a group of students of

common

age, sharing a past with similar historical

experiences, hopes, and disillusionments, and experiencing a
illusionment with the older age groups join together against a

The movement
little

support

is

common

dis-

common enemy. 96

formed when a generational disequilibrium exists and

a balance and sharing of interests and philosophy exists be-

if

tween generations.

Factors of birth and social heritage apparently have

considerable effect upon the formation of youth groups, too, according

Neumann, for

finds

to

again, they are unifying factors, identifiable, and each a

clustering agent.

97

Subsequent mass movements throughout the world have borrowed and
successfully employed certain activities of the early
to the elitism of the

German movements many

German groups

but owing

other activities had to be

abandoned.

What

95
96

Europe.

important to bear

is

Feuer, op.

,

p.

Sigmund Neumann,

” Vital

97

cit.

Ibid.

,

is that

today the culture of the student

12.

’’The Conflict of Generations in

Speeches of the Day
pp. 623-628.

mind

In

,

V, (1939), pp. 623-628.

Contemporary

56

movements,

the intellectual elite, is the one genuinely international
culture.

For example, students

same books such

as

at

any given time throughout the world tend to read the

Marx and Camus and

Satre and Kierkegaard,,

Feuer suggests

the existentialist writers such as

that this

might be called the law of

the universality of ideas, or the law of intellectual fashions.

manner

much

In

that youth today have adopted the philosophies of Gibron,

Fromm, and Hesse

the later

German

the

same

Freud, Jung,

youths movements accepted Nietzsche,

Logarde, and Langbohn.

An awareness

of generational

consciousness and generational struggles

will help one to realize the importance of maintaining generational equilibrium
in the

home, school and society.

apparently

is

What keeps

the sense of generational

this

consciousness most intense

martyrdom,

the actual experience of

witnessing one's fellow students being assaulted, killed or imprisoned by

armed

deputies of the elder generation.

adolescent's new manhood by elders and

human

This
is

is

considered an assault upon an

resented.

A

universal theme in

history the generational struggle in politics was recorded by the earliest

masters

of political science, Plato and Aristotle,

importance as an independent factor

in political

when

change.

they recognized

When

its

the energies oi

youth can be channeled into industrial or social development, or opening a new
continent,

and so on instead of generational strife, generational equilibrium

will exist.

Industry capitalizes on such knowledge and seeks to hire youth to

57

"freshen their blood streams" with youthful
imagination and vigor.
industry recently released

with 25 years service

fifty

in the

per cent of

its

sales and engineer force,

company, and moved

location over 2, 500 miles away.

One

The vacancies

its entire office to

will be filled by

some

a new

new blood,

youths recently graduated from college.

School systems which deny youths

the opportunity to

development of school programs

become involved

in the

might just be stagnating their own progress.

economic survival,

is

If

business, in the interest of

willing to shelve experts for the sake of revitalization

by youths, schools might well consider youthful involvement.

Such a suggestion

does not imply an abrogation of responsibilities on the part of a school
professional staff.

It

merely suggests the inclusion

of student voices in

curriculum development, assembly planning, and other aspects
affairs.

Mixing experience and youth might lead
Generational revolt

is not

to

more

of student

effective education.

a necessary ingredient for basic social

change, Feuer insists, for revolutionary change has taken place in modern

times without a concomitant
with an older generation.

involvement of a younger generation

On

in conflict

the whole a generational equilibrium has

prevailed in American history and sweeping changes have been possible.

However, when a student movement does occur

it

signals a malady in the

society as well as the presence of conditions which could lead to a "generational

disequilibrium. "

Generational conflict arises from the very character of

98
Ibid.

,

p.

11.
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the generations involved.

more

victory,

consciousness.

aware

it

means

to

movements can be

same general way

enough

wrote Aristotle, "love honor and

be without

it.

.

.

""

little,

not

By contrast, elderly

disillusioned, disaffected, materialistic.

Student
the

"

than they love money, which indeed they love very

having yet learnt what

men were

"The young,

that

identified by generational consciousness in

workers' movements might be identified by class

Generational consciousness, however,

numbers

to hold large

often not strong

for young workers and students have always been

that future elitism can belong to

distinction.

is

them

if

This knowledge discourages their

they achieve upper class
full

acceptance of youthful

zealots.

The Value

of Student

Movements

Historians disagree about the effectiveness of youth movements

producing change that

is of

value

to society.

Some tend

in

to be pessimistic about

students possessing the qualities needed to bring about peaceful social and

change and they accuse students of inevitably acting irrationally

political

in

pursuing their objectives.
In

comparing a student movement with working men's, Feuer states

"Student movements.
for

some

urges:

issue,

.

.

are born of vague, undefined emotions, which seek

some cause,

to

which

to attach

themselves.

A complex

self-destruction.
altruism, idealism, revolt, self-sacrifice and

"ibid.

,

p.

29.

of

.

.
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A

trade union, on the other hand strikes
because the workingmen want higher
100

wages, better conditions of labor,” and the
the specific grievances of the working

conditions.

men

The wage demands and

like.

are born directly out of their

Their existence determines their consciousness.

the historical materialism of Karl

framework

for explaining labor

rather to find a nobler

life

basic economics involved.

themselves

to

a theoretical

of student

movements are rarely material-

espouse anti-materialistic themes.

for

A

in

They seek

mankind without serious consideration for the
large

number

of student

movements attach

carrier movements of more major proportions such as a

peasant, labor, nationalist, racial, or anti-colonial movement.

movement

sense

movements.

The outlook and philosophy
istic, in fact, they generally

Marx might be considered

In this

life

The student

these instances gives a new qualitative character and direction

to the anticipated social change.

It

imparts

to the

carrier movements new

feelings of emotion, and a depth of feeling, which would otherwise probably be
lacking.

According

to

Feuer,

if

a student attached

movement

alternative paths, rational or irrational, the student

toward the irrational or emotional.
opinion, for youths

who

is

given a set of

movement would tend

There may be some basis for such an

reject the life styles of the adult society are acting-

emotional ly and, in the eyes of those being rejected, decisions to discard the

material comforts of society are indeed irrational.

100
Ibid.

,

p.

10.

He also pessimistically

GO

notes, that

if

a

movement

for social change is joined by a student

movement,

evidence overwhelmingly indicates chances for rational
evolution and achieve-

ment

of the desired social goals have been adversely
affected,,

contention, he quotes

movement

Kuno Francke as

German

101
in the 19th

Laqueur on

Century.

the other hand, sees both good and bad in youth

for in his observations,

some youth groups

in the

accompanied by

German

splits

youth movement

and reunions.

The

problems the movement faced,

is

He does mention

one of intergroup

role a student

played depended in each case upon political conditions
the gravity of the

movements,

modern period have done

while others have caused a great deal of harm.

that the whole history of the

friction

this

stating that Karl Fallen's student

set back for a generation the liberal aspirations of the

people early

much good

To support

movement

in the society at large,

the degree of its cultural

102

development, and the quality of the guidance

it

received from

In attempting to save the reputation of the

German

its

mentors.

student circle such

as the "Burschenschaften" from a characterization which depicts them as

being historicists, terrorists, totalitarians and anti-semites, Laqueur assures
us that there were also genuine patriots

101

Ibid.

,

p.

who dreamed

of

"Germany

unity" and

8.

102

Walter Z. Laqueur, Young Germany, A History of the German
Youth Movement, (New York: Basic Books Co. Inc., 1962), p. 37.
,

01

set out to

combat the tyranny and oppression

of the Holy Alliance.

103

Laqueur

lauds the idealism, spirit of sacrifice, devotion to one's people, and
revolution-

ary fervor that marked the "Bursehenshaft, " and suggests these same qualities

have been an inherent part of
It

all

youth movements over the last hundred years.

would be a mistake, he feels, for us

were an exception
of violence.

to this rule

To defend

because

to

assume

that fascist youth

of their violent acts

and their preaching

this stand he quotes Mussolini as saying,

violence that liberates, and there

is

movements

violence that enslaves; there

"there

is

is

moral

violence and stupid, immoral, violence." According to some critics the agents

needed

to bring about peaceful social

found in youth movements.

Laqueur disagrees with

out that there are times in history

minds

of students so intent

madness

when acting

were they

this,

however, and points

rationally did not enter the

in ridding their country of a social

He also adds that the impetuosity, the impatience and sometimes

oppression.
the

and political change are not those usually

of youth

movements has been a

liberating force in the struggle

against tyranny and dictatorship and that "tyranny cannot be overthrown unless
at least

some

people are willing to sacrifice their lives, " and these are usually

104
youths,

103

Laqueur, "Reflections on Youth Movements," Commentary, June,

1969.

104

Ibid.

,

p.

6.
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After analyzing the political strategies employed
by youth engaged

campus

employed

Among

Turner was able

rebellions,

in

T -group

to identify several psycho-social
techniques

sessions to produce synergy among participating
members. 105

those mentioned were the confrontation and seizure of
administrative

offices, tactics

which succeeded

effect, created a social

in halting all routine

vacuum, a period

work

activities and in

of time void of routine

busy work

which provided an opportunity for both administration and students
school policies

in the light of

human

some

to

re-examine

criteria.

Another T-group phenomenon suggests
out

in

that there

may be no growth with-

periodic anguish and initial regression which was inherent in youth

political group actions

even disintegration

in

when they created periods

of anguish, regression,

college communities and secondary schools.

attacks on the system in

many

instances resulted

in

a

more

state of order than existed prior to the confrontation.

rights and responsibilities

were examined both

in local

to

Student and administrative

communities and

work cooperatively

ever inequalities which might have existed

in the past.

Their

lasting, productive

the courts and, even though uneasiness and suspicions shrouded

and faculty committees, they did begin

and

in

many student

to repair

The value

of

what-

communi-

cation in producing synergistic attitudes was also rediscovered or reinforced.

105

Charles Hampden-Turner, R adical Man: The Process of PsychoSocial Development (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Schenkman Company, 1970),
Chapter VII.
,

Conclusion
History

is

a witness to the fact that Europeans have been aggressive

and expansionistic with violence

systems under

political

then reappearing.

the

in the

form

banners of movements, appearing, subsiding, and

Visible too, has been a change in the degree of violence as

direction under leadership was gained,.

each movement apparently grew

in kind

movement sought advancement and
for political

of insurrections directed against

The

political unrest

and intensity as members

a place in the power structure.

power gradually replaced reactions

might have prompted the uprising

accompanying

to conditions of

in the first place.

It

of the

This desire

misery

that

has also been observed

these events of history revealed that similar, but never the same, forces were

present

in the

It

revolutionary uprisings.

has also been seen that the inefficiencies of a legitimate government,

national or local, and its agencies were often tolerated for an extended period
of time even though recognized by the governed because, apparently, habits
of conduct are difficult to uproot.

However, as time passed and

entropy of a system increased disorders began

to

the political

mount.

After comparing the stances taken by Feuer and Lacqeur, one feels a
certain reluctance to draw conclusions and pass judgments on youth movements.

Other writers too have shared Feuers and Lacqeur otanee.
the virtues and others the lawlessness and futility.

of the

Perhaps

formless and elusive character often attributed

to

Some recognize
this is

because

such movements.

Or,

n4

perhaps

it

was because the groups

>uill.

or formed themselves around

charismatic loaders whose leadership was accepted because of their
personal

example and strong character,
they expounded.

one leaves

its

rati

or than because

of the principle?:

Whatever good or harm comes from youth movements, each

mark

in

history and in

a modicum of the population

is

some way produces a change, even

destroy lav/s but to

The concern

of

fulfill

if

only

affected.

Every generation has produced radical men whose mission
-o

or theories

is

not just

some, renew others, and create additional ones.

each educator should be

to

understand what

is

happening among

youth today which, when quite simply stated, amounts to the realization that

youth today are violently vocalizing against conditions about which they mur-

mured

in the past.

to their

if

They have provided strong evidence

that they are

committed

mission of securing representation and will change their philosophy only

proven through logical arguments that they are wrong.
In the Springfield survey which follows the reader will

with

many

unrest.

of the conditions

which existed

in Springfield

become

familiarized

prior to the student

Describee will be the attempts of the School Committee

to integrate

a de facte segregated school system and the problems they encountered.

Discussed too will be programs which intended

to assist

youngsters adjust to their new school environments.

newly integrated

In order to

determine

whether or not factors which caused the Springfield unrest and general
unrest did, in fact, parallel one another these forces are compared.

nation;.!

CHAPTER

IV

THE SPRINGFIELD SURVEY

Introduction

The school

crisis which faced the citizens of Springfield, Massachusetts

during the school year 1969-1970 undoubtedly had deep roots.
this

appeared on September

1963,

19,

when

the School

resolution admitted that racial concentration existed in

and acknowledged that integrated education
in

January 1964, Black parents

is

Evidences

of

Committee by formal

some

desirable.

of its schools

Four months

filed a lawsuit in a U. S. District

later,

Court

to

require the school committee to take steps to eliminate racial imbalance.

This

action served notice to the school committee that idle promises would not be

accepted.

On January

11,

1965, one

vear later, the United States District Court

ruled that racial imbalance existing

in

"some

of the schools" in Springfield

constituted racial segregation under the United States Constitution and was to

be eliminated "to the fullest extent possible - within the framework of effective
educational procedures."

With this official judgment the Springfield
itself involved in the

Public Schools,

School Committee found

process of improving racial balance

This task continues today, for

in the Springfield

in a city the size of

Spring-

field there is

Efforts

Made

no simple, magical solution.
to Integrate Schools

On April
of Education.

1,

1966 Springfield submitted

The plan included

its first

plan to the State Board

the combining of certain elementary school

districts, the revision of elementary and junior high districts, the selection
of

new school

sites outside heavily concentrated Black districts, the provision

of "compensatory" educational programs, and an "open enrollment" policy

106

which had been instituted

in the

summer

of the previous year.

During the school year 1966-1967, additional changes

in the junior high

school districts were made, new sites of a proposed elementary school and
the addition to a junior high school

were planned.

Further, a Metropolitan

Council for Educational Opportunities (METCO) plan was made operable,
following State approval.
In

State.

September, 1967, a second plan was submitted and approved by the

This plan called for another change

two grades

in

each of two elementary schools located

Black district, and an increase
special,

in district lines, the

in

in a

proposed construction.

phasing out of

densely populated

At this time a

more personalized approach toward open enrollment was made and

106

of the
See Appendix - Chronological and Historical Development
and
Balance
Racial
of
Springfield School Committee's Plan for the Promotion
Schools
Springfield Public
the Correction of Existing Racial Imbalance in the

(Plate VIII).
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a Director of School-Community Relations was
hired.

The

METCO

plan was

now accepted by two surrounding communities.
September

In

approved.

of 1968 a third plan

was submitted

to the State

and

This plan called for the closing of a predominantly Black junior

high school, further development of educational specifications for new
junior
high construction, and the hiring of an architect to plan an addition for one

other junior high school.

METCO
This plan called for the cooperative assistance of

communities
its

schools.

in metropolitan districts to help the

Simple

in

suburban

urban communities integrate

design with reimbursable costs, the plan suggested

that Black youngsters be

education.

all

bused

to

suburban schools for their elementary

In the entire Springfield Metropolitan District spaces for approxi-

mately 120 youngsters were found.

The philosophy behind
sound for

it

the inception of

METCO,

seemingly, was socially

has long been recognized that peer group influence

motivator among youth.

is

a powerful

Thus, by mixing inner-city youth with youth who have

strong subconscious drives toward maintaining a status of affluence
future, a

new expectation

level might be generated.

in the

In further support of this

theory are statistics which indicate that a substantial number of welfare families

are third generation recipients which would seem
this life pattern.

to indicate

an acceptance of

68

An
residents
the

often omitted but nevertheless present, fear
is

door"

that they might

become inundated by poor

among suburban

families

if

they "open

even slightly not realizing that economics will automatically impede

such a migration and that those families which might chose

to

move

into their

towns will only do so when their affluence and accompanying social positions

permit such a move.
not seen the

wisdom

Apparently, however, most suburban communities have
of such an

argument and have resisted urban and

state

appeals for assistance generally claiming to have schools which are already

overcrowded, a fact

A

many communities

but probably not

all.

fourth plan, submitted in September of 1969, included the formation

of a special

METCO

in

committee

to study the racial balance plan, the continuation of

and the Modified Open Enrollment Plan, and the continuation of

building planning.

At the time the plan was submitted, the new addition

Van Sickle Junior High was completed
bus students was made possible.

to a

of

degree that occupancy for 300 new

This helped to ease the overcrowded

conditions brought about by the closing of Buckingham Junior High School a

predominantly Black populated school during the
point overt attempts to integrate

The demands

of the State

became

still racially

imbalanced.

of 1968.

At this

less evident.

Law, Chapter 641, requiring balanced school

populations, however, had not been met in

were

summer

full,

for five elementary schools
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The Year

of

Crises

All steps to alleviate racial imbalance taken in
the preceding years

by the School Department were, according

to the

Department, designed not

only to meet the State requirements but also to better equip
the schools to
contribute to the solution of the urban problem.

attempts to open channels of communication with

made.

channels.

A Human

to help students

adjust to a
III,

groups

that

were

it

separated from their neighborhood junior high school

new junior high school

among which were

was intended

setting,

was funded

in

that

1969 under Title

The Specialists were indigenous

the State

each specialist should strive for a professional

human

grounds that

it

inception, the project

Department

was

to certain

This latter criteria was included be-

relations skills and mastered

psychological concepts needed for counseling others.
its

to

the ability to relate to youth and the ability to

status as he developed his personal

issues from

communication

Relations Specialists Program, a project whose objective

successfully pursue college training.

when

in the city

Buckingham School District and were selected according

criteria

cause

all

office designed to facilitate and expedite

Elementary, Secondary Education Act.

to the

was visibly evident

This was evidenced by the establishment of an office of School-

Community Relations, an

was

It

of

not achieving

its

Plagued by controversial

was terminated during

Education refused

to

new

its

second year

renew the grant on the

goals of helping students adjust.
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An Inner City Learning Center project was also submitted
for funding.

This project sought

to

to the State

develop special techniques and materials

for teaching inner-city elementary school children and to create an experimental

learning center which would serve
the design of the

mix

of the

full funds.

all

elementary school children.

program, especially a section which referred

to the racial

classrooms, the State Department of Education refused
In conflict

was a portion

busing and integration of students.
integration be

met but

of the plan

The

to institute

to release

which called for two-way

State required that

its

the school committee, lacking support

community, was reluctant

Because

two-way busing,

policy of

from the

the only feasible

method

of achieving racial balance in the school selected for the project.

Black History courses were developed during 1968-1969 by high school
students and staff

members and incorporated

into the

curriculum of

all

four

city high schools in September, 1969,

Teacher Training Programs
Forty teachers, during the

summer

of 1968, in cooperation with a

local college, attended a National Defense Education Act institute to develop

understandings of the needs of minority groups.
the city

were employed as instructors
During the summer

were trained

in

in that

Forty Black leaders from

program.

of 1969, an additional 85 educational staff

membeis

an Institute to help them become more effective teachers of

inner-city children.

Again, Black citizens were employed as instructors and
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consultants.

During the same period, twenty-four English teachers and six

Black community residents shared knowledge

in a

program

at a local college

with the expressed purpose of acquainting the teachers with the idiomatic and
cultural responses of inner-city children,

A

bi-lingual

program designed

to

meet

the unique needs of Spanish

speaking children was funded and additional Spanish speaking teachers were

employed.
Instituted as the result of a central cities grant under the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act were additional programs

These were

in the inner city.

Committee and

the

improve instruction

jointly administered by the Springfield School

Model Cities Policy Board, an administrative move

heralded by the United States Commissioner

and Laudable.

to

of

Education as being "Unique

"

Student Unrest
Shortly after the opening of the 1969-1970 school year, however,

became apparent

that all

was

not well in the Springfield

it

Urban Community

could
and most schoolmen became aware that the schools were targets and

become instruments

in the

urban revolution.

Early

in

October, a few weeks
107

after school opening at

Van Sickle Junior High School,

a series of disturb-

reporters, and
ances occurred which quickly brought alarmed parents,
television news mobile vans to the front door.

Bashed heads and some bloodied noses

plus countless cases of "pinched

107xhis writer was serving as principal of the school

at the

time.
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white female backsides, " innumerable cases of extortion, threats, loud
shouts
of defiance, produced

mixed emotions among some

of the white student

and faculty, and members of the school community.
efforts of students, teachers, and parents,

many

Through

body

the cooperative

of the surface

problems were

resolved and the remainder of the year was conducted without any serious

breaches

of order.

However, a continual campaign

of informal

meetings

between teachers, counselors, Human Relations Specialists, and parents

was conducted

in an attempt to

mental causes of the unrest.

improve attitudes and discover

the

more funda-

Establishing healthy racial attitudes constituted

a major portion of the curriculum during the year and subject matter mastery

became

a secondary objective

in the

minds of most

suspected that many of the ninth grade students

more aware

of

problems integrated school

students' school life.

staff

members.

left at the

It is

end of the year much

living can bring

if

begun

late in a

Other junior high schools were plagued by upsets through-

out the year, but only one,

Forest Park Junior High, reached the stage of

disruption experienced at Van Sickle.

The acts

of violence at

Van

Sickle Junior High were, according to the

Black youths involved, reprisals for the mis-treatment their "Black brothers"
had received during the previous year when they numbered less than one

hundred

in a school of eight

hundred.

Staff

members who were present

during

mis-treatment of
the 1968-1969 school year apparently observed little overt

Black students by whites inside of the school, but did report

that police

pro-
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tection had to be

summoned

for Black bus students as they waited to
board

their buses.

Further investigations disclosed the

harassment

of

fact that

much

of the after-school

Black students was initiated by white high school students who

were responding

to tales of

course of the school day.

Black aggression against white friends during the

It

is the

opinion of this writer who had frequent

encounters with this group of white high school students

in the fall of

1969,

however, that many of their attacks on younger Black students were self
initiated and motivated by racial attitudes, requiring little stimulation

the tales of younger brothers, sisters and friends.

for the disturbance of the peace

allowed the school officials

became common,

to settle student

from

Eventually, when arrests
this

group retreated and

problems.

During the period of severe disturbances few student demands were
heard.

The problems which were investigated by parent, student and teacher

groups were

to a large

Chapter VI.

Once these threats were removed, other contributing factors

degree, attributed to gang-like activities discussed

were investigated and committee work was begun

to eliminate as

many

in

as

possible.

High School Unrest
Unrest

in the

largest city high school, Technical High School, reached

a stage of violence in November, one month after the Van Sickle incidents.

While undertones of tensions were observable before the outbreak of violence,
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the first overt act of racial
4,

1969,

when a

cafeteria,,

all

fight

fight

antagonism was observed on Tuesday, November

between four youths erupted

in the school’s

overcrowded

At noon on the following day, Wednesday, a much larger
"free for

occurred

same

in the

cafeteria causing the school to be dismissed

early out of concern for the safety of students.
In spite of attempts by school

to the school hostilities

bomb
in

and community officials

and general unrest continued

in the

to restore

form

peace

of fights,

scares, walkouts, assaults, and general student harassments until early

December,,

Finally on

December

5,

letters requesting a personal visit

mailed to the parents of students who had been involved

in

were

any incidents.

During the visits these parents were informed about a stringent disciplinary
code which had been drawn up and which was about

to be enforced.

these meetings, subversive activities subsided and students once
to their studies.

During

this

month

of turmoil,

and community officials held mass meetings
be taken to end the disturbances.

to

Following

more returned

hundreds of anxious parents

determine what action could

Students too held meetings, but their

meetings were segregated racially.

They did not

feel ready to dialogue inter-

racially.

For a brief period of time, Black students assisted by older youths,
held classes away from the school in quickly organized classrooms.

"freedom schools" or Liberation Schools, two
staffed by students

from

local colleges and, in

titles they

The

were given, were

some cases, by

faculty

members
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as well.

Students attending these schools were reportedly concentrating on

"survival subjects," how to economically and socially get along

world,

" in addition to

academic subjects.

in the "outside

The schools enjoyed a short

success, three days or so, as students began

to drift

back

to their

lived

own high

schools to attempt to help straighten out the problems that interrupted their
education.

While the greatest concentration of unrest was located
High School, no

in

high school escaped the effects of the violence.

affected by "spill over" activities and the tenor of the times

Technical

Each was

seemed

to be

contagious.

Principals of the junior high schools too reported an increase in tensions

among

their students during this

same

period, but fortunately no serious

breaches of order were reported.
Meetings of Parents

- City -wide

In general the larger

mixed meetings used an open forum technique

which a time limit for each speaker was established

in

to provide opportunities

problems.
for those wishing to be heard to present their views on school

A

numbei of
frequently mentioned problem was busing, for a large

leaving the bus or on the
students were being assaulted or harassed either after

bus on the way home from school.

When monitors were

in

attendance they

but because
prevented problems even at the risk of personal harassment,
the bus
they frequently could not find a ride to board

monitors.

many buses had no

regular
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Parents complained that double standards of conduct and discipline
existed in all schools, an inference that preferential treatment was given to

certain students for a variety of reasons.

Schools were accused of concealing

certain unlawful actions of students and not reporting them when they occurred,

however, no specific cases were cited.

Concern over trespassers and

destruction of school property was voiced.
facilities for students

was mentioned

for

it

The inadequacy
encouraged

of safe storage

The formation

theft.

of

student grievance committees was urged and a review of counseling practices
as well as a review of the whole counseling system was recommended.
Swift

and firm action against students who were found

dangerous weapons or instruments, or any object that could

in

possession

of

harm

inflict bodily

on others was advised by a group of white parents and, further, they suggested
that the school

committee investigate and take appropriate action on student

assaults upon school department personnel.

Some parents

return to authority, discipline, order and integrity.

was
it:

to get Springfield children

back

to their parents.

Many

called for a

stated their concern

As one mother stated

"Parents should stop busying themselves with one fancy meeting after

another and start worrying about their own kids.

108

"

See Appendix - Requests by Concerned Parents' for Education
(Plate X)),
(composed primarily of parents from white, moderate income areas
End Parents
and the Mayor's Answers to Grievances of a Committee of South
A group of white parents from a low income area (Plate XI).
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Accusing fingers were pointed
kids out of school to solve problems. "

at certain

Black leaders for "leading

Others chided Springfield citizens for

racial attitudes and charged them to "get prejudice out of your hearts. "

A

Black leader

Black students

in

an all Black meeting called for the protection of

in the city’s

schools and total freedom for Black youths.

Black youths asked for the immediate removal
It

was

of racist teachers.

quite evident at these meetings that the participants recognized

the seriousness of the school situation for there

is

no record of anyone

in

attendance at a mixed meeting standing and accusing another racial group of

being responsible for the existing conditions.
the need for

harmony and cooperative

white parents.

They seemed

fully

aware

of

efforts on the part of both Black and

109

Meetings - Black Leaders
While Black leaders and concerned Black citizens met frequently to
discuss the high school problems impressions from one meeting in particular
stand out.
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In this

meeting the Black community leaders launched what was

See Appendix - Black Parents' Demands.
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termed an all-out
at the

effort to ease racial tensions in the city's high schools and

same time ensure

the protection of Black students attending these schools.

Those present, around 200, were exhorted

more

man

to use all efforts to try to prevent

tension raising incidents from happening in the high schools.

The chair-

also called for the protection of Black students in the city's schools.

Two proposals made
presented.

One was

earlier

in the

day to the school committee were

that no plans designed to relieve racial

problems

in the

schools be implemented without the review and approval of the Black community.

The

intent of the proposal

was

to insure a collective effort of the school

committee, school department, Black community and representatives
and Black students.

The second proposal called

of white

for an immediate meeting

between the school committee and Black students without the presence

of police.

This proposal alluded to the fact that police were present when the committee
first attempted to

meet with Black students.

One participant attacked

members

the attitude of certain school

committee

as well as city councillors. Another assured those in attendance

that Black students acted in self defense on two occasions of violence.

Black Students

When

-

Demands

dialogue sessions between Black and white Technical High

students failed to materialize on
friction

November

10,

1969 because of unsurmountable

between the groups each met separately.
In their

meetings Black students concentrated on drawing up a

list of
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grievances in the form of demands to the School Committee. 110

demands was a request

for

amnesty for those who engaged

in

Among

the

peaceful protest

during the week of November 10, the removal of racist teachers, the formation
of a student court, the institution of school holidays to

Black Americans, the appointment

of a

commemorate great

Black representative to the school

committee, increased practices of hiring Black teachers and counselors, an
opportunity for selected Black community representatives to screen Black

teacher candidates, the establishment of a Black Afro-American Society

in

the high schools, representation on the school student council and cheerleading

squad, and a

more relevant

college entrance examination based on cultural

backgrounds.
White Students
In their

meeting the white students discussed the demands

students and pledged to help them achieve their demands

manner

that the school

In addition they

vowed

committee responded and
to

work with

the

in

much

’a

same

Black students to "resolve our piesent

united Tech.

Three concerns expressed by

the

Black

to the limits of their ability.

which
difficulties" and to "ensure against any future occurrences
our assumed combined goal,

of the

this

may

disrupt

'"

group were: What will happen

llOxhe School Committee's response will be found

in the

to

Appendix,
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troublemakers ? What

the

will

A

will

happen with the Black demands

be imposed on future troublemakers

in the

?

What controls

school?

National Student Crisis

The violence

that

occurred

in Springfield

during the months of November

and December, 1969 had been witnessed by residents
U.

S.

cities containing both

sit-ins,

of a majority of all

Black and white student groups.

bombings, picketing, vandalism, loud voices

Demonstrations,

of protest and

open

confrontations with civil and school authorities were being reported daily
the

news media, and, as an aftermath

major

in

to these happenings, studies, polls,

surveys, interviews, and the like were organized to determine the causes of

such unprecedented hostile behavior on the part

of

American youths.

Early in 1969 the National Association of Secondary School Principals

(NASSP) reported

in their study of

more than

1,

000 secondary schools that

59 per cent of the high schools and 56 per cent of the junior high schools
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responding had experienced some form of protest.

Alan F. Weston, director

American Liberties
in

at

of the

Center for Research and Education

Columbia University, reported

38 states had experienced

some form

in

that 348 high schools

of disruption between

November 1968

and February 1969 and that an additional 239 schools had suffered

serious

1

Schools
"^Stephen K. Bailey, Disruption in Urban Public Secondary
National Association of Secondary School Principals,
(Washington, D. C.
:

1970), p.

7.

,

81

episodes.

Using American newspapers as sources he found that by May 25,

1969 the total number of protests stood
In a

at

around 2,000,
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survey conducted by the House Subcommittee on General Education

for the year 1968-1969, twenty-nine thousand public, private, and parochial

high schools were polled with

more than

fifty

per cent responding.

findings of this subcommittee included such statistics as:

The basic

18 per cent

experienced "serious protests" (serious undefined); racial issues were more

common

in

larger urban schools than suburban or rural schools and was a

concern

in

more

than 50 per cent of the schools with

more than 1,000

students;

of schools with "a significant increase in minority group enrollment in the

past five years" 22 per cent experienced student protests as compared to 16

per cent

in

schools which saw no significant increase in minority group

involvement.

A

Syracuse University survey reported that 85 per cent

respondees

in June, 1970

three years.

were
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Found,

of their

had experienced some kind of disruption

in addition to

other data

common

in the

to all four studies,

the following significant conclusions:

of the student body is a more important
variable than the size of the city which houses it.

The size

1.

Larger schools have more problems.

11 2

ll3

Ibid.

,

p.

7.

Ibid.

,

p.

8.

past
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2„

Disruption is positively related to integration. A
higher incidence of disruption is likely to occur in
schools containing a mix of races.

3.

Integrated schools with higher percentages of Black
students are less likely to be disrupted if such

schools have high percentages of Black teachers.
4.

Disruption and average daily attendance are inversely
is, the higher the average daily attendance,
the lower the disruption and vice versa.
related, that

5.

Principals with the least experience in their office

endorse a more active response to disruption in
contrast to ’’riding it out, ” show greater concern
for positive, preventive training programs, and are
more hesitant to affix blame on external, non-school
factors.

Causative Factors - National Scale
It

in

was apparent on a national scale

numbers as

January 1969

the general

NASSP

that race related protests

movement gained momentum.

mounted

For example,

in

reported that 10 per cent of the principals responding

to

lie
the survey questionnaire indicated having experienced race related protests.

By April 1969

the Education U.S. A.

survey found that 20 per cent

of the

respondees indicated racial overtones, and by May 1969 a New York Times
poll declared that racial conflict

was a maj or cause

*
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of unrest.

114
Ibid

115

.

Bailey, op.

cit.

,

p.

9.

li/i

Jane Hunt, ’’Principals Report on Student Protest," The Education
Digest,

December

1969, p. 50.
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Beyond these more easily
for national unrest,

became

identifiable causes, extracting key reasons

a difficult chore.

that one might wonder, along with Jane Hunt,

So varied were the reasons
if

the protests

were not a desire

on the part of young people to assert themselves rather than the expression of
,

.

real grievances.
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The National Studies
"authority" even though

"system.
students

"

it

indicate that a key target of the protest

was sometimes masked

The attack on authority was reflected

who singled

out "school regulations"

118

in the

was

terms "society" or
percentages of

in the high

as a major cause of contention.

Rules concerning personal appearance was a major problem, especially
Also frequently

regulations governing boys' long hair and girls' short skirts.
listed

were smoking regulations, censorship

of

assembly programs and news-

papers and discipline procedures, especially suspensions.

Next to the issue

of dress and behavior, secondary school students expressed displeasure over
the education they receive.

Almost

half of the schools with protest

named

teachers, curriculum, class schedules, grades, homework, and exams as a

Two

source of dissatisfaction.
Louis Harris poll in 1969

117

118

felt

out of three students interviewed in a

they should have a greater voice in determining

"Special Report, " Education,

Jane Hunt, op.

cit.

,

p. 49.

U.S.A .,

1969, p.

1.
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school policies and curriculum.

Bernard McKenna, director

of a National Education Association

(NEA)

task force on student involvement determined that three major problem areas
existed and predicted that "unless three major problems of the secondary
schools.

.

.

are attacked vigorously, student unrest will probably persist. "

Cited were, curricular content and non-motivating teaching methods, lack of

broad involvement

of students in the decision

making process, and poor human
121

relations between students and their instructors.

Issues also mentioned,

but less often, were class sizes, extra-curricular activities, marks,

work, and the instructional program

home-

in general.

Origins of Unrest

Some administrators,
Staff

in replying to the Education

surveys and commenting on the origin

U.S.A. and NASSP

of the unrest, found

look at themselves and their own school policies.

it

difficult to

They preferred instead

to

"
"
"
look to the local "College Campuses, "Black Panthers, "SDS," "Television,

in particular

rich,

"

and the "news media" in general,

"smart alecks,

"HEW," "migrants," "newly

" and other "know-it-alls" as instigators of troubles.
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Louis Harris, "The Life" Poll: What People Think About Their
High Schools," Life, May 16, 1969, pp. 22-33.

^Bernard McKenna, "Student Unrest: Some Causes and Cures,
Principals, Vol.
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School
55, February 1971, p. 54.
122

Jane Hunt, op.

cit.

,

p.

51.
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The

NASSP

facts, according to the

study, however, indicated that

only five per cent of the principals reported Students for a Democratic

Society (SDS) activities in their schools.

where they were found were rules

The SDS targets

in the

schools

of conduct and dress and society in general.

Yet, the administrators and instructors were training agents of the

society which trained them.
difficult to either

Under these conditions

become cognizant

of magnitude on the spur of the

it

same

became conceivably

of needs for change or to affect changes

moment.

Undertones

of discontent could

be

misconstrued by school authorities as being echoes of their own youthful

growing pains.

Such interpretation

is

especially true

in the

United States

where a maj or youthful revolt has never been encountered.

The Survey

of Springfield's Unrest

The Springfield Survey

(See Appendix II) conducted by this writer

produced results that were somewhat unexpected
after reviewing and

at the

time of tally but now,

comparing these results with national survey

findings,

the variance is not so unusual.

It

will be

slanted with

freedom

observed that the

room

of choice

left

poll utilizes questions that are humanistically

for at least three write-in statements which permit

by the person being polled.

Sought were answers from the

affective senses of the respondee rather than purely

was

felt that a

the cognitive.

It

deeper sense of responsibility and a more thoughtful intio-

spection would result.

123

from
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See Appendix - Questionnaire.
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Poll Results

Rather than presenting a pure

ment received, a general scale

tally

and indicating the rank each state-

of ’’feeling" is used.

In

keeping with this

method, each statement receives a "strong," "moderate," or "weak feeling"
rating which

is

determined by the

votes each statement received.
Students (N=100 )

The

total

number

of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.

126

poll indicated that

(See Appendix, III).

secondary school students were only moderately

among

their associates

Forty -one per cent pointed to adult examples of racism

as encouraging attitudes

it.

place

124

unified in their thinking about the causes of unrest

about

,

among

Forty-two per cent

youths.

felt

Twenty-four per cent

felt

strongly

strongly that bus students reacting to a cool

reception by neighborhood students promoted the unrest.

Fifty-eight per cent

thought that a communication gap existing between school personnel and students

caused student unrest.

human

Forty per cent saw the teacher poorly trained in

relations as being responsible for growing animosities and unrest

students.

Fifty six

among

per cent of the students polled placed the blame for the

unrest on the on-going program of integration and accompanying struggle

between Black

124
125

(bus) and white (neighborhood) students for leadership roles.

See Appendix - Original tallying results.
(N=100) indicates number of respondees.
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Two

statements received fewer student votes than the
writer expected.

One, "You can't live comfortably in some
neighborhoods
youth gang in causing school rumbles, " was included

if

in the

you don't join the
questionnaire be-

cause during a "rap" session with a large group of students
this point was

made and seemed

to

be supported by the majority of Black students present.

The second, "Students are looking for kicks," was also supported by students
during discussions, but failed to attract interest

in the

questionnaire.

College Youths (N=ll )

College youths demonstrated solidarity and consistency

in their

opinions regarding the effect adult examples have in encouraging youths to

have racist attitudes and 81 per cent rated this as the number one reason for
unrest (See Appendix IV).

They also

communication gap existed between
this

caused malingering unrest

felt

equally adamantly (81%) that a

schools

to exist.

'

personnel and students and that

Schools' imposing middle class values

indiscriminately, without regard for the varying socio-economic backgrounds
of their students and thus placing a strain on student-school relations, received

72 per cent of their votes.

Beyond these three statements, however, opinions were
and lacking

in

any strong convictions on a group level.

which referred

to

teachers and their lack of skills

in

Statement number 8

human

causative factor attracted only 45 per cent of the group.

quite diverse

relations as a
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Teachers (N=26)

Teachers polled exhibited a lack
unrest (See Appendix V).

because they
sensed

felt

They did

of

agreement about key causes

of

indicate relatively strongly that bus students,

unwanted, reacted vigorously against the resentment they

in the school.

Forty-six per cent thought weakened family control should be considered
as a major cause of unrest, and the

housing caused students

to

same number

become emotional and

felt that

discrimination in

restless.

Administration (N=13)

As

in the national polls,

prime causes

administrators disagreed in their selection of

of unrest (See Appendix VI).

Sixty-one per cent did select

statement number one: "Adults by example have encouraged youths to have
racist attitudes. "

in

human

Forty-six per cent

felt that

relations and thus agitated students.

There was some consistency among
a communication gap existed between

They

teachers were poorly trained

felt that

many

the administrators in feeling that

school personnel and students.

students causing problems were, in

many cases, doing

it

for

kicks. " They indicated the need for discipline rather than punishment as a

,r

tool to change attitudes.

They also blamed

the newspaper and television for

encouraging conflicts merely because the media considered many

newsworthy.

of the actions
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Parents (N=50)

Rather than record the parent results under the general heading,
" it

"Parents,

were divided

was
into

felt that

an interesting comparison would appear

two groups:

"Neighborhood Parents"

if

the group

- those parents

who

lived in the neighborhood the schools originally served, and "Bus Parents" -

parents of students being bused.
selections

The questionnaire returns

made by each group do vary

indicate that

noticeably, a fact which might support

an earlier statement that the orientation and background of a respondee will
affect his choices (See

Appendices VII and VIII).

The Neighborhood Parents,
adults by

for instance, did not feel strongly that

example have encouraged youths

per cent of the Bus Parents did.

Fifty

to

have racist attitudes, while eighty

per cent of the Bus Parents polled

indicated that middle class values were being imposed indiscriminately upon

youths without first understanding the socio-economic backgrounds of their
students.
this

However, only seven per cent

was a cause

of unrest.

Sixty -three

per cent of the Neighborhood Parents strongly

unrest occurred because family control
cent of the Bus Parents agreed.
that "too

of the neighborhood parents felt that

is

lacking today, but only forty per-

The Bus Parents did not select

many teachers are poorly trained

felt that the

in

human

the statement

relations" as being a key

statement of cause, but sixty-three per cent of the Neighborhood Parents

did.
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In

two other areas, housing patterns and the effect of the news media

on youths, the groups differed with the Bus Parents (40%) favoring both as
causative agents and the Neighborhood Parents completely negating housing
(0%) and only showing a mild interest in the news

media

(27%).

two groups were widely divergent

In general these

in their choices of

causes, much more so than any two of the other groups polled.
Write-In

Comments

As mentioned
their

own opinions on

made by members
written.

earlier, respondees were given an opportunity to express
the causes behind the student unrest.

The statements

of the different groups are presented just as they

were

However, words omitted by the respondents have been inserted

complete the thought where needed.

Duplicate thoughts have been omitted.

Students (N=T00)
"All the trouble

"The immature

is

Communist expired.

little

" [Inspired]

"
kids just want to look cool.

"Too much overcrowding

in schools.

"

"
"Outside influence has started the racial tensions in school.

"Teachers are too serious[ly] hooked on book learning, test
marks, and homework, without taking time to have discussions
which could be helpful. "
"Kids are frustrated with too
or bother to do it.

"Some students want
school.

"

to

to

much work and

just don't care

become leaders so they

disrupt the
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"There are no groups where the black and white students
can communicate. "
"Busing causes uncomfortable feelings. "

"Teachers aren't really taught about their job and what they
have to do. "

"Community or neighborhood schools are needed. " (Mentioned
by several students. The numbers of white and black were
equal.

"Students are not being encouraged to seek school offices,
so student control becomes imbalanced."

"Some teachers today are

afraid

of,

and afraid to punish

black students.

"The presence of peers cause kids

to fight

and turn on the

"loner". "

people have forgotten
that God created everyone equal and no one race is greater

"We are having problems because

than the other.

"Schools are boring. "

(Stated in different

ways by ten

students.

"Some teachers are always jumping
"Too many teachers are prejudiced.
tell

when

in

your face.

"

Black students can

they are. "

College Students (N=ll)

"A

"not caring" attitude on the part of parents and teachers.

"A lack

of total understanding
"

and teachers.

"

between administration, students,
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Teachers (N=26)

"Too many principals and vice-principals have no courage
conviction of how to run their own schools. "

of

"Human Relations

Specialists have served to fan the sparks
of dissent and disruptions. "

"The school department

is

not controlling the situation. "

"The students are not made

to face the responsibility of

their actions. "

"A part

of a national

"A chance

scene spread by mass media. "

for minorities to gain personal status by causing

trouble.

"Feelings on the part of both black and white that 'double
standards of discipline are being demonstrated.
'

"Closing of Buckingham and the shunting of large groups into
other schools.

"^6

"Students too bound by blocked programs. "

"Curriculum lacks true ideals

"Lack

"
of integrated living.

"
of a realistic curriculum.

"
"Insufficient staffing and training of counselors.

"The schools provide no meaning nor directions for
great majority of students.
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the

"

Buckingham Junior High School was closed following a series
of heated debates between leaders of the Black community and the Springfield
School Committee. The school, the second oldest in the city, served a
neighborhood which was predominantly Black.
In 1968

"Lack

of recreational facilities. "

The community and home have

"Lack

failed in their responsibilities.

’

of adult understanding of adolescents. "

"Double standards exist because blacks have not decided whethe
they want equality or preferential treatment. "

Parents (N=42: 22 Neighborhood, 20 Bus)

"More

discipline

is

needed

in the

home. "

"The black students feel the white student should suffer for
the slavery their ancesters had to 'undertake. '"
"Too much time and money

is

used to help the under or slow

student causing the average student to feel 'Let out' in his
classes. "

"Punishment is not equal for black and white because of fear
of being called a racist. "
"Students with lower mentality need something to occupy their

time otherwise they go looking for so called kicks.

"

"(At one school) the principal went overboard for the blacks.
I believe he should have treated a black the same as a white.

This is wrong.
I'm white. "

In

my

opinion a white Uncle

should have good teachers in
"
just in some spots of the city.
"I think they

"Follow up of

summer programs

Tom

is

useless,

all the schools, not

[needed]. "

"Children should not be classified [according] to district
they live

in.

"

"Teachers should be rotated, not students.
"
"Better school lunches.

"

"Respect for authority and orderly processes has eroded

in

today's society.

"Simplified behavior code well published
[should be placed] on citizenship. "

[is

needed].

Emphasis

Administration (N=13)

"More pertinent curriculum needed

for below average achievers.

"Communication gap exists on all levels in the schools, especially
regarding the role and aim of the schools. "
"Curriculum irrelevant and impractical

"A lack

for

of consistency in handling discipline

many

problems exists.

"White racism exists and blacks are reacting

"Overcrowding
in Springfield.

in schools is a

common

students.

to this.

"

factor nationally and

"

"Closing of Buckingham and busing students without proper
"
orientation of students and teachers.

"The presence of Human Relations Specialists fanned problems.
"Ultra-liberal philosophy of graduates from local colleges

destroyed discipline. "

"Buckingham was a junior high located
"
This was closed in 1968.

in a black neighborhood.

"There are too many programs for the disadvantaged without

"
clear cut distinction of authoritative and leadership rules.
"
"Systematic agitation by outsiders.

"Example set by college students and campus disorders.
"Irrelevance of certain curricular areas."

"Parents caught up

in

"
an economic struggle.

"

"
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"The new idea

of

Black Power vs integration increases

separatism.

"Teachers and administrators are pressured into maintaining
dual standards for black and white children. "

"Too much emphasis on the involvement of students in policymaking processes weakens the effectiveness of principals
and teachers

in disciplinary

matters."

"Changing socio-economic patterns of Springfield."
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Interview Responses (N=20)
In response to the question:

unrest

in the city of Springfield

"What do you think caused

the student

during the 1969-1970 school year?", the

following replies were recorded:

"Student unrest

is

caused by poor teacher attitudes toward

students. " [A former educational

NAACP.

program director

of the

]

enough time spent on discussions of the
realities of life which confront students in and out of school;
and because staff members become emotionally involved or
lack basic understanding of the problems of culturally deprived students are unable to reach a functional level of
empathy. " [A Human Relations Specialist from the core

"There

isn’t nearly

city population.

]

changed the tenor of the school
"
and brought in a defiant attitude on the part of the students.
[A principal of an inner city secondary school.

"The removal

of a dress code

]

It

was

the consensus of several

that the disruptions
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mayoral appointed committee members

were caused by a small group

of young people,

most

of

a
0nly twelve of twenty recorded interviews are listed here for
duplication of responses existed.
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them poor students

It

.

was also agreed

that tensions

became increasingly

evident whenever a high school turmoil was reported,

"The school crisis begins when a black and white child enters
school for the first time together. The unique cultural
learnings of the black child receive no reinforcement in a
white system while the white child’s learning dispositions are
reinforced. As a result of this, over a period of years the
white child continues to grow in skill mastery at a pace that
outstrips the black child's and frustrations begin to appear in

The

the black child.

final result is the use of violence

the black child to fight back against the

him. " [A local college psychologist.
This explanation

One Black mother had

is

give a

A mother

the feeling the teachers don't really

schools

"You always take

After talking to

it

become upset because,
word

for what

happened

If

exists in our schools.

feel they won't receive

A breakdown

of the

you want the truth, ask the students,
straight every time."

"A double standard
leader.

some

have the same feelings. "

the teachers'

over the students'.

unrest

I

told this writer that students

they'll tell

]

this to say:

damn about them.
in the

by

that rejected

supported by other members of the Black community.

"These children have
teachers

system

equal treatment. "

Black students
[A Black community

]

in

classroom discipline was declared

in the local

causes of unrest.

schools by a

member

When asked what

of a local

to

be a leading cause

of

commission studying

he thought was a prime cause of unrest,

he replied:

"There's a general feeling among teachers that they won't
has
be backed up by local administration (principals). This
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caused a morale problem among teachers and a breakdown
of discipline in the classroom. "

A

school official used frequently to help restore order

when trouble erupted

at

various schools

felt:

"A general laxity in enforcing rules and regulations exists
some schools. When students' corridor passes were

in

checked and each student was held accountable for his
absence from a classroom, order was restored. "

An Urban League

official's

statement summarily suggested, "dissatisfaction

with the system" to be the cause of Black student unrest.

"The use of alienating language by teachers

is

a prime

cause. " [A white city official.]

Conclusions
Certain groups agreed with each other fairly consistently when
selecting causes of disruption.

who saw

"adult attitudes, "

kicks, " and

"human

"a

This was true of administrators and students

communication gap,

relations, " as being

" "students

looking for

major causes of student unrest.

Parents and administrators, particularly parents of neighborhood students,

agreed that "family control,
of

" "students looking for kicks, "

"human relations" among teachers, were leading causes

viewed the problem as being racial

Teachers

felt that

stituted the

group

in nature,

and a general lack
of unrest.

and stood alone

Students

in this choice.

busing and the feeling of rejection by bus students con-

major problem.

in this attitude.

They were supported

liberally by the student

Parents of bus students pointed to housing and
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discriminatory practices as being a leading cause.
teachers in this selection.

They were joined by

Together, the administrators and bus parents

selected the news media and publicity as major causes.

Administrators

pointed to the fact that punishment rather than discipline
caused

among

students.

It

would seem

that in

many cases

much unrest

the various groups selected

those items with which they were most familiar as being causative agents
of
unrest.

This would constitute a personal bias or orientation.

The freedom

of selection offered by the write-in section of the

questionnaire produced a potpourri of reasons for unrest.

school organization
itself

if

".

came under

and ending with school

fire in

facilities.

Almost the entire

some form beginning

with the community

This should be no surprise, however,

one considers Lonsdale's description of organizational maintenance as
.

.

sustaining the organization in dynamic equilibrium through a developing

integration of task achievement and needs satisfaction, " for each part influences
the function of the whole.
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A

malfunctioning component can lead to other

malfunctions, plus a disaffection on the part of those receiving the services.

The solution

lies in identifying the

malfunction and restoring

it

to

an effective

operational condition.
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Richard C. Lonsdale, "Maintaining the Organization in Dynamic
Equilibrium, " in Behavioral Science and Educational Administration, The
Sixty-Third Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part
University of Chicago Press, 1964), Chap. 7.
II, (Chicago:
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In

Chapter VII the causes of unrest discovered

in the Springfield

survey are related to those indicated by national surveys, and the hypotheses

formulated in Chapter

I

are tested for agreement with disclosed data concerning

unrest in the Springfield Public Secondary Schools.

However, before testing

the hypotheses against the data, a brief examination of the methodologies

used here will be given

in

Chapter

V

.
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CHAPTER V

METHODOLOGY
Both historical and normative survey methods of research were
employed
in this

study

o

The historical phase was limited

zations about the conduct of our ancestors and

to

recovering fruitful generali-

more recent progenitors.

The

search for these generalizations was carried on through a library research.

Two normative survey

instruments of research were used

to

determine

possible causes of unrest in the Springfield Secondary Schools, the questionnaire and the interview.

The questionnaire was checked by

individual

researchers and social scientists familiar with the use and the designing
such an instrument.
to find out

In their

simplest forms these two methods are designed

what people think about something and

regarding our existing condition.
it
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to reveal the ’’real facts"

Considering the time table of history,

has only been in relatively recent years that education of the masses has

become
to

of

a dominant objective throughout the world and people have been able

express an opinion.

Lerner expresses

this as a capacity to see oneself in

130
the other fellow's situation.

lOQ

Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, and Douglas E. Scates, The Methodology of Educational Research, (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1941), p. 287.

^^Daniel Lerner, The Passing
Free Press of Glencoe, 1958), p. 70.

of Traditional Society

,

(New York: The
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Opinion polling or interviewing while seemingly a simple
task on the
part of the pollster,

is,

in effect, a

complicated effort influenced by many

variables on the part of the interviewee.
of perception, inference and
all of

memory, and

which are considerations

in

opinion represents the selectivity

the reconciling of bias and evidence,

understanding the status of an opinion
o

I

the functioning of a

An

in

I

man's personality.

The opinions an individual holds

are the products of his unique experiences as a person within an environment

he shares with others.

They are,

in

large part, a result of the

way he

perceives and "internalizes" social events and ideas and, according to Adorno,
there

is

a consistency of behavior in spite of widely varying situations because

an internal structure
change.
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There

is

is

developed which, while modifiable,

also a possibility that emotion alone

is

resistant to

may

result in a

person's opinions, Hennessey cautions, but adds that generally an opinion

formed as

reason and feelings.
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complex interaction

of cognition,

Opinions are resistent to both learning and new

,

Bruner, and Robert W. White,
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc, 1956),
S.

,

Bernard C. Hennessey, Public Opinion

Wadsworth Publishing Co.
133

less

M. Brewster Smith, Jerome

Opinions and Personality
132

more or

the result of a

is

,

Inc.

,

,

p.

258.

(Belmont, California:

1965), p. 171.

^

Adorno, Else Frenkel-B runs wick, D. J. Levinson and R. N.
Sanford, The Authoritarian Personality (New York: Harper & Row, 1950), p.

t

.

,

134

Hennessey, op.

cit.

,

p.

178.

6.
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knowledge about situations or issues, especially
primitive prejudice which
exact inquiry. "

is

if

they emanate from a

viewed as "a tough fiber against the scalpel

This view

of

also supported by Allport who explains that

is

categories, once formed, are the basis for normal
prejudgment and that our

experience
categories.

in life

It

he concludes,

tends to

form

is difficult to

"it

itself into clusters

which he calls concepts or

dismiss experience and be open-minded;

cannot occur."

in fact,

136

Questionnaire

Gallup suggests that

in the

construction of a public opinion survey the

following steps be taken:

1.

Statement of the information desired.

2.

Identification of the universe.

3.

Determination of the sample size.

4.

Construction of the questionnaire.

5.

Recruitment and training

137
of the interviewers.

Considering the fact that the questionnaire was seeking opinions the
above construct was followed by

this writer.

The steps followed are

outlined

below:

135

Gardner Murphy and Reus is Likert, Public Opinion and
(New York: Harper and Row, 1938), p. 126.
1 3G

Gordon W. Allport, The Nature
New York: Doublcday and Company, Inc.,

York:

of Prejudice (abridged),

Anchor Books,

the Individual

Garden City,

1958), p. 23.

137 George Gallup and Saul Forbes Roe, The Pulse of Democracy
Simon and Shuster, Inc., 1940), pp. 68-75.

,

(New

,
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Statement of the information desired.

(a)

A

letter explaining the purpose of the survey

in the questionnaires

A

viewees.
itself.

mailed

to

was included

randomly selected inter-

brief statement introduced the questionnaire

138

Identification of the universe.

(b)

The universe had been

identified.

Selected were students,

parents, teachers, school administrators and Black and

white community leaders from Springfield.

The Sample

The sample

size should be large enough to insure that the results will

be within the limits of chance
that a few thousand, or

a result that
this study.

is

error.

Blankenship's comments on the fact

even one thousand,

is

capable of producing statistically

reflective of a hundred million or

more

people, was heeded in

139

Questionnaires were distributed to
of probability

were considered, and

unknown distribution

of all possible

it

at least

was assumed

answers

The mathematics

200 people.

that there is a real but

to the questions.

A random

selection of samples to ensure that every person would just as likely be chosen

as every other person was followed.

138
l39

Some

stratification undoubtedly existed,

See Appendix - Questionnaire.
Albert B. Blankenship, Consumer and Opinion Research

Harper and Row, Publishers,

1943), in Hennessey, op. cit.

,

p.

,

o4.

(New York:
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in the selection of the

of the writer, had

samples because only individual who

some knowledge

of the school situation

in the

were

viewpoint

polled.

Construction of the Questionnaire

One

is

tempted to believe that straight-forward answers

will result

from asking simple straight-forward questions, but most writers concur
the unusual

meanings brought

to

prevents this from occurring.

that

each question or statement by the designer,

However, an earnest

effort

was made

to select

statements which would be significant to the study and which would be significant
to the study and

which would allow sufficient

flexibility for a

reply by replacing a word in a statement with one of his own

statement true for him.

respondent to
if it

made

the

Space was also provided on the second page of the

questionnaire to allow three additional statements of the respondee's choosing
to

be added

if

he thought they would better answer the question.
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The

questionnaire was pre-tested and redesigned before being finally composed
for distribution.

Actually, only one question was asked in the survey of

opinions, however, a multiple choice of answers

was offered with a rank

ordering requested.

This type of questionnaire has been referred
question because

"yes-no" choice.

140

141

it

gives the respondent

141
It

has in

its

cit.

,

alternatives beyond the confining

favor an avoidance of pure subjectivity and

See Appendix - Questionnaire.

Hennessey, op.

some

to as the "cafeteria"

p.

71.
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the insolvable problems of coding and analyzing open-ended questions.

a

compromise type

research.

It

of questionnaire that is frequently

favors objective answers, and this

is

used

It is

in public opinion

what was being sought

in

this poll.

Wording and Phrasing

the Questions

142

Technical and rarely used words were avoided when possible.

were offered when needed.

lations

make

it

less inclusive

thereby formed.

A

An opportunity

to

Trans-

modify a statement to

was offered, even though a new statement might be

conversational form was employed, and there was no

attempt made to become too "folksy

1

’

or to "talk down" to the

Leading statements were avoided and

if

they appeared

it

respondents.

was through pure

chance.
Initial

Contact

Respondents were contacted personally and by mail.

In both cases the

following points were considered in accordance with Hennessey's suggestions:

1.

The importance

of the poll

was stressed and

the

method

of selection noted.

2.

Personal or embarrassing questions were avoided.

3.

The amount

was

142

of time expected to complete the questionnaire

indicated.

See Appendix - Questionnaire to be Used,
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Prior notice was given when personal interviews

4.

were made„
Personal interviews were performed

5.

atmosphere, or

in

in

an informal

a place familiar to the interviewee.

The interviews were brief and notes were kept by

6.

the

interviewer, this writer.

Recruitment and Training of Interviewers
All interviewing

sought

in

was done by

administering

this writer,

however, assistance was

the questionnaire given to groups.

An

instruction

sheet was prepared for those administering the questionnaire to groups.

those who received
of a letter which

it in

the mail, the instructions

accompanied the questionnaire.

were included

For

body

in the

143

The Interview

The format selected
"What,

question:

in

secondary schools?"

because

it

143

for the interview

your opinion,
144

is the

was

to

ask the single open-ended

cause of student unrest

in

The "oral" quectionnnaire approach was

our

utilized

ensured a response which might not be so easily secured

if

a

See Appendix - Questionnaire.

144The interviews were conducted formally and informally as a constant
ongoing process. It was not necessarily in formal setting, but conducted informally

at

meetings.
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questionnaire arrived in the mail.

A

face to face meeting provided the writer

with the opportunity to solicit ideas which could help ameliorate
conditions

By asking

of unrest.

was determined by

only one simple question the duration of the interview

the interviewee himself.

Finally, the interview afforded the interviewer an oppprtunity to offer

information which might have helped to develop an attitude of cooperation on
the part of the respondent.
Identifying Events

The

Which

Spill

Over

effects of events or

Into the Schools

problems which erupt from time

to

time

in

various sectors of the city and in neighboring communities are apt to be
reflected in the local secondary schools.

Two sources which

publish these

events are the local news media and the natural communication system which
exists between the schools.

By

identifying an event and the time that

occurred and by observing activities
determine

if

it

will be possible to

a "spill over" relationship does in fact exist.

Analyzing Events
It is

in other schools,

it

in the Light of

commonly believed

Research
that

many unique aspects

of our society and

politics have contributed to the individual and collective violence that is

troubling America including Springfield today.
to

determine the causes of

this unrest

Studies have been conducted

and through these studies theories of

violence have been discovered or rediscovered which at least aid
standing the processes that cause

men

to turn to violence.

in

under-
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Thus,
field,

it

is

in

order to more

necessary for one

light of research.

of unrest

fully

understand what

is

happening

in

Spring-

to analyze isolated factors of unrest in the

Recommendations and solutions for eliminating conditions

can only be suggested when causes are better understood.

Analyzing Data

The data collected was

tallied for

each given causal statement

of

unrest and then entered as a per cent under a group consensus column labeled
"strongly agree, " "moderately agree, " "weakly agree, " or "no reply. "

Such

a

method avoided bland rank ordering

represent a total group feeling.
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of choices which does not always

The method used enabled

the

reader to

quickly recognize the presence of group cohesiveness or ambivalence toward
a suggested cause.

Once each group's choices had been

tallied,

an attempt

mutual concerns that existed between groups was made.

to identify

For example,

if

two

groups "strongly agreed" that a certain statement represented a key cause of
unrest, a mutual concern

became

identifiable.

Interview statements and write-in comments by respondents were

entered as quotes in order to provide a general tone of feelings about conditions

which led

to unrest.

These replies were helpful

in

comparing

the results of

national polls on the causes of student unrest with those of this survey.

l^The form used
Appendix.

(Plate II)

to

present the results of the poll will be found

in the
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CHAPTER

VI

TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS
Introduction

A

variety of reasons for the violence that exists in the nation's secondary

schools have been disclosed by surveys which have been conducted by special
private and governmental commissions, staffs of newspapers and weekly

magazines and journals as well as other organizations concerned about
violence in America.

In

most cases these reasons can be condensed

two major categories as suggested by Bailey: Those which originate

into

in the

society that surrounds the school, and those which originate in the schools

themselves. 146
In

most studies, society was held responsible

for exhibiting acts of

violence and bringing them into focus for every young mind to view and dwell
upon.

these

Acts of violence have been viewed by youths on television, read by

same youths

in local

newspapers, easily accessible books and weekly

news magazines, and have been described for them by radio newscasters.
Acts of violence that did not reach youth

l46

Stephen K. Bailey, Chairman,

School Principals, 1970),

p.

13.

in this

manner have been

vividly

Disruption in Urban Public Secondary

no
portrayed on urban streets as a part of daily human
drama, especially for
the urban poor.

Also mentioned by these studies as instrumental
for youths to follow were:

the civil rights

marches

in setting patterns

of the 1960 's, college

protests, inflammatory speeches and inciting documents passed around
by

older youths for

all to

read, the challenging of constitutional rights,

demon-

strations against law enforcing agencies, and the questioning of the validity of

laws themselves.

Drugs, increased parental permissiveness, increased

sexual freedom, decaying urban communities, liberation of adults from dress

and grooming codes, increased automation and technology, integration of
schools and busing, new racial awarenesses, racism, the negation of formal
religious practices, segregated housing, the generation gap, and improved

methods of communication are
in

all listed as agents

which help ferment unrest

one form or another.
In the schools

themselves, the

list is

equally as long.

It

includes

such items as: tracking, counseling practices, assembly programs, the oath
of allegiance, restrictions on smoking, imposition of middle class values,
hall passes, suspensions, censorship of student

newspapers, busing, racist

students, teachers and administrators, incompetent teachers, teacher attitudes,

curricula offerings, cross cultural problems, clothing and hair-style restrictions, large classes, inadequate facilities, student lockers,

crowded

halls

and stairways, poor lighting and acoustics, bells, student representation,

Ill

extra-curricular activities, and racial composition of

staff.

When viewed

together, these two lists cover a very broad area and causes
one to wonder

if

correctional solutions will be readily found.

Writers choice" comments taken from the Springfield survey included
causative factors of unrest which students

felt

addition to those listed in the questionnaire.

existed in their schools in

Their responses could be

reflective of a national youth feeling about schools in urban districts.

Testing the Hypotheses

Chapter

In

field is

I,

it

was hypothesized

caused by conditions unique

that while student unrest in Spring-

to the city itself there also exists a

vasive thread of commonality which links

it

to other

In the Springfield survey, although questions asked

per-

communities as well.

were frequently humanistically

oriented and worded to produce humanistic responses, the reader can easily
associate them with the national causes,

An

if

in fact a linkage

does exist.

analysis of the support given by the respondees to each statement

of cause is presented here.

Statements are worded as they were originally

presented, and selective responses by parents, students, teachers, administrators, and

community leaders have been taken from

Springfield survey and repeated in brief form.

enclosed

in

the results of the

The words and phrases

parentheses intend to help relate each statement to cause identified

by national surveys.

Some were mentioned earlier

in this chapter.
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1.

(Racism)

Adults b y example have encouraged youths to have racist
~attitu des.

:

This statement was strongly supported by students, college students,
administrators, and bus parents.

moderately supported
2.

Neighborhood parents and teachers only

this statement.

Bus students

147

feel unwanted.

(Busing)

Students supported this statement.

Teachers showed a strong majority
3.

students

.

A

in

However

comparison

it

was a weak majority.

to the other

groups polled.

communication gap exists between many school personnel and

(Generation gap)

The two student groups supported

this statement while the other groups,

teachers, administrators, bus and neighborhood parents, were only moderately
supportive.

4.

Schools impose middle class values indiscriminately.

(Imposition

of middle class values)

College students and bus parents selected this as being a problem area.

The other groups were
5.

less willing to select

it.

Students are unprepared for integrated living

The neighborhood parents demonstrated
statement.

147

.

(Integrated schools)

the strongest support for this

The other groups were more reluctant but did

offer

some credence.

The term ’’Neighborhood Parents” refers to those white parents
"Bus Parents”
living in the area of Van Sickle Junior High School. The term
school area.
refers to Black parents whose children wei'e bused into the
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6.

Family control

The four

is

lacking today .

(Permissiveness)

adult groups supported this but the two student groups
were

reluctant to accept this as a leading reason.
7-

Too many teachers are poorly trained

in

human

relations.

(Teaching

attitudes)

The teacher group alone negated
supported

it.

this

statement while the other groups

Surprisingly, the neighborhood parents were the strongest

supporters of the statement.
Basically there exists in integrated schools a Black vs white struggle
(Racial awareness)

for leadership.

The student group

felt

more strongly than

the other groups that this

situation existed.

9.

Discriminatory housing patterns exist

in

our community

.

(Segregated

housing)

The teachers, administrators, and bus parents elected
10.

telling the

this as a cause.

The newspaper and T. V. rewards those who cause disruptions by
whole city about conflicts
(News media)
.

The two student groups rejected

this while the other groups supported

it.

As can be seen through these comparisons a thread
between selected national causes
does exist although there
cases

it

was obvious

is

of unrest

a variance

of

commonality

and selected Springfield causes

in the

strength of support.

In certain

that the factors of self incrimination, and personal

orientation or background were brought into play.

For example, the teachers
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were reluctant

human

to

strongly support the contention that they were
lacking

relations skills, and the student groups

were reluctant

to

in

suggest that

any disturbance by them would be precipitated for
publicity.

Bus parents were supportive

of the idea that discriminatory housing

patterns could be a cause of unrest while neighborhood parents were
not.

might indicate an awareness not
on their part

to

admit

to the

felt

This

by neighborhood parents or an unwillingness

presence of a condition which might incriminate

them.

That schools by imposing middle class values could cause dissent was
recognized by the two student groups and the bus parents.
likely alignment

This

not an un-

is

because these same groups have been protesting

this

condition on a national scale.

The demands

of the

Technical High School Black students included the

hiring of Black personnel whose

commitment was

to the

Black child and his

socio-educational welfare, the removal of white racist teachers, the introduction of Black history courses, and greater student control in
in the

form

of student courts.

148

In

all

high schools

view of such demands, the high school

situation indicates, as hypothesized, that a thread of commonality linking

Springfield's situation with other communities did exist.

schools reflected the

same thread

of

The junior high

commonality especially

in the

area of

148

See Appendix for a list of demands and the response to these
demands by the School Committee.
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communications, a recognized symptom of policy making
interests on the part
of the students, and in

a Black student.

human

relations, "institutional racism,"

However, the crisis existing

if

viewed by

in the junior highs, did not

reflect strong national connections and the results only
weakly supported the

hypothesis.

Had

the questionnaire

been designed differently the stronger

resemblance might have been observed.

The questionnaire results did unquestionably support

the hypothesis that

a lack of agreement about the sources of dissatisfaction would be found.

was true

of the interview replies as well in that

There also existed among
of unrest.

This was true

common agreement was

the respondents a lack of

in

agreement as

to the

This
lacking.

causes

each population interviewed and support the

hypotheses.

The integration

factor

a major cause of unrest.

was not selected by

Three

all the

respondents as being

of the six groups, the administrators, the

college students, and parents of bus students the majority of which were Black,
failed to regard this as being a

overall majority,

it

major cause.

Since this does not constitute an

does not support the hypothesis, a fact which negates the

hypotheses that a struggle between Black and white students for leadership
positions would be

more

intense where definite boundary lines exist between

Black and white neighborhoods, and less intense where boundary lines merge.

l^For

comparison, however, this writer observed that the
tensions and problems existing in schools where neighborhood boundary lines
merged, were less intense. This was especially true at Classical Junior High
where little or no busing exists. Most problems were of neighborhood origins.
the sake of
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The hypothesis
youth

that a relationship exists

between the distance a Black

bused, the number of youths, Black and white, being bused, and the

is

intensity of the struggle for leadership between Black and white

supported by the responses

to the questionnaire,,

was

not

However, Kiiey Junior High,

a school with the largest busing population and the most distant school in terms
of miles

from the geographic center

of the city, had few disturbances.

factors to be considered, however, would have to be those which

a comfortable place for students.
Students did feel

Kiiey

may have possessed

more strongly than

exists between teachers and students.

adults that a

make

Various
a school

these ingredients.

communication gap

Eighty -one per cent of the college

students selected this statement as compared to 58 per cent of the secondary

school youths.

The results supported

Little support

was found

in

the hypothesis.

any group for the statement that youth sub-

cultures have a strong influence on the attitude and disruptive tendencies of
students.

The teacher group supported

the hypothesis that adults are

to avoid selecting self-incrimination factors than students.

in their vote on the lack of

as being causes of unrest.
the hypothesis

more

likely

This was evident

gap
teacher human relation skills and communication

The parent groups were

was supported.

split in this but in general
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National Surveys and Significant Conclusions

Conclusions synthesized from data collected

in national

surveys and

their relationships to the Springfield situation are discussed briefly

in the

following paragraphs.

I.

The size

of the student

body

is

an important variable.

In Springfield the schools with the largest student body had

problems.

Technical High School with a student body of

exhibited the longest period of difficulties.

2,

more
000

Both Van Sickle and

Forest Park have the largest junior high enrollments and they

experienced the most serious disturbances.
I I.

Disruption

is

positively related to integration.

Both Forest Park and Van Sickle were newly integrated.
high schools, however, had been integrated for
factor which must be taken into consideration
integration as an agent of dissatisfaction
the receiving school to

new students

seem

to

to

is

"newcomers," and

All

many years.

A

when considering

the receptiveness of

the willingness of the

be bused for the sake of integration.

have a bearing on the "tone" of the school.

Both factors
Attitudes

and people
are quickly recognized even without being verbalized,
react to attitudes.

It

has been observed that the level of receptivity

has been low at Van Sickle.

Only an unsupported conjecture can

so
be made about Forest Park, and the other schools,

this will
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be omitted.

Black students

at

Technical High School, where

natural integration occurs, have indicated a feeling of insecurity

which could stem from the

fact that their

members

are few.

Their demands, however, indicated a need for a stronger
identity

which would be promulgated by the presence

Black teachers and counselors, and the

call for a

of

more

Black

history course.
III.

Integrated schools with a high percentage of Black students are
less likely to be disrupted
of

Black teachers

Van

if

such schools have a high percentage

.

Sickle with a student population that was one-third Black had

a Black teacher percentage of fifteen.

Forest Park and Technical High School each had less than 10

per cent Black faculty on the
Sickle's problems

it

of

IV.

staff.

It

was observed

were more quickly brought under

cannot be said with certainty that

it

that

Van

control, but

was due solely

to the

number

Black teachers on the faculty.

Disruption and average daily attendance are inversely related.
disruptions
All three schools mentioned as having the most violent

to

have a high absentee rate, higher than other schools of

comparable size.
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V.

National polls indicated that racial conflict was a major cause of

150

.

unrest

.

Since all precipitating conflicts were initially between different races
this finding could hold for Springfield, too.

VI.

Beyond the racial cause, extracting key causes

for national

secondary

school unrest becomes a difficult task for a large variety of reasons
exist .

This finding was also true

in Springfield.

The survey indicated

that

a variety of causes were considered to be agents of disruption yet

key causes were

.

.

difficult to identify.

the protest might.

.

.

Perhaps as Jane Hunt stated,

be a desire on the part of youth to

"
assert themselves rather than to express any real grievance.

VII.

The target

On

of the protest

was "authority

"
.

the junior high level the students did not clearly define authority

as being the main cause of unrest but did point to discrimination and
dual standards.

On

the high school level, however, Black and white

they
student demands indicated a displeasure with a subservient role

felt

they were being forced to play.

This was clear

in their

demands

for a student court.

l50

T hese

Syracuse Study.

five conclusions

were drawn from data collected

in the

VI11

“

School regulations, especially regulations
governing the length of

—h^ir

Y .~

.

a nd girls' skirts, rules on smoking, censorship of

assembly programs and newspapers

Each received attention

among

.

in national polls, but

were not included

the grievances singled out by Springfield students.

procedures, especially suspensions were contested.

Discipline

Students on

the high school level did request a student court which would

handle less serious, non-teacher involved, infractions.

Students

did request opportunities to share in rule making. 151
IX.

Students on the national level expressed displeasure over the education
they were receiving.

This was also true in Springfield, especially among the Black students

who requested Black

history courses.

forces with Black students

in their

White students combined

requests for mini-courses and

for a "school without walls" program.
X.

Teacher criticism by students was evident on both a national and a

local

level.

There were charges

aimed

of

racism and lack of human relations

at certain teachers.

over the small number

of

skills

Concern was expressed by Black students

Black professionals being hired by the

Springfield School System.

^'"Existing rules regarding dress were removed from the books in all
schools in 1969. This fact would account for the omission of this from the areas
of complaint in Springfield.

Conclusions

Fiom

the evidence presented here

it

does appear that certain hypotheses

regarding the causes of unrest in the Springfield Public
Secondary Schools can

be made and will be supported.

Such a discovery should offer troubled school

faculties, staffs, and administrators

encouragement

for

it

implies that certain

concrete problems causing unrest and violence during the past few years do
exist, and, as history has shown,

clearly identified.

most problems can be resolved when once

Of significance too are the conclusions drawn from national

surveys, for they suggest conditions which could lead

to future

problems

if

allowed to remain unchanged.

Once aware
or

at least to

It is

of critical areas, an administrator can ask to

remove them

ameliorate them.

recognized that because of their variegated nature many of the

conditions mentioned in this chapter cannot be immediately corrected.

some can be and

However,

action taken to correct these will serve to reduce tensions

caused by other more elusive ones.
In the

chapter that follows, programs instituted

which stirred unrest

in Springfield,

Junior High, are presented.

and

to attack

in this writer's school,

problems

Van

Sickle
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CHAPTER

VII

A SUGGESTED COURSE OF ACTION
Langton's statement that "college unrest

is

scantly understood by the

general public, especially the causes and the issues behind
applied to a degree to secondary school unrest.

education there also exists

much

it"

can also be

152
In the field of

secondary

distortion and ignorance and both the public

and educators suffer from what Langton describes as "over-simplifed
explanations" and the use of remediation methods that hide the true causes.

The college unrest, which possibly locates
experiences,

from a

life

is

its

roots in earlier educational

variously ascribed to excessive affluence and boredom resulting

of easiness, permissive child rearing, which

is

attributed to the

Dr. Spock's influence, and a degenerate psychological condition referred to by

Feuer as an "oedipal
153
father.

conflict, " or a latent desire of youths to

overcome the

These should not be ruled out as possible reasons, but

this writer

has found no strong evidence to support them as leading agents.

^^^Stuart Langton, "De mythologizing the Student Revolt, " Phi Delta

Kappan

,

June, 1970,

153

Lewis

S.

p.

540.

Feuer, op.

cit.

,

pp.

1-47.
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Taylor points

to the fact that the

problem

lies in the fact that material

progress has outstripped human development and as a result "we have come
to

an erosion of the world's confidence

in itself

and

in its ability to deal

humanely and rationally with humanity's problems.
total student

involvement

His solution implies

at all levels of the educational

involvement does not have merit and will be discussed

To

a degree, in this suggestion he

student consultation with staff
to adjust the

curriculum

is

is

program.

in later

paragraphs.

supported by Hook who agrees that

highly desirable because

to student

Such

it

enables the faculty

needs and capacities, and to discover those

interests which will effectively motivate the student.

155

At

however,

this point,

he aligns himself in opposition to Taylor's total involvement by asserting that

"what

is to

be learned.

.

.

must ultimately be determined by

"
the faculty,

a suggestion which students will strongly refute even resorting to violence to

convince educators that they should play a role in determining the content of
their academic studies.

Evidence of a Movement for Change

A

few years ago change could evolve slowly because our society was

not being critically attacked by environmental pressures.

154

Harold Taylor, "The Student Revolution,

"

By degrees, however,

Phi Delta Kappan

,

October

1969, p. 63.

155

Sidney Hook, "The Architecture of Chaos,

October, 1969,

p.

69.

"

Phi Delta Kappan,
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the environmental pressures did increase
and the

presence became evident

in

our schools

in

symptoms

of their continuing

mounting drug abuse, an accelerating

drop-out rate by capable students, racial violence,
increased vandalism and

defacement of buildings, refusal

to respect adults'

and national symbols and

the like.

1

to the

he nature of change can be recognized by Michael Klonsky's statement

SDS

national committee in March, 1969.

He declared: "Our primary

task is to build a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary movement. "

The New

York Student Union commented:
Schools are major instruments for the perpetuation
racism and inequalities of our society. They
inculcate the beliefs and behavior that support and
preserve the status quo. This serves two functions:
it simultaneously teaches us to conform and obey,
to take orders without question.
instills bigotry
and fear in white pupils (through history), and black
of the

.

.

pupils a belief in their inferiority. 157

Regarding change, the United Student Movement, a high school group

in

Palo

Alto, California, had this to say:

movement believe some sort of
revolution must come to bring the necessary reforms

Members

of the

We will no
systems that control our lives.
attempts
to
generation
another
longer sit back while

to the

156

.

The Evening News

,

Harrisburg, Pa., April

.

1,

1969, p. 18.

157 Mjjigh school Activists Tell What They Want, " Nations Schools

December, 1968,

p.

30.

,

control our lives.
it is our duty to
people aware of their mistakes. 158
.

As one

.

make these

lives in any given situation over a period of time,

that situation

can change virtually without an individual's awareness of
the process.

may

develop and thinking

until

suddenly one

is

alter imperceptibly

from one day

to the next

confronted with the stark reality that things are not as

they were opined to be.

teacher relative

may

Attitudes

Such

may be

the situation for an administrator or

to students in a school.

Things not even considered to be

possible suddenly do happen and a new statistic

born.

is

Student Dissenters

If

one will face the facts of history he will recall that America was

founded by dissenters and protesters
state operated church of England.

- religious

The basic

right of dissent

the Declaration of Independence and in the First

Over

groups dissenting from the

Amendment

the years, this right has helped bring about

many

was written

into

to the Constitution.

of the privileges

we

share today such as, women's voting rights, primary elections, the rights of
labor to organize to mention only a few.
historical readings, those
in their

159

Also,

if it is

recalled from our

who protested were generally scorned and attacked

time as unpatriotic agitators.

ICQ

High Schools of New York State, (Albany, New
York: The State Education Department, March 1969).
Student Activism

in

the

l59

"Dissent and Protest, " Case Studies for Student Discussion,
(Middletown, Connecticut: American Education Publications, 1970), p.

3.
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Why, the question
unpopular ?

raised,

is

And why, when

when dissent

this right is

is

a basic right,

so

is it

claimed and exercised by people

advocating some new far out idea, are they held with suspicion?
The answers
to this question

can be many and varied but fundamentally the reason might

reside in the fact that most people responsible for a law, policy, rule,
regulation, the creation of a non-profit governmental institution, or a

fundamental belief have acted in what they considered the best interest of

When

concerned.

flaws in their judgment are publicly displayed,

disturbing and even disheartening.

own

Their response

is to

it is

all

very

lash back in their

defense.

Further, Getzels and Jackson in a study of "giftedness, " discovered

teachers preferred students with high
creativity because the latter

were

I.

Q.

's

alone to students with high

potentially non-conformists.

Such a finding

might explain a teacher's preference for "rule followers," or expose a dis-

comfort

felt

with deviants.

160

School crises situations are not without value in spite of the sleepless
nights and the hectic days that they bring.

Being symptomatic of some basic

irregularities existing in the structure of the school, they do serve to stir up

160

and P. W. Jackson, "The Study of Gifted Men: A
Multi-dimensional Approach, " in The Gifted Student Cooperative Research
Monograph No. 2. U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1960), pp. 1-18.
(Washington, D. C.
J. S. Getzels

,

:
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"dirty linen" and rediscover faults that time has
covered with dust bringing

them

to the

surface for review.

These crises can be positive resources

change and repatterning of constructive planning.

do demand

that

management.

One thing

is

for

certain, they

immediate action be taken and allow few moments for negligent
Fruitful

means

of preventing, rebuilding, or responding to the

crises are expected. In most cases where one emergency after another occurs,

however, time and energy are taken from planning and working on needed

reforms and diverted

How much

to the

of this

task of maintaining order.

energy must be redirected

is

dependent upon the type

of activists engineering the dissent, and activists do differ.

Some, and

fortunately only a few, seek the destruction of the school as their end.

these activists the
to

recommended change

is

For

not as important as demonstrating

other students that a particular student group can force school officials to

accede

to its

demands. 161

Facing a Confrontation

Barnaby C. Keeney, former president

of

Brown

University,

is

quoted

as suggesting to those in school administrative positions exposed to student

protest that "you've got to decide what

with any confrontation.

16

is

tolerable and what isn't"

when faced

Also, you’ve got to decide at which stages,

if

any,

"Militant Students Activism in the High School:
Analysis and Recommendations, " Phi Delta Kappan, June, 1970, p. 547.

Richard Gorton,
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you'll call in the police. " 162

assessment of

The

the situation. "

first part of this suggestion is

The second

is

considered

to

termed

be "a move to

protect the innocent" and reacting in a "responsible
manner. "

A number

of

school systems have developed policy statements and
designed machinery to

match even though stressing

the right to "peaceful" dissent.

Others have

established pat plans of actions, just in case "things go wrong" when the
protest occurs.

Whichever degree

of readiness is selected, those in charge

will still have to determine the degree of danger that exists.

a protest

is

preceded by vandalistic acts

it

If

for example,

can generally be classified as

attempts to communicate feelings of frustration and irritations.

However,

should the protest be preceded by walkouts, marches, and general insurrections
the principal

cause

is

may

be facing an organized political group.

usually quickly identified and with a proper humanistic approach the

matter can be brought under control.

much deeper

In the

second case, social issues of

roots are to be considered and investigated, and strategies for

meeting the issues planned.
exists

In the first case, the

Either case can be the result of class conflict that

when white teachers attempt

to

impart middle class values

to inner-city

Black students.

Leading double lives as many students must, one that exists
school society and the other that

lfi2

23.

is

found when school

is

in their

dismissed, must create

"High School Student Unrest," Education U.S.A. Special Report,

p.
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a severe emotional strain on

many

students and

no great surprise that

is

it

students exposed to this "crack" under the strain and literally
explode

emotionally.

Strong feelings of alienation must accompany youngsters who

experience rejection and hopelessness in certain home situations, and again

experience this alienation in the glances of their classmates, and

in the

angry

voices and eyes of teachers whose own nerves are taut after repeated frustrating

experiences of trying to teach with inadequate skills.

To survive, some

students merely withdraw, others exhibit symptoms of active protest and

attempt to escape or seek changes.

The

latter goal

may have been

in the

minds

of certain Technical High

School students who presented demands to the Springfield School Committee.
In these

demands Black student representatives

racist teachers"

from

all public schools, that

called for the "exclusion of

no action, either academically

or through suspensions be taken against Black students who participated
racial activities during the first week, that a student court

composed

in

of

representatives from each high school, white and Black, be created, that the

school department recognize the deaths of Malcolm
Jr.

X

and Martin Luther King,

as holidays, and that Black history week be observed in the schools, that

two Black representatives serve on the School Committee, and that more
qualified Black teachers and counselors be hired after being approved and

screened by a selection committee from the Black community.

10 3

The Springfield Union November
,

18,

1969, p.

1.

163
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Wherever
the

its

authority permitted the committee

demands, and where

its

autonomy was controlled

it

seemed

to

accede

to

offered alternate

courses of actions. 164 The apparent willingness of the
committee

to sit

down

with student leaders and discuss their problems undoubtedly
produced a calming
effect on the students.

Once they realized

ears for them their anxieties abated.

It

"system" had heart and

that the

was a case

of mutual respect being

exhibited.

Avoiding Confrontations - Teacher Training
If the

any validity

advice, "an ounce of prevention

it

will be

proven

in

worth a pound of cure,

is

a school that prepares

its

middle class staff

The many studies conducted

for teaching inner city students.

" has

in the past

several years, especially since 1964, clearly indicate that the learning styles
of middle class students

measurably and,
city students,

it

if

a school

this

comes

ill

world

is alien,

classroom

^® 4

is to

is to

successfully meet the needs of these inner

must be familiar with

Hannah point out
to school

and those of lower socio-economic levels do differ

their learning styles.

need when they state:

".

.

.

Reissman and

the teacher (middle class)

equipped to teach low income youngsters.

Such a youngster's

fearful and confusing one to the (new) teacher, just as the

The question

the child.

See Appendix for

full

is,

according to the authors, "How

reply by the School Committee.

l65pYank Reissman, and Arlene Hannah, "Teachers of the Poor," in
The Disadvantaged Child: Issues and Innovations ed. by Joe L. Frost and
Glenn R. Hawkes, (Boston, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1966), p. 341.
,

,
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do we get them
beings ?"

to appreciate,

A good

respect, and really 'dig' each other as

human

beginning can be made through novels about inner city

youths' daily lives and culture.

Each school library schould contain these

for teacher use.

The need for

A

this initial understanding is baBic to success.

trained teacher from Harvard's graduate school quickly discovered,
initially

unprepared and

totally at loss.

My

experiences

at

well

"I

was

Harvard were

centered mainly around curriculum improvements and around middle class

suburban children.

An answer

"^6
possibly lies in continuing study programs which are

selected after the strengths and deficiencies of a teacher's undergraduate and

graduate study arc assessed with respect to the teacher's present assignment.

Such studies would serve

to offset felt teaching deficiencies, fortify the teacher's

knowledge of inner city school children's sub-culture and needs, enlarge upon
a

minor or major area

of study, refresh, and retrain teachers for

new

curricula, and meet new responsibilities associated with a particular teaching

assignment.
Individual staff

members may

contribute to their professional growth

through the use of audio and video tapes which will provide a look

l66

at

them-

Betty Levy, "An Urban Teacher Speaks Out, " Harvard Graduate
School of Education Association Bulletin, Summer, 1965.
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selves, or by permitting others to listen and look
at their teaching techniques

and relate what they saw and heard.

classroom should not be overlooked.

Experimentation within a teacher's own

Of significant value too

is

the practice

of demonstrating and sharing significant teaching
practices within

and between schools.

a school

These sessions provide a most persuasive experience

for educators since they are observed in an actual instructional setting.

Local

college and university staffs are very acceptable and willing to cooperate with
local schools in tailoring courses to

services, and

in

meet

the staff needs, in providing consultant

arranging workshops of the type mentioned.

In-service training might be defined as "on the job training. "
extension of college training provided by a school.

It

It is

an

generally consists of

group discussions about particular problems confronting teachers, such as
the

development of new teaching techniques, class management procedures,

student teacher relations, community-school relationships and reassessment
of values.

It

must be pointed

students are not in any
traits

may

out in the training that good teachers of inner city

way

to

be considered a stereotype.

hold sway when the class

used makes the difference.

is

faced.

How

Natural personality

these natural traits are

Teachers unfamiliar with Black students who

exhibit aggressive, overt behavior often

become

fearful and these fears and

l67

Herbert L. Foster, "The Inner City Teacher and Violence:
Suggestions for Action Research, " Phi Delta Kappan, November, 1968,

p.

172.
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anxieties can lead to a deprecation of these students
and cause an already

anxious and fearful student to withdraw stoically or to act out
even more.

What an experienced or informed teacher would

see, is a disadvantaged

youngster demonstrating a norm-violating behavior which "reflects a
syndrome
crystallized around strong dependency craving. 1,168
adult can control him without hurting him, and

and write so he can make

The scene
violence

in his

it

is

hoping

somehow teach him

that this

to

read

into the middle class. 169

of an inner city youngster acting crazily and with apparent

eyes after being reprimanded causes a novice to panic.

an experienced teacher sees
is

He

this act as a

sham, and knows

But,

that the student

probably as frightened as the teacher.

Understanding students and their problems leads

to friendship

and

accelerated learning, two ingredients which certainly do not lead to student
Patience and the mastery of teaching skills will produce this atmosphere.

unrest.

Student Participation

It

appears that feelings of organizational alienation are widely

felt

by

students across the nation, although the Springfield study did not indicate such

strong feelings.

If

greater feeling of

Schools students exists,

l68
169

Ibid.

,

p.

66.

Ibid.

,

p.

99.

it

is

belonging" among Springfield Public

,T

undoubtedly due to the fact that students to have
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open access

to the principal’s office in

most schools.

This policy has been

published in Springfield and administrators have been requested to
comply.

Certain student planning-sharing activities often come too

may

late although they

have been in the blueprint stages before the violence erupts.

Parents

too should be invited to share in the planning, a need that should be fulfilled

prior to the outbreak of hostilities.

Codes

of behavior are

more meaningful

if

jointly

drawn up by student,

teacher, parent, and administrative committees and approved by a majority
of school

members.

In schools

where

little

thought to power-sharing

is

given, feelings of

organizational alienation and peer confusion connected directly to feelings or

powerlessness and a lack of ability
This philosophy

is in

to exert influence in the school

grow.

direct support of the given aims of education which

discourage puppetry and support independent, self-reliant attitudes.

Many

studies of educational and industrial systems stress the relevant

role social influence plays in the success of an organization's operation.

degree to which influence
is

is

shared among the various levels

of a

The

bureaucracy

reported to have implications for members' feelings of involvement and

committment.

Two

giants of industry, Sears and General Motors, are

organized on this basis.

This control brings the worker closer to management

and increases his feelings of belonging and loyalty.

In education

when
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organizational structure does not permit students to
participate

making,

at least

in

decision

on a consultation basis, one of the natural outcomes
can be

a feeling of political alienation and resulting rebellion.

Administrative evasion only heightens students' suspicions of a system

which

is

already confusing to them.

Much understanding and consequent

cooperation can be gamed by sharing problems and burdens with students.

A

student advisory group will serve this purpose and will become a staunch

ally and defender of the school's philosophies.

classroom

level.

is

true on the

Bailey reports that the best teachers and staff people

observed by his team
into

The same

of

researchers "deftly wove.

.

.

deeply

felt

problems

academic courses where appropriate, thus channeling emotions

into

171
behavioral insights and analyses. "

What's wrong with a suggestion box that

is

emptied daily and whose

contents are read and considered for their merits ?

Industry uses this device

and rewards contributors of useful ideas handsomely.
Student representatives should be assigned to curriculum committees

and other planning committees.

many supervisory
manpower
17

They respect

this confidence.

roles that students can share.

in today's

Think of the

They can provide much needed

busy schools.

°Mario D. Fantini and Gerald Weinstein, Making Urban Schools Work

(New York:
171

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

Bailey, op.

cit.

,

p.

33.

,

19G8), pp. 24-29.

"
,
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Rumors
In a city

where racial

threats to peace.

conflicts are not

uncommon, rumors pose serious

They are carried from school

and from school to school.
the Anti-Defamation

home, from home to school

Acting as a change agent during this past year,

League ran courses

students and staff alike.

to

in

rumor analyses

The students became

for Springfield

the key figures in a

rumor

control organization and were instrumental in debunking several harmful rumors

which could have brought grief

Once a rumor runs rampant
hearing

its

to the schools in

mark can be

which they were being spread.

indelibly left on the

minds

of those

it.

one incident familiar to this writer a parent became the rumor

In

He had witnessed, he claimed, a student being

carrier.

building handcuffed to a policeman.

manner which would have been

He related

his right

if

led

from

this incident in a

his observation

the school

very indignant

had been correct.

However, what he had seen was a youth holding a badly lacerated hand with
his other hand on

had been

which he wore a watch with a silver bracelet.

summoned by

the school and

was taking

The policeman

the boy to the hospital for

treatment.

This

is

one case

hand observers.
can arise.

known

to

If

they

among many. Accounts are
fall into the

often given by second-

hands of newspaper reporters, problems

Parents hearing inaccurate reports of school incidents have been

rush into schools to remove their children.

An informed

student

body cannot carry many false stories home.
in reporting the true stories to their

Student

rumor teams can

help

classmates.

Communication between Races
The races do

instances when a school

A

communicate easily with each other and

not

newly integrated

is

it is

in

many

often fraught with suspicions.

reason for such a condition's existing might be that the two races just do

not

know each other and have nothing

found

in

an

all

white or an

a natural condition.

common
to all

interest.

concerned

You
But,

is

all

to discuss.

This condition can also be

Black neighborhood, but

just don't sit

it is

that have no

when neighborhood problems arise and a subject mutual

the topic

would be a mutual concern.
In schools there are

in

these instances,

down and discuss matters

communication flows easily.

whether or not your neighbor was Black or white.

can be discussed

in

This would occur

The only requirement then

Racial differences are quickly forgotten.

"concerns" that are mutual

"dialogue" sessions.

In this

sit

Black and white and

writer's school on the verge

of exploding into racial conflict, such an approach

over one hundred students, racially mixed,

to

was taken.

down

in

Not only did

small groups and

discuss the cause of tensions, but also parents, teachers, college students
visiting the building, counselors and administrators.

The results were sur-

prising, for regardless of the age differences and occupational roles,

shared thoughts.

Each thought expressed was

rejected or accepted.

all

noted, weighed, and either
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Why
to

wait until a crisis occurs before dialoguing?

suggest a topic for discussion and discuss

Why

informally

it

not ask students

in large

groups.

Ihe only ingredients required are good discussion
leadership and interested
volunteer participants.

Many Black
tion with the white

to

believe that channels of

power structure are closed

persists, according

powerlessness

come

citizens have

to

to

them.

When

communica-

this feeling

one Black community leader, "the frustrations of

(lead) to the conviction there is

no effective alternative to
"

violence as a means of expression and redress.
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Alienation
Alienation

is

something

that

must be experienced, but anyone who

visits an area that is predominantly Black and speaks with the youth living there,

can feel

it.

Dissatisfaction with the system

time and again

seen

in

in student

is

obvious.

It

has been reiterated

interviews and seen in student demands.

The violence

schools across the nation have been attributed to many reasons, but

most have been symptoms.

A major

cause, "alienation," only needs a "spark"

to touch off its explosive ingredients.

The alienation
in the

neighborhood

^^ The

in

of students begins in the classroom, however, and not

most instances.

Springfield Union

,

This

November

is

16,

evident in the Black students'

1969, p. 56.
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demands

for

more Black teachers and administrators, and

board tests which reflect the Black background instead

The solution

lies in finding

alienated students can identify..

someone who

They

will listen.

fair appraisal or decision.

who

is

If

a set of college
173

of the white suburbs.

teachers Black or white with

whom

the

they have a problem, they will look for

don't need placation, just a willing ear and a

The person selected, however, must be someone

acquainted with their style of living and thinking because environmental

training drives

roots deep.

its

To

offer middle class society's rationale and

solutions for another society's problems just won't work.

How

does one become skilled and knowledgable

in this

area?

beginning, first know the youths, how they think, and how they live.

words, become acquainted with their environmental backgrounds.
a good listener.

Third,

hold their confidence and secrets tightly.

For a
In

other

Second, be
Don't

betray their trust.

With these firsts

who cares

to

in

mind

it

become familiar with

then

becomes a responsibility

of a

teacher

the sociological, psychological, and

education problems of inner city youths.

A

few

summary

statements aie

offered here.

Academic

A.
It

abilities.

school children
has been estimated that between 15 and 20 per cent of

173

Ibid.

,

p.

56.

MU
do not learn academic skills at what would be
considered a normal rate.
large urban areas, however, these figures are greatly
increased.

example,

in this

writer’s school a sixth grade reading level

is

In

For

considered a

reasonable goal to achieve for approximately 35 per cent of the students
are
reading on levels below this

An awareness

when they enter

the school in the seventh grade.

of this by teachers is important for

to a child's psyche

if

he

is

much damage can be caused

given texts which contain page after page of words

whose meaning he can't comprehend.
Research also provides data

that children placed in a better

tend to raise their achievement levels.
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environment

School counselors who are aware

of this will attempt to provide such an environment, but should be cautious

not to place a student

in

a class that will overwhelm him.

Through an analysis

of the results of test scores and

from teacher

observations certain other academic shortcomings which affect the learning
rates of inner city youngsters have been identified.
habits, difficulties in building concepts and

They include poor speech

making generalizations, and

difficulties in dealing with abstractions, short attention span, classifying, and

problem solving.

them

will help

Providing training

in

these areas and making allowances for

improve the general teacher-student relationships

174

in a

classroom.

Benjamin Bloom, Allison Davis, and Robert Hess, Compensatory
Education for Cultural Deprivation, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., 1965), p. 12.
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B.
I

city

Personality traits.

hysical and emotional problems are

much more evidence among

youngsters than suburban middle class youngsters.

inner

Observations and

records of class disruptions indicate that inner city youngster, especially

from

a poorly organized family, tend to be extra punitive and

strike out at others aggressively
difficult to

blame themselves

feeling frustrated.

to factors

generated

find

in students' early

it

environ-

that teachers recognize the importance of providing

counteracting classroom conditions whenever possible.
is

They

likely to

for the situation they find themselves facing.

Such behavior has been traced

ment and demands

when

more

if

175

Especially needed

recognition and attention and the development of self confidence.
It

many

has been said that the crowded living conditions encountered daily by

inner city students requires them to compete with adults before enjoying

the peaceful existence of a childhood with its hobbies,

games, reading, and

periods of failing which produces an aggressiveness not generally found
adolescents.
find a world

Many, by the time they reach

among youths

of their

the tenth grade, have

own age and resolve many

Others continue through high school and

to

managed

to

of the problems.

into adulthood still trying to find

themselves and overcome the shortcomings of early childhood.
can recognize and attempt

in

Until a teacher

explore means of counteracting these inadequacies

175

Helen F. Storen, The Disadvantaged Early Adolescent: More
Effective Teaching, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968), p.

5.
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of

development he will continue

to find himself facing

problems

of class

control,,

The Student Council
At Van Sickle, a student council operates under a written constitution
ane
in

is

guided by a faculty sponsor.

As a group

organizing student activities and sharing

Operating as an ad hoc committee

it

has been given

in their

much autonomy

implementation.

of the council has

been a student

dialogue committee which was formed at the time of the first student outbreak
in

1969 and has been operating continually since this time.

The committee

has been assigned the task of ferreting out areas of racial tensions, calling
their attention to the principal, and arranging meetings with the opposing

factions to determine the causes of unrest.

been instrumental
serious level.

in

The group has,

in this

manner,

calming several disorders which could have reached a

In its original inception

membership was drawn from those

Black and white students who exhibited overt racism and who from time

time had resorted

broadened

to

physical violence.

to include students

create racial understanding

Now

the

membership has oeen

who have expressed an

among

to

interest in working to

students.

During the past year the group participated

in a ten

Psychology course offered as an undergraduate course

Twenty-two members were transported

week Educational

at Springfield College.

to classes three days a

their ideas with the college students training to be teachers.

week

to

share

The results were
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satisfying for both groups.

r

roup met regularly

During and upon completing their training the

in additional

sessions with a graduate student from the

University of Massachusetts and counselors from Van Sickle to study
and

improve group counseling techniques before meeting with student
still

factions

exhibiting racial intolerances.

Some

students are involved in intra -school tutoring activities,

ueneraliy these services are offered by ninth grade students who express a
desire to help others.

counseling program.

This program

is

a part of Van Sickle's on-going

Other students have volunteered

to tutor students in a

nearby elementary school and are given released time from their classes

perform

to

this service.

Student representation on teacher- pa rent committees

Van Sickle and

is

encouraged.

Currently such a committee

is

is

common

at

reviewing-

conditions in the school and during bi-monthly meetings are developing
guidelines for class
of rules governing

management techniques and seeking

to

create a uniformity

classroom control throughout the schools.

Student safety patrols, lunchroom monitors, classroom monitors,

curriculum representatives, and monitors for a variety
out a

program which encourages student

of other tasks round

participation.

High School Student Involvement

On

a community level, a high school student advisory council meets

regularly with the Superintendent of Schools to discuss school problems
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and consider new concepts of education, student rights and
responsibilities and
the like.

A

student court with appellate jurisdiction operates in

The design

schools.

for such a court

students, and city lawyers in 1971

was drawn up

all four

high

jointly by school officials,

.

Students are involved in curriculum development in each school as

members

of faculty-student

committees.

They also serve with junior high

students on the mayor's city-wide Youth Council as neighborhood ward elected

representatives.

In this capacity they are eligible for appointment to several

city committees serving as "watch dog" committees over municipal depart-

ments.

Open campus, student

rights, city-wide career education programs,

plus otner plans for student involvement indicate a city-wide concern for

student involvement in their own education and an appreciation that

much can

be learned by educators and students from each other when shared
responsibilities exist.

Parents

-

Community

- School Relationships

Most schools now have a parent advisory committee operating within
the

framework

of the school's organizational table.

This group serves apart

from Parent Teacher Association members whose main

role

is to

provide

supportive assistance to the school through fund raising campaigns for college

scholarship awards and special school projects.

The Parent- Advisory
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ComrniU.ce at Van Sickle has been active
teachers to maintain classroom control
sters abound.

in

in

exploring methods of assisting

classes where hard to reach young-

They have been particularly active

in soliciting

community

agency support for students who come from multi-problem families.

For some time inner
class for students

who

general disorders

in

formed

in

city faculties have

been urging that a half-way

exhibit hyper-active characteristics or

who create

a classroom which prevent learning from occurring be

each school.

Such a class would provide relief for the classroom

teachers and at the same time provide an opportunity for rehabilitation

programs

to

be instituted as well as the forstalling of suspension from school.

Such classes have been formed in the elementary schools but funds for
their inclusion in junior high schools have not been
this past year,

made

however, one was organized by the Van Sickle

thirty teachers volunteered to give up one free period a

program.

The program was approved by both

During

available.

week

staff

to

when

man

the

the parent and faculty advisory

committees and a selection committee was named.

This committee carefully

screened twenty-eight nominees, selected eight students for the

first class,

informed the students' teachers, collected work and books for a two week
period, arranged teacher coverage and began helping youngsters reshape
their behavioral patterns.

committee
At this point members of the parent teachers advisory

began

to solicit assistance

from community agencies

in the

form

01

supportive
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services, psychiatric, health and the like for
the students involved.
interest in the
of

program has been shown by

An

the agencies contacted and a series

meeting with members of the agency boards are being planned.

How

successful these meetings will be one can't say, but the school
staff and

parents have at least taken an important step

who leave

main streams

the

of education and

in

helping retrieve youngsters

end up with long suspension

records.

During the past three years parents have been active
the capacity of tutors.

in the

school in

At one point this year fifteen parents had been given

a brief training period in the techniques of tutoring and teaching reading.
actual

number

attending regularly has fallen off to seven, but these individuals

have provided invaluable help.

It

has been reported that throughout the city

over two hundred parents have been actively engaged
schools.

A

The

in

volunteer services to

Their activities are coordinated by a central agency.
city-wide Parents' Advisory Council with representatives from each

secondary school meets regularly once a month with the superintendent

of

schools, to discuss conditions and formulate plans for further improvement.
It is

at these

meetings that parents have an opportunity

to

express ideas,

pleasures and displeasures, or share in the implementation of new programs
for secondary schools.

Also active are Title
direction for Title

I

I

programs

regional committees of parents
in

who provide

both elementary and secondary schools
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receiving Title
Title

I

1

services.

school aides falls.

those assisting teachers

17r°

under their jurisdiction that paraprofessional

It is

These aides

in the

fall into

two categories: teacher aides,

classroom as tutors and teachers

of

small

groups needing reinforcement of learning; and those who assist teachers by

performing clerical tasks such as preparing teaching materials.

Most

teachers and administrators agree that the services these aides perform are
invaluable.

It is

unfortunate that

more cannot be

hired.

The Academic Program
This area

is

a prime target of complaint.

classroom experiences

that

seem

student problems to appear.

other

more
The

is

that will help, and

many

a difficult area to change because of

if

that can be

conscientiously applied will lead to

creative ones.
first

concern should be the teacher.

style of inner city youths?
his class with the skills

many

have no worthwhile values cause

However, there are certain adjustments

the enormity of the task.

made immediately

This

to

Subjecting students to

If

he is, he can

Is

he aware of the learning

much more meaningfully

and content of his course.

If

he

is

acquaint

untrained, and too

are, he should be exposed to an in-service training program as soon

as possible.

Secondly, does he have willingness to experiment and innovate

^Additional proposals for involving parents and students will be
either
found in the Appendix. Starred suggestions indicate areas which are
operation.
full
are
in
in formative stages at Van Sickle Junior High or which
1

?
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Thcro

llrc

countless ideas in print today which will aid him in
his selection.

Drive and determination will help immeasurably 177
The third need
.

awareness

of the behavioral patterns of an inner city child and a
sensitivity

to his needs for love

high level.
just

how

an

is

and attention, and firm control, especially on the junior

The junior high student wants

to feel he is liked

and wants

far he can go before he will be called to task for his conduct.

needs organisation;

it

provides a sense of security for him.

the course material to the student's everyday life will add

to

know

He

Finally, relating

meaning and interest

and produce a new enthusiasm for learning.

What

tne Students

The

Are Saying Causes Unrest

results of the survey conducted in this study have presented

student feelings about their schooling in Springfield secondary schools in a

rather straight forward manner.

The reader

will recall that they mentioned

busing, over-crowded schools, trouble seeking classmates, disruptive outside influences, lack of opportunity for inter-racial communication, incompe-

tence of teachers, too

much school work,

teachers' fear of Black students,

boring school work, lack of encouragement given to students for seeking
school management positions, and general displeasure over the education they

are receiving as prime causes.

But

in reality,

just what are they saying?

Don't their complaints add up to one general feeling, namely, that

177

much

of

i

Professional education journals abound in ideas for new approaches
to learning. Some require sophisticated, expensive equipment, others only
require imagination.
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the education being offered

them today

the satisfaction that would motivate

school day.

If

they are doing,

this is

what

is

fails to

them

turn them on and fails to bring

to eagerly look

forward

to

each new

being said then schools must reflect on what

why they are doing

it,

and concentrate on doing these things

better.

While an administrator will undoubtedly find some comfort

how

to

meet a confrontation by students, as suggested by Keeney,

a certainty that he would prefer avoiding one altogether.

in

it

knowing
is

almost

This writer feels

that this can be done but not without an evaluation of a total school program.

Such an evaluation should consider an assessment of the program
the degree to which

to

determine

178
it:

Provides a sense of connectiveness between the adult
society and the school.
its doors for parent-student involvement in school
planning considering power, identity and connectedness.

Opens

Accepts the concept that public education is a participatory
one, a precept of the democratic process.

Recognizes multi-ethnic and cultural interests through
festivals, art, music, memorial assemblies, and the like.
Accepts a child and
upon him.

his culture without forcing a conformity

1/8

For a complete discussion of reshaping inner city schools the
and tne
reader is referred to: Mario D. Fantini, et al. Community Co ntrol
Gerald
and
Fantini
Urban School, (New York: Praeger Press, 1970); Mario
and
Weinstein, Making Urban Schools Work, (New York: Holt, Rinehart
,

Winston, Inc., 1968).
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Responsive
of the

to the needs, aspirations, and cultural
styles

community

it

serves.

Preserves a childs' culture and offers him further knowledge about this culture which will lead him to a more
healthy philosophy about

it.

Trains teachers to be alert for and responsive
ideas for increasing student motivation. 179

to

new

Seeks to improve teacher and student performances.

Considers the three phases of a child's development:
and knowledge; personal talent, identification of
development of interests; and opportunities for social
action and exploration of self and others. 180
Skills

The unrest
in the fall of

that

seemed

to fill the Springfield Public

Secondary Schools

1969 was living evidence that things were just not right.

Too

many

outright acts of defiance by students toward teachers and principals

were

in evidence.

learning.

Classes were functioning but students did not seem

Teachers were becoming distraught

in their

to

be

attempts to reach

students, parents were clamoring for a return to order and protection for
their children, and teams of clergymen and

members

of the City’s

Race

Relations office were constantly on the run trying to calm school disturbances.

Faced with such conditions the central

office staff

headed by the

superintendent of schools began to "zero in" on a course of action which was
taken to bring the schools back to order.

179

Alfred S. Alschuler, et al. Teaching Achievement Motivation,
(Middletown, Conn.: Education Ventures, Inc., 1970).
,

180

Fantini and Weinstein, op.

cit.
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A

Total Action

Early
of the School

Program

in 1970, the

superintendent of schools, his

Committee began meeting regularly with

community leaders and school administrator groups
problem of school tensions and unrest.

problem

human

it

was determined

that

staff,

parent, student, faculty,

to try to focus on the

After weeks of "bombarding" the

an outside agency specializing

relations and educational practices should be hired

able under

t itle

and members

IV of the Civil Rights Acts.

in the field of

using funds avail-

Bids for the services of such an

agency, were solicited through the national educational channels of communications and interviews held.
of B’nai B'rith

summer

In the

spring of 1970, the Anti-Defamation League

was hired as consultants and began formulating

plans for a

workshop.

The

first of a series of

opened on August

3

workshops

and ran for one week.

for junior high principals

was

During the following three week

period from August 10 to August 28, forty teachers from the junior high schools

met.

Both groups, principals and teachers, discussed topics related

to

racial, ethnic, and social class tensions in the schools and formulated plans

for continuing the

which consisted
in the school,

workshop during the school year 1970-1971.

The program

of lectures, discussions, simulations on questions of tensions

and school-community relations, produced general recommenda-

tions and guidelines for individual plans of
the staff of each junior high school and

improvement

to

be formulated by

implemented as soon as possible after
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the opening of the

From

new school year.

both workshops emerged recommendations which
either

fell

under the realm of administrative or faculty responsibility
for implementation
or under the joint responsibility of administration, faculty,
students, and
parents.

For

the sake oi clarity, the

workshop

modified version of the original outline form.

efforts will be presented in a

Discussion and appraisal of

these suggestions will follow a similar format.

Recommendations which have

been implemented

at

Van Sickle either prior

which have proven

to

be of significant value will be starred.

to or following the

workshop and

Others which

either cannot be implemented until funds are provided for their support or

which require new school committee legislation
not.

been starred.

permit their inclusion have

In still other instances only portions of a suggestion have

been implemented and can rate an asterisk.
suggested have received consideration
Joint

to

at

Van

In all instances the

Sickle.

Recommendations from Junior High School Teachers and Administrations

The following recommendations represent

the consensus of the

collective thought and direction of sixty participants in two

A

programs

joint teacher-principal steering

committee synthesized

summer workshops.

into one

document

those elements of reports by individual work groups which were unanimously,

or almost unanimously, accepted by the total membership.

At a joint meeting of old and new steering committees, the xollowing
quoted proposals were accepted in concept as a guideline to be incorporated
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into schools wishing to

'1.

Recommendations
A.

implement them.

181

Faculty- Administration Council*

The establishment

in

each junior high school

of a faculty

advisory committee whose duties will be:
1.

To work

2.

To

aid in writing agendas for monthly faculty meetings.

3.

To

evaluate all school policies and regulations and

in

cooperation with the administrators.

propose changes where necessary.
4.

To propose standardized procedures
facilitate

5.

To

forms

to

communication.

elect representative

committee
R.

for

to

from each

faculty advisory

meet on a regular basis.

Parent teacher conference on released time
schools.
Introduce the parent teacher conference into the junior high

Where parents are unable
ments for meetings

to get to the school,

make arrange-

to be held in neighborhood facilities or

accept invitations to homes.*

^Starred (*) programs have been implemented
Van Sickle. The outline is presented in original format.
^

in

whole or pait by
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C.

Discipline

Standardized referral of students to office.

*

1.

Clear and concise means of expediting.

2.

Provide feedback from administrators.
a.

Consistent method of returning student to class.

b.

Stub shows what action was taken.

Office Referral

Name

Homeroom_

Reasons:
P
1.

Class Disturbance

2.

Hall Disturbance

3.

Fighting

4„

Disrespectful

5.

Profanity

Q.

Smoking

7.

Failure to report to

^
p

9
r? °

n
O
(D
3“
3
0)
3 3 P3
O 2.
3
•-I

P
n
cd

3
ACTION

homeroom
8.

Failure to report to
teacher detention

9.

Other

TAKEN

Teacher’s name

Room

No.

31

cn

M W
05

Teacher attempted adjustment:

05

to

ho
00

4^

P
o
3
o

CO

a
CD

o
3
CD
i-l

O
o

D_

Adjustment classes for students who do not function

in

regular

classes because their intellectual and emotional needs are not

being met.
1.

Establish self-contained classrooms in each building.
a.

Staffed by two specially trained teachers.

b.

Maximum

of 15 pupils.

2.

Devise a well-defined referral procedure.

3.

Criteria for admittance to be determined by administration,

teachers, and guidance counselors.
E.

Half-way class as a pre-suspension for continually disruptive
students.

1.

*

One classroom per school (preferably near

principal’s

office).

2.

a.

Staffed by full time teacher.

b.

Limited

to 15 pupils.

Parental consent mandatory (after explanation that
student

is

candidate for suspension).

3.

Enrollment period of six to eight weeks.

4.

Suspension or referral for students whose behavior
not improved.

5.

Student returns to regular class when deemed

fit.

is
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F.

Released time in-service teacher orientation.
1.

2.

To

assist every new teacher in the areas

a.

Materials and equipment.

b.

Procedures.

c.

Classroom

To
a.

situations.

institute a training

To develop

of:

program

for teachers.

positive attitudes toward disadvantaged,

alienated children.
b.

To develop

c.

To

d.

To use change agents

skills

utilize local

and techniques for teaching children.

resources and consultants.
as coordinators of this program.

G.

Utilization of communitypersonnel as resource people in classrooms.*

H.

Improved reading program

for those students not at their

capacity level.
1.

Modify normal program by a selection

of

materialmore

appropriate to students' needs.
2.

Smaller size groups.

3.

Schedule reading four days a week by alternating semesters
with art, music, etc.

4.

Provide in-service work with teachers from content
areas to apply skills acquired

in

reading classes.
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L

-

Redefine role of guidance personnel.
1.

Too

often counselors are being used as clerical staff and/or

administrative aides.

Appointments.
a.

Use

of paraprofessionals in guidance; preference

given to those who have completed specialized paraprofessional training.
b.

Re-evaluate appointment procedures of new guidance
counselors and review credentials
the

most qualified personnel.

in

order to select

These qualifications

should be based on the courses for State Certification,

and expanded to prefer persons with:
1.

Master degree programs

in

guidance which

utilizes counseling internship

2.

Demonstrated

requirements.*

ability to relate to students of

multi-ethnic and cultural backgrounds.*
3.

4.

c.

Total personal commitment to the philosophy of

guidance and counseling.

*

Three years experience

in teaching. *

Use present counselors

to screen applicants and

make recommendations

for appointment to all future

guidance positions.

2.
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Reassess
a.

b.

role:

Necessary administrative duties.
1.

Programming

2.

Arranging parental conferences.

3.

Attending professional meetings and conferences.

4.

Cumulative folders.

5.

Complete responsibility for testing program.

6.

Responsibility for

individual students.

Human

Relations Specialist.

Unnecessary administrative duties.
1.

Responsibility for report cards and their
distribution.

c.

d.

2.

Extension of school administration.

3.

Data recording secretary.

Counseling duties.
1.

Personal and group counseling.

2.

Referrals by teachers.

3.

Referrals to necessary agencies.

4.

Teacher consultation.

5.

Informal contacts (lunchroom, corridors).

6.

Home

visits.

Advisory capacity.
1.

Assist teachers in curriculum areas.

2.

3.

J.

Work

with student groups.

Protest pupils' interests.

Involve the community in planning school policy and curriculum by

forming three types

of

committees each

of those

members

shall

have an equal vote.
1.

Building Subject Matter Committee.
a.

Departmental.

b.

Each department

to have one

member

on the Building

Advisory Committee.
2.

3.

Building Advisory Committee.

*

a.

Parents chosen by geographical location.

b.

Students elected from and by the Student Council.

c.

One teacher from each Subject Matter Committee.

d.

Administrators.

e.

Counselor.

City- Wide Advisory Committee.*
a.

Two

representatives from each Building Advisory

Committee,

at least one a teacher.

b.

One school board member.

c.

Supe rintendent

d.

Assistant Superintendent
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K.

Class size reduction.
1.

Hiring additional faculty members.

2.

Reorganize.
a.

b.

3.

L.

Staggered class sessions.
45 - 15 plan.

School Expansion.
a.

Additional schools.

b.

Permanent

c.

Use

additions.

of non-school buildings.

Paraprofessionals.
It is

recommended

that the following uniform guidelines be

established to clearly define their roles.
1.

Human
a.

Relations Specialists

Rename

as "School

Community Aides" whose

duties are to bridge the communication gap between

school and home.
b.

Help teachers understand the problems

of the

various cultural and racial ghettos.
c.

Work

d.

Enlarge program

closely with guidance staff.
to include Spanish

speaking members.

and Portuguese
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2.

Aides
a„

b.

Teaching
1.

N®

2.

More males.

clerical duties. *

Non-teaching -

teachers from non-professional

to free

tasks. *

1.

3.

M.

New

Clerical duties.
a.

Lunch

b.

Bus

c.

Before school

Guidance Counselor aides

criteria are necessary for evaluating and selecting teachers.

This was accepted
N.

An

in clerical capacity. *

in concept.

New procedures must

be formulated.

integrated multi-ethnic history course as a policy in

all

schools. *
1.

Revise present curriculum to include data; paperbacks,
pamphlets,

etc.

2.

Incorporate in all social studies classes.

3.

Mechanics and techniques are dependent upon the
individual teacher.

4.

Initiate a continuous

students

and integrated cultural program so

may become

school and

in the

familiar with resources both in

community.
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C).

Clarify role of the Resource Teacher.*
1.

Work on
ment

P.

a rotational basis with each teacher

a depart-

for a given length of time.

a.

Work

b.

Research topics

c.

Release teacher for

with small groups within class to develop projects.
to

supplement lesson plans.
his

own research.

2.

Arrange for community participation within school.

3.

Plan

field trips.

Semester Organization.

A

in

*

curriculum based on a quarter or semester system which would

allow

more courses and greater

flexibility.

frustration, and possibly failures.

1.

Reduce boredom,

2.

Provide greater opportunities for acceleration or remedial

work.
3.

Q.

Include ’'mini” courses.

Funds for immediate needs
(This item

R.

was accepted

in

of

each department should oe available.

concept and must be developed.)

newspaper
Mail warning notices and report cards with advance
notices. *

S.

New end

of year closing procedures.

1.

collection.
Eliminate early closing of marks and book

2.

Close school on 180 day schedule.

*

*
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3.

Teachers return,

mark cards and
4.

diem

rate, to close grades,

store materials.

Counselors resolve
report cards.

T.

at a per

final stages of

marking and mailing

*

Implementation of a breakfast program.
Although previous breakfast programs have met with
limited success, this is not just cause for concluding
that a successful breakfast program cannot be conducted
for junior high school students in Springfield. Research
demonstrates that a program of this nature can be
successful. One case in point is the program run at
McKinley High School in Washington, D.C. This proposal
is b&sed on a successful model.

One

weaknesses of past local programs has been
their tendency to cause embarrassment by indiscretion
in both presentation and administration. This program
would be based on breakfast for anyone who desires it
(including faculty) at a nominal fee with provisions made
for a breakfast ticket. This ticket would be sold in the
office or given to people who cannot afford it. No money
would change hands in the cafeteria. A relaxing social
atmosphere could be established leading to an atmosphere
of the

conducive to learning.

The program would be run in the school cafeteria using
the present facilities. The hours would be established
with due consideration of bus pupils. Existing personnel
and/or community people could run the program. The
meal would include a variety of nutritious foods which

could be bought as a meal or as separate items.
II.

Conclusion
Implementation within schools
each
contingent upon the needs, problems, and complexion of

These are

The difficult task of transition from abstract discussion
"
concrete programming must now be faced.

school.
to

tentative suggestions.

is
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Pr oposals Concerning Invo lvement

of Parents and Students in School
Affairs

These suggestions by workshop participants were
made

to help

school community relations and to increase student
participation

in

improve

school

activities planning.

I.

Parents
A.

Establish in each school a Multi-Culture Parent Group to
meet informally in homes to discuss problems and programs
in the school.

would be a coffee hour type

It

of

atmosphere.

B.

Have Guidance Counselors available at the school at least
one night a week so parents can come to see them after
working hours at the school. The counselor could have
released time during the school day.

C.

Establish a steering group

each school

to set

of meetings with groups of parents in the

homes

common problems
D.

up a program
to discuss

at the discretion of the principal.*

Involve the entire family in counseling programs, children

as well as adults.

program from a

Change

the

emphasis

of the counseling

single child difficulty to a family-centered

counseling program.
E.

at

*

Set up a series of four workshops for the parents of incoming

students one year prior to entrance into kindergarten. The
purpose of the workshop would be to up-grade the understanding
level of the parent and provide an in-depth orientation program.

Cancellation of classes or hiring of substitutes
to conduct these

F.

workshops.

maturation level
of the students. The theme of the workshops would include
such topics as skills teaching, health services, special services

Continue these workshops for parents

at the

or programs and child growth and development.

182

may be necessary

A

substitute

Presented in original format. Starred (*) components have been
implemented at Van Sickle Junior High or are being organized for future
implementation.
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could be provided whenever a teacher

Go

is

needed for a program.

Establish a group of parents who would provide services for
the school at the discretion of the principal.

Some services

would be field trips, library aides, working in the lunch program
or school shows. These people would serve on a voluntary
basis. This would involve parents in the school but not
necessarily in the classroom. *
H.

Establish paid groups of teacher aides that would act as
in corridors, in the lunchroom, or in study halls.
These aides would have a necessary training period. They

monitors

should have children at the school in which they are working
and the group should be multi-racial. *
I.

Establish a program of involving the parents in teaching
lessons as co-learners. This program could be instituted at
a grade level or subject matter area level. The parent would

be in the classroom during instructional periods and a hopeful
consequence would be pupil and parent involvement in learning
and interests.
J.

Establish a task force of community agencies that would work
with the school on special interests, abilities or programs.
Since parental involvement will be different at different levels,
this might be especially applicable to high school level.*

K.

Provide an additional telephone for out-going calls

L.

Distribute a publication to parents of students in the public
school system giving the basic rules and regulations concerning
the operation of the schools - each principal adding an appendix
if

M.

so desired.

in

each school.

*

Group transportation for parents

living out of the district might

be considered and arranged for selected occasions.
N.

Services to care for pre-school children while parents attend
conferences might be arranged.*

O.

Involve parents and other lay people in the supervision of

children on buses
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P.

1*

Consideration of off duty policemen, firemen and
college students for this work. *

2.

Involvement of elementary school parents
and unloading stops.

3.

Investigate the possibility of using smaller buses
in order to maintain order.

4.

Every child should be seated on the bus.

at loading

Employ parents who are Licensed Practical Nurses to participate
work and other contingent duties in the elementary

in first aid

and junior high schools.
Q.

Establish a Community Room in each school where from 9:00 12:00 parents can "drop-in" and, over coffee (same.room as where
staff has coffee), discuss any matters pertinent to school. At

New York where this is done, a minimum of 50 parents
each morning. 'Ivory Tower" image of school disappears.
Communication barriers are few.

P. S. 25 in

come

II.

in

R.

"Small Group" (possibly 30 people or so) P.T. A. mini-meetings
scheduled on a staggered basis within a school, between a few
teachers and parents to encourage free "give and take" discussions
to promote understanding of school's objectives.

S.

Parent participation in Tuesday evening or Saturday morning
parent teacher conferences at school (achieved by dismissing
teachers early on Tuesday afternoons when they'll be involved
in sessions at night or on Saturdays).

T.

Parental involvement in various public relations committees for
better understanding of our schools. Posters, TV commercials,
newspaper, magazine articles, etc., all sponsored by parents. *

Students

A.

Establish a Student Council in each school.
social functions of the school.

B.

This might be for the

*

Establish a Student Advisory Committee at each school which

could help to determine policy.

*
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C.

Establish student
the school. *

D.

Establish Parent-Teacher-Student Associations
senior high schools. *

E.

Establish a school bulletin board where students can post any
announcements or interesting news items.*

F.

Establish a system of tutoring by both good and poor students
under the supervision of school personnel. Tutoring services
may be offered to co-students or students working at lower
school levels. *

G.

Establish a pattern of having alumni return to school to talk
with students.

H.

Establish a pattern of having students
meetings.

I.

membership on

the Parent Advisory

in

in

Board

of

junior and

attendance at faculty

Utilize students with special talents in either on-going school

programs or after school programs.

*

J.

Small group "Talk-Out” sessions, sometimes with students
leading discussions, sometimes the parents.*

K.

Students on School-Community Committees

(in

on planning new

schools, etc.).
*

L.

Student-Parent Study Groups.

M.

Curriculum-Revision Committees.*

N.

Involve students of grades six-nine-twelve in evaluation of
their total school experience.*
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Evaluation of Starred
I*

(*)

Programs

Faculty - Administration Council

A

council such as this

is

needed for

it

broadens the administrative

base and permits sharing of ideas and cooperative planning.
II.

Discipline

There are many variations of
schools.

The

intent of such a

this

form

form

in

is to

use in the Springfield

provide accurate information

for the principal and instant feedback to the teacher.
III.

Half-way Class
This has been successfully implemented

at

Van Sickle primarily

because a substantial number of teachers volunteered
one unassigned period each week

and parents have cooperated.

to

to give up

supervise the classroom activities

The students assigned

to this

suspension class are carefully selected and limited to eight

They remain

in

prein

number.

such a class for ten days during which time they

receive individual counseling and tutoring.

Parental permission must

be granted.
IV.

Utilization of

Community Personnel

The services

of personnel

from various private and public agencies,

as well as from private sectors are continually sought.

created by their presence

is

high

among

the students.

The interest
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V-

Re-define role of Guidance Personnel
A.

The Human Relations Specialist program which has been
terminated for reasons described brought paraprofessionals
into the school,

B,

Criteria for selecting guidance counselors have been well

established and are similar to the criteria suggested by the

workshop participants.
VI,

Involve the

A.

A

Community

in

Planning School Policy

parent-student-teacher committee has been regularly involved

in helping to

review school policies and suggesting curriculum

practices of an innovative nature.

Such an involvement produces

a closer working relationship between the groups and provides

each with a new perspective

of the tasks

encountered

in establishing

a course of study.

B.

A

city-wide Advisory Committee composed of two parents from

each school meets monthly with the Superintendent and his
to share problems.

staff

Such a group can prove to be a thorny or a

helpful one depending on the interest of the representatives.

If

the representatives are negative in their attitudes toward their

school, poor publicity will result.
to the

If

a positive attitude

meetings, the schools can benefit.

is

brought

The principal obviously
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is

placed

in

a vulnerable position by such a committee for

many

of the problems he faces in his school are aired publicly, often

with a news reporter present, and always with the ears of

various sectors of the city attuned to each report.
C.

Aides - Teaching aides, hired by the city to work with Title

I

youngsters, have offered meaningful supportive services to
eligible schools.

Working as they do with a small group

of

students, they are in a position to tutor students in areas of

learning needing reinforcement.

Truly dramatic results have

been recorded as a result of

program.

this

Counselor aides are employed

to

perform many

of the clerical

tasks normally required by a counselor, thus freeing a counselor
to

D.

work more closely with

Resource Teachers

-

the students themselves.

The role

of a

resource teacher

At this point, the

the process of being defined and structured.
utilization of a resource

teachers to

whom

person

is left to the

they have been assigned.

only one resource teacher has been hired.
to the social studies

bility of

is still in

imagination of the
In this writer's school,

He has been assigned

department and has been given the responsi-

working with small groups

to

develop class projects,

researching topics to supplement lesson plans, or releasing
teachers so that they can develop their own research projects.
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In general, the results have

been satisfactory, but

it

has been

found that the ultimate success of such an arrangement depends
greatly upon the initiative and interest of the individuals involved.
It

has been suggested that these resource people be assigned to

the central office under the direction of a subject area supervisor

and then be assigned

to schools to assist in the

project drafted by individual teachers.

selected according to their merits.

already experimenting

in this

development

of a

The projects would be

One department, science,

is

usage and reports satisfactory

results.

E.

Parental Involvement - At Van Sickle, parents are used
variety of ways

:

in a

singularly as monitors, tutors, lunchroom

cashiers, and collectively as back up teams in cases of student
unrest, as school advisory council

between

the school

members, and as

and the community.

liaison

They serve on curriculum

committees, rule and policy review committees, and other

We

standing committees.

have found however, that parental

interest wanes as the year progresses, but
this to be unusual, for

decline in interest.

we do

not consider

most volunteer programs report a similar

At present we are searching for ways to

services even
fund a program which will compensate parental

though the amount will be minimal.
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1

.

Student Pa.rticip3.ti0n - At Van Sickle

students in as

many

we have

tried to involved

planning functions as possible.

point with pride at the success of these efforts, but
that each year an

improvement has been observed.

We

cannot

we can say
The un-

willingness of students to give up their after-school time to work
as committee

members

has impeded progress.

Whenever

the

activity fits the goal of the school curriculum, class time is
utilized.

dialogue

An example

members

drawn from

of this might be the leadership training of

at a local college for ten

weeks.

five different classes to achieve this.

Time was
Class time was

also allotted to students responsible for drafting a revised student

handbook for this was considered an opportunity

to

develop skills

in the use of English.

Student -parent -teacher rules and regulations review committees

provide worthwhile experiences for those participating for
invariably opposite views are voiced and, at times, authoritatively.

The learning process occurs when concessions are made and
differences are resolved.

The principal must provide direction

for such meetings and reserve the right to reject recommendations

which will interfere with the educational program or render
administrative functions to become ineffective.
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Appraisal of Workshop Achievements
After reviewing the recommendations for change generated at the

workshop, the reader might question whether anything was right

in the

Springfield Secondary Schools, for few areas of the schools' responsibilities

were

left

untouched.

Covered were administrative responsibilities, professional

staff requirements, selection,

growth and

utilization, the

program

of studies

and curriculum structure, selection and use of learning materials, the
student and pupil personnel services including selection and duties of guidance

counselors, disciplinary policies and procedures as well as the establishment
of special classes for disruptive and emotional students, and

The only area omitted was
vital

area

in

relations.

that of pupil extra-curricular activities, a

most

any school program.

The workshop
it.

human

This unrest

is

in

seen

general reflected the restive school year which preceded
in

recommendations

for greater faculty, parent, and

student control over the formulation of school policies and

is

evident in

requests for a faculty-administration council with broad powers of controls

and a lessening of counselors administrative powers, a building advisory

committee composed

of faculty

members representing each department

as well

The appearance

as parents and students, and a city-wide advisory committee.

parents to negotiate what
of these requests indicated a desire by teachers and

should be taught and how

it

should be taught as well as share

in

administra.ion.
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1 he request tor "released time" to

perform tasks suggested also

presented evidence that voluntary contributions of
time to carry out the over-

program might be

all educational

a thing of the past.

This was reflected in the

suggestion that "released time" be given to assist in furthering
the skills of

teachers and

in

conferring with parents about students.

It

will be left to the

reader to decide whether or not such requests are healthy signs.
It

has been mentioned that

pupil activities.

oversight, for

It is

it is

little

attention

was given

to the

area of

the opinion of this writer, however, that this was an

in this

area that a large majority

of inner city youths will

find a healthy self image, or possibly develop a sense of allegiance and positive
affiliation with the school.

This

is

especially true to youths

playing an insignificant role in academic areas.

it

is in

The
shop

in

schools suggest

these areas that the most effective teaching and learning occur.
test of a

itself,

but

workshop's accomplishments comes not during the work-

in the

sessions are over.
the

feel they are

Many writers who have

advocated the need for strong student activity programs
that

who

salesmanship

On

ability of the participants after the

work

the shoulders of the participants representing each of

seven junior high schools will

fall the

task of selling this program to their

respective faculties, principals, parent groups, and students, as well as the

superintendent of schools and school committee, and then implementing
Fortunately,

programs

in

some

schools,

much

of the types suggested had

of the ground

work had been

been implemented before

laid

it.

and many

the workshop.
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Theories of Violence and Unrest

in Springfield Schools

Recent studies on the causes

of violence in the

world have provided

us with a wealth of examples which contribute
to unrest.

variety of conditions identified as causing unrest

and assigned

to four

the causes of unrest

in the

In

Chapter

II,

a

world were analyzed

major

lines of explanation.

among

Springfield's secondary student as identified by

In the paragraphs that follow

the questionnaire respondents, will similarly be placed in one of
the four

following major theoretical categories:

Deprivation Theories, Social Control

Theories, Power Theories, and Aspiration Theories.
Adults by example have encouraged youths to have racist (intolerant)

1.

attitudes thus producing a structural strain.

Such structural strain

in

a system

occurs when promoters of discord (structural conducives) such as racial
cleavages are present.

home or
cleavage

life

begins most often on a sub-system level such as the

in a youth's sub-cultural life as a

is

member

of a

peer group.

often precipitated by prejudicial attitudes which

part of a person's
result

It

life

The

may have become

tissues for economic, or conformative reasons, or

from a deeply rooted organic

condition, inseparable

from an

it

may

individual's

processes.

Because most
probable that

of life's

many answers

problems have

to

do with group relations,

it

is

to racial cleavages will be found in our adult

society where ethnocentrism or a belief in the superiority of one's own group

and culture accompsnied by a feeling of contempt for other groups and cultures
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abounds.

Although one cannot refer

to

as being ethnically this or that they do,

most urban neighborhoods
in

most instances, because

economic status and racial origins, assume many of
of an ethnic group.

in

Springfield
of similar

the social characteristics

With such a feeling of ethnicity each neighborhood tends

to

resist the ’’invasion" of large groups of people representing different
racial or

even economic backgrounds.

Such an attitude seems

to be

nurtured by the

need for self esteem and for group survival.

When busing was

comments about

initiated in 1969, questions and

Black students by neighborhood Van Sickle students such as the following were

"Why do

heard:

school and stay
strike

!

they have to be bused here,
in their

own neighborhood?

why

They'll ruin our school!

They can do anything and get away with

suspended!

Wait until

I

tell

my

own

can't they have their

it,

but

friends about this !"

we are

sent

Let's

home or

Such dispositions created

ego-defensive attitudes on the part of the bus students who resorted to

compensatory behavior, generally extrapunitive,

to protect

himself and

advance their interests.

What

the neighborhood students possibly failed to realize

was

that their

attitudes helped to fashion the anomosities the bus group exhibited toward

them, for much behavior

we tend

to

provoke

Family
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life

it

is

defensive and

if

we see

evil or threats in

someone

futher.

does much

to affect the tolerant

Gordon W. Allport, The Nature

nature of a child. 183

of Prejudice

,

p.

156.

What
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ho sees, what he hears, and how

determines his nature.

If

tie

perceives his position

in the

family

he learns to accept people for what they are he can

rationalize behavior as not only good and bad but varying in degrees from one

end of the spectrum to the other.
2.

to

move

the

Bus students

feel unwanted.

As described

in

Chapter V, the decision

large numbers of Black students was a sudden one which occurred

summer

of

1968

in Springfield.

neighborhood junior high school
transfer to a new school.

Large numbers of students who

in the

The emotional turmoil

1968-1969 school year although each school
enrollment.

In 1969,

that this

must have caused

felt the effects of

It

felt

during the

a sudden increase

however, as schools opened, another large-group

transfer of students to two schools was effected and
troubles began.

left their

spring suddenly received notice of their

probably was greater but fortunately no serious reactions were

in

in

it

was

at this

time that

appeared as though the second sudden change with

little

self-gratification being felt by the students, produced a strain on the psycne of

certain individuals.
hostilities,
Since the change was engineered by the system, anti-systemic

frustration, and discontent

condition for violence.

were undoubtedly created, each representing a pre-

Whenever

the structures and processes of a

such that they cannot react quickly and responsibly
strain

in

relations often appears.

new inexperienced teachers hired

Overcrowded
to

system are

to the needs of its

facilities, large

meet the new numbers

members

numbers

o,

of students, plus

a

the negative attituaes of those

numbers

felt

insecure

in the

realization that large

out-group Black students might usurp their leadership,

of

combined

who

to

all

aggravate conditions within Van Sickle and Forest Park junior

high schools.

When

the behavior of certain individuals within a social

system becomes

an aggregate behavior simultaneously experienced by other members, one can
expect violent political behavior.

became disenchanted with

their

new surroundings and were witnesses

fringe gang-like actions of other

3.

students

.

A communication

This apparently was the case as bus students
to

members.

gap existed between many school personnel and

At each educational level the gap between evaluations and

expectations has been seen to be consistently higher for Blacks then for whites.

Thus

it is

of

paramount importance

for teachers to be

and through communication with students

to help

aware

of such expectancies

them bridge

the gap.

Such a

condition produces a social strain which can lead to student frustration and

eventual aggression.
Student behavior often masks the presence of such conditions and more
often than not those that act in a nonconforming

makers" and, when treated accordingly,

manner are

their frustrations multiply.

taken to investigate a student's behavior problems

when

his future is at stake.

entitled "trouble-

is

The time

time well spent especially
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-S^QQls impose middle class values indiscriminately.
is

That violence

a recourse of those who are frustrated
with the attainment and maintenance

of social goals, aspirations, and values, has
been stated early in the text but

bears repeating here for

is

it

concerned with systemic frustrations.

Certain rules and regulations must be laid down for
school or chaos will exist.
in

The middle class

societal

areas of student control are urgent and clear.

all to follow in a

demands upon a school

They want quiet classrooms,

orderly corridors, clean and efficient cafeterias, homework for their children,
respect for the teachers, and stern disciplinary measures for those who upset

classroom procedures.
Overlooked
school are capable

demands.

is

the fact that not all children attending a junior high

initially,

In general, a

or even after three years, of responding to such

reprimand received by a middle class

child, is

accepted without rancor or back talk for the child has been conditioned since
birth to accept a reprimand

child

may

when

it

is

needed.

or may: not be so conditioned;

be required.

This

is

if

A

disadvantaged, inner city

not, then a different

partly due to the fact that

many

approach might

of his so called

behaviors are performed for ego-satisfying reasons and

if

abnormal

interrupted by a

scolding teacher, he reacts extra-punitively hoping to save face with his
friends in this manner.

embarrassing him

is

A

teacher who can control such a youngster without

the teacher

who

will find success in his role.
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A

middle class child might be, and often

is,

conditioned to learn for

sake of knowledge knowing that each exercise can lead

to future

success.

Most

educators concur, however, that the average inner city
child does not think
futuristically but is oriented to the present.

by the resourceful teacher but

it

Such an orientation can be changed

demands a consistency

of effort and the

enumberation of countless examples of success following studies.
is

capable, aware, and willing can reach these students.

meticulous

in his

A

teacher who

The teacher who

is

preparation, delineates class standards, emphasizes class

standards, and evaluates his work can move a child to accept any learning

regardless of the class membership.
5.

S tudents unprepared for integrated living.

to support the conviction that

Evidence

whenever there exists a sudden mix

racial classes certain identifiable tensions appear to surface.

new

is

not wanting
of social or

Exposed

to a

set of ethnic values and habits, each group experiences a feeling of

insecurity, and unrest, and a closer intra-group unity.

If

however, the social change products personal gratification or

fillment of aspirations,

Change,

if

human experience.

much more readily accepted.

rapid, extensive, and abrupt, can be unsettling and confusing

Further,

power, as was the case
the situation

it is

ful-

in

if it is

accompanied by an immediate struggle

most new integrated secondary schools

becomes further compounded and can quickly lead

for

in Springfield,

to violence.
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In schools

where violence erupted visible signs

of racial prejudice

were

exhibited in the form of signs, and slogans indicating the disdain
each group

held for the other in the early months of integration.

a

more

tolerant attitude
It is

seems

that a family provides the foundational

experiences required for a person

A

to successfully adjust to the

family which provides youth an opportunity

orderly, well managed atmosphere
anxieties and frustrations.

A

demands

to live in

of a

an

regarded as being one that reduces

is

child held accountable for his actions and the

effect they might have on other household

how

later,

to exist.

commonly accepted

large society.

Now, some months

to act in other social groups.

socialization continues throughout

members develops an awareness

Beginning

in the

Among

life.

the habitual and automatic use of a large

of

nursery, the process of

those things to be learned are

number

of

approved action patterns

including methods, manners, and emotional attitudes.

The goal

of the socialization process is a willing emotional identification

with the developing ethos of the society, but this

is difficult to

degree of conflict with the system

It is

a child

who has

not shared a

home

is

inevitable.

life

conform

which pride

in

to

systemic codes

some

especially difficult for

which impressed upon him the need for

suppressing certain feelings, attitudes, dissatisfactions,
the like to

attain and

of behavior.

A

irritabilities,

and

child without the support

family membership, and parental love and respect offer might

find little interest in

mastering the powers of self control and develop an extra
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punitive style of social behavior.

A

fair portion of youths,

adjusted, pass through a partly accepted phase
of this sort

others

a school and seek to break as

in

many laws

even the well

when they

join

as possible without getting

caught.
7

Too many teachers are poorly trained

•

relations in a

classroom

in

in

is

able to recognize their varying

without creating feelings of tensions.

system

is

relations

.

Human

general involves communicating feelings to students,

either through words, eye contact, or body motions.

her students and

human

A

The teacher who studies

moods can communicate

teacher as a representative of the

responsible for communicating without creating social strain and

Jiscontent, both of which can be classified as systemic frustrations.

Being sensitive

to the feelings of children enables a teacher to identify

with them and sense when they are hurt, frustrated or disappointed.
attitudes

are quick

toward his students are controlled by
to

recognize a friend.

In no

his feelings for

A

teacher's

them; students

way does such conditioning suggest

that

student discipline and control should be dismissed, but rather that control of

students might be

more successful

if

supported by basic understanding of the

causes of misconduct.

Teachers who struggle constantly with their patience frequently
educators for

if all

they have working for them

on unstable grounds.
its

is

fail

as

patience, they are treading

Just as a political system must respond to the needs of

people or suffer systemic strains, so must a Springfield teacher respond
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with feeling to the needs of students or face strained
relations.

There exists
io\

hiadersjiip_.

in

integrated schools a Black versus white struggle

Structural strain involves social conditions that drive people

to collective conflict.

Newly integrated schools provide a meeting place

bi-partisan groups and enhances the opportunities for confrontations.

case of some Black students

it

was an opportunity

and gain revenge for slights of the past.
of their schools

much

in the

In the

to gain notorious reputations

White students reacted

same manner

for

to the sharing

a neighborhood might react to a

newcomer.
Without any apparent outward signs each cchool seemed to develop a

character of
that

its

own.

It

begins with the students who either reflect an atmosphere

welcomes newcomers or appears

hostile to them.

suburban school the atmosphere appears
indifferent than an inner city school.

It

to

In a

middle class

be less challenging and more

might be claimed that the suburban

students "rise above" the intrusion, feeling an inner security produced by their

own economic comforts.
intrusion

seems

to

In schools

where less

be regarded as a threat and

affluent students reside, the

is

reflected in attitudes of

hostility.

accompany bus students who leave

the

security of their own neighborhood and arrive caravan style, on display for

all

One can imagine

to observe, at a

the feelings that

new, unfriendly school.

Bolstered by a close camera

an unanimity of purpose, these students seek

to find a place for

themselves
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and use whatever means available

to achieve their goal of achieving recognition.

Discriminatory housing patterns which have been

9.

Springfield until recent years has abetted this social strain

in

A

.

existence in
brief daily

drive through the neat appearing neighborhoods of the new school opens to the

view of the bused Black students the injustices they have learned were heaped
upon them by the white system and
to

,T

bust" the system.

may

fill

some with rancor and a determination

Others, the more practical and generally more academically

capable, avoid physical contact but seek recognition by their academic

achievements.

However

it is

achieved, recognition and power are the goals, and Black

and white students vie for

it.

Summary
This study was originated
unrest

in

to investigate the

Van Sickle and other Springfield schools.

understand why students undergo periods
a behavior

phenomena

is

generally a

symptom

of

An attempt was made

extreme unrest.

of underlying

of violence, as well as the historical

also be investigated.

general problem of student

problems

it

to

Since unrest as

was

felt that the

occurrence of violence, should

Solutions to the problems were sought and programs

instituted to correct these problems.

The success

of this

attempt can only

be determined by the future.

As described earlier
to four

main

in the text,

most studies

in

lines of explanation for collective violence:

recent years ascribe
deprivation theories,
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aspiration theories, social control theories, and power theories.

each

is

Common

to

the underlying frustration of the individual produced by hardships

placed upon him by the social system either directly or indirectly, deliberately

or unintentionally.
It

has been shown that

men

rebel

when they are suddenly awakened by

agitators or leaders to the wretched status of their

life

or inferior positions,

or when they find their status rising and taste progress but feel that
slow.

The reasons for student resort

delineated although

many writers

of adult society faced

to violence,

attribute

them

it

is

too

however, are not clearly

to a lack of resilience on the part

by rapid maturity among youth without a concomitant

acceptance and recognition of

this

by society.

Forgotten, apparently, has been

the rising expectations of young people and the need for gratifying these

expectations.

Supplied abundantly as they have been, with the basic physical

needs and comforts of
gratifications and a

The review

life,

more

it

is

expected that their interests will turn to social

dignified, influential political role in the system.

of literature also provides substantial evidence that

has been written about

men and

much

their violence, although earlier historians

have tended to minimize non-military forms and concentrated on the military.

Overlooked has been the violence which has flowed regularly out
political

processes of Western countries as men sought

to

of central

change their relative

ordei
position of power, strike against oppression, cast off fear or establish

It

such as labor unions,
has been shown that through the creation of associations,
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man

has been able to raise a forceful voice against
conditions without

accompanying bloodshed, thus producing a significant change

in the

form

of

violence.

The massive student protests against war and

institutions exhibited in

recent years, have few precedences in history, and, although examples of
student protest can be found in most countries of the world, none that this

writer reviewed could match our recent student outbreaks

in

However, rioting and crime which has plagued our

does have precedence

in history

much

of

and can be traced back

to the earliest

American violence seems

made America

cities,

formation of cities.

to locate its roots in the

a unique nation in the first place.

kind and size.
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Moreover,

ingredients which

Contributing has been

the ethnic competition for status, a struggle which began during the founding

years of American when newly arrived immigrants attempted

to rise in social

status through the enshrouding veil of economic and political powers spread

over them by the original dominant immigrant group, the Anglo-Saxons.
to the violence created

by

this politicoeconomic struggle

was

Adding

the violence

perpetrated by frontiersmen as they inched westward.

Our Declaration
of

behavior

to

of

Independence

is

regarded as a monumental standard

be emulated by contemporary militant groups who use the

doctrine of the right of revolution arid self-determination to justify a rebellion.

Famous

political leadership styles such as Jefferson's have been used to
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Hugh Davie Graham and Ted Robert Gurr,

op. cit.

,

pp. 765-774.

lay

justify other rebellions against stale

growth of

imposed legislative reforms.

The rapid

cities as a result of our industrial revolution and continued

technological progress has outstripped the controls of society, both internal

and external.

Finally, organized labor's techniques for gaining

recognition, plus the formation of a society which

economic equality and
fundamental sense

of

is

bound

in

power and

a struggle for

the acquisition of property instead of equality in a

freedoms have collectively affected youths' attitudes

toward society.

The similarities existing between
has been alluded to and discussed:

national and local student unrest

demonstrations, sit-ins, bombings, bomb

threats, vandalism, protestations, open confrontations and walkouts.

Springfield was represented in the statistics published for activities of protest

which occurred

in the

early and late

fall of 1969.

Technical High School saw students acting

by many United States

cities.

in a

So similar were

The month long unrest

at

pattern of behavior witnessed

many

of the activities, that a

time-table of predictability such as follows might be drafted:
I.

First

Week

1st

day:

Undertones of unrest begin

to

appear.

intimidations, extortions, and the like)

(Assaults,

Intervention

through dialogues and suspensions.

2nd day:

Overt antagonism, one or more fights in the corridors
during passing periods. (Officials crackdown at this
point. This is a critical period of intervention.
Parental assistance requested.
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3rd day;

Reports of "outsiders” in the vicinity or in the
school building itself. Police aid requested.

4th day:

Confrontations on a larger scale break out.
Reports of outsider involvement are normally
heard. White or Black students begin to leave
the building.

(Police are called into the building
Street gang activities increase.

to patrol.)

II

Second Week
A.

Absenteeism
measures

B.

Meetings of concerned parents with city officials. Meetings
of Black students with adult advisers. School faculty meetings.
Demands by Black students are drawn up. Schools are quiet
except for nuisance activities: false fire alarms, bomb scares
and the like.

Ill Third

Week

is

high.

Police remain assigned for security

(possibly longer)

Demands answered and reviewed by students. Students
begin to drift back in school. Student meetings are held
to resolve difficulties. Troublemakers suspended, court
action initiated against those who broke civil laws.
As problems arose

in local colleges,

observed that student tensions

The uneasiness resided when
to the principals, there

in their

secondary school principals

schools increased and produced unrest.

the local college

seemed

to be a linkage

problems subsided.

According

between college and public school

unrest produced either by direct communication or through the local news

media.

A

rather complete documentation of opinions by students, teachers,

officials, on the
parent groups, administrators, college students, and city
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causes

ol

unrest

Chapter V.

in

the Springfield secondary schools

Their responses, which have been described

chapter and entered on Plates

and unanimity
tion

was presented

in detail in this

demonstrate a surprising lack

I,

in the selection of

causes.

For example, failure

between adults and students was strongly referred

to

of consistency

in

communica-

by students and

college youths, but generally disregarded by the older respondents.
fact, adults truly feel that they

in

If,

in

are communicating and reaching students,

that a gap does not exist, that they are not deliberately avoiding self-incriminations, then perhaps a closer look at their

communication techniques must be

made.

A

discrepancy

in

cause identification seems to exist on the part

of

students when they did not consider adult attitudes to be a leading cause of
unrest, although the college students and two adult groups, administrators

and bus parents,

did.

It

would seem

that a correlation

between poor attitudes

and communication styles should exist.
Students stood alone in suggesting that a Black-white struggle existed
in the schools.

Teachers stood alone

in their selection of

College students and bus parents joined forces
cause.

Causes other than

from any group

the ones

of respondents.

busing as a cause.

in selecting

mentioned failed

busing as a leading

to receive strong support
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Suggestions for Further Study
In spite of the

volumes

during the last five years,

apparent that there are

it is

associated with student unrest
study and research.

of materials about violence that have

in inner city

many areas

schools which require further

Several are suggested here.

Classroom Climate.

1.

Since

germinate

many

in the

frustrations of students which lead to unrest in a school

classroom, studies

classroom climate must continue.
turnover

still

appeared

in

inner city schools

is

to develop low-cost

This

is

methods

of

improving

especially important for teacher

relatively high and new, inexperienced

teachers are constantly being hired.
2.

Mood

Sensing.

Sensing the
If

a hostile

mood

of a school is an important administrative task.

mood develops and

the principal is able to detect

good chance of making proper moves
in his

to

correct

judgment serious problems arise.

identify signs of low

However,

he stands a

if

he

Needed are studies which

is

wrong

will

morale and provide an administrator with a repertoire

of counteracting, plug-in

3.

it.

it,

programs.

Race Relations.

Little real

success has been seen

relations.

In spite of faculty,

accomplish

this,

in

cementing secondary student ethnic

community, and administrative attempts

to

racial hostilities abound, especially in a newly integrated
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school.

This writer would like to see a compilation of current
proven

techniques of promoting good race relations for teacher classroom
use.
4.

News Media

Effects.

Frequent mention has been made of the effect the news media
on youths during periods of unrest.

A

lias

had

study of a youth's reaction to sensational

publicity would help determine the true effect news

media publicity has had on

his involvement.

5.

groups

Effects of Early Integration.

While

it

in the

elementary school will prevent racial clashes

has been suggested and argued that early integration of racial
in the

secondary

schools there has been, to this writer's knowledge, no conclusive study

completed which might determine how durable the early bonds

of friendship

between Black and white youths attending junior high schools would be

if

inter-

racial conflicts arise.

6.

A Change Agent

Violence As

That violence

often repeated but few
of this change.

Is

it

an efficacious method of effecting change

is

if

any studies have been made

a short lived or lasting one?

writer has observed only the former existing.

to

On

is

a belief

determine the tenure

the student level this

An in-depth survey on violence

tenure of efficacy might provide facts which will serve to discourage

and

its

this

approach

to change.

Ib2

Intervention.

7.

The mood and patterns
paper accounts of a series

of student riots

can be followed through news-

of incidents, but little has

processes which generate these patterns.

been said about the

Are there stages

which an intervention would be most successful?

A

of formation during

study of successful inter-

vention practices might uncover valuable techniques being employed today.

Seeds of Dissent.

8.

It is

virtually impossible to anticipate all problems which might lead to

student riots, for there exists as

many problems

as the student mind might

conceive or as many as the adult mind can create.

Perhaps studies

of the

future should direct themselves to retracing the patterns of socialization in

America

in

order to discover exactly where the seeds of current youthful

aggressions were first sown and use these findings

from spreading

to the

to prevent

present

ills

next generation.

Conclusion
Since
alienations,

much
it

falls

of what has

been viewed

upon the shoulders

feelings of hope and belonging

among

in this study is related to student

of public school

personnel

children, Black and white.

to

help instill

We know

that

the public schools cannot erase housing restrictions and destroy ghettos, but

they can produce adults

who recognize

and ghetto living and are willing to

the evils inherent in housing covenants

fight to

change them.
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Also,

it is

realized that the public schools alone cannot undo what

society has done to produce feelings of inadequacy and worthlessness
youth, but they can exert energies and

employ

among

skills to create conditions in

the school environment that help children along the

way toward achieving

dignity and self-appreciation.

Law and customs have been observedly and
around us.

Change

than ever before

in

is

visibly present in America.

is to

We

creating an American society that

democratic and our schools must share
educators

drastically altered all

muster

all of

in this

are moving faster now

is

truly egalitarian and

movement.

Our

role as

our skills and energies and act upon those things

that have gained acceptance in our society.

Since
to

we are

not miracle

workers we cannot undo what society has done

produce feelings of alienation among countless members of Black and white

youth, but

we can exert energies and employ our

skills to create conditions in

the school environment that help youth cast aside feelings of alienation and

replace them with feelings of dignity, belonging, and self-assurance.
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LETTER
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July 14, 1970

Dear
Please excuse

this

form

letter.

It is

citizens of Springfield and would find

being used because I am contacting many
it impossible to write a personal letter

to each.

Enclosed with this letter is a simple questionnaire which lists thirteen possible
causes of student unrest in the Springfield Public School System. On the
second page are spaces for three more should you wish to add others which
you think deserve a high priority rating.

The instructions for completing this questionnaire are simply to glance over
the list of statements, select from them the ten most probable causes of
student unrest, and rank these from one to ten in the order of their importance.
Your opinion is what I am seeking.
Please mark the most important cause
[T], the next important
so on. The least important would be numbered
fioj

,

and

.

This project is one that I am personally undertaking. When completed it will be
presented to the University of Massachusetts as a partial requirement for a
doctoral degree in education.

Your assistance

A

is

urgently needed and will be gratefully received.

self stamped, self addressed, envelope

is

enclosed for your convenience

returning this form.
Sincerely yours,

John V. Shea, Jr.

in

II

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Survey of Conditions Causing Unrest

Below

is

a

list of

in Springfield

thirteen statements which might explain in part the cause of

unrest

in the Springfield

'1 feel

we have unrest

Public Secondary Schools.

Please read the various
statements, select ten from the list and in the box provided to the left of each
statement, number the statements from 1 to 10 in their order of importance.
in

our secondary schools because:

Adults, by example, have encouraged youths to have racist attitudes.”

ODD Bus

students feel unwanted.

A communication

11

gap exists between many school personnel and students.

Schools impose middle class values indiscriminately without first
"
understanding the socio-economic backgrounds of their students.
"
Students are unprepared for integrated living.

Family control

is

lacking today. "

Students are looking for 'kicks'."

Too many teachers are poorly trained
Punishment rather than discipline

0

is

the whole city about

You

TV

change attitudes.

"

in

in

our community.

rewards those who cause disruptions by

telling

conflicts. "

can't live comfortably in

youth gang
Note:

to

relations. "

Basically there exists in integrated schools a black vs white struggle
for leadership. "

The newspaper and
)

human

used

Discriminatory housing patterns exist

|

in

some neighborhoods

causing school rumbles.

if

you don't join the

"

statement you
Please feel free to place the word "some" before any
"
'kicks'.
warrants it. Ex: (Some) students are looking for

feel

"

I9f;

II you
col prime causes have been overlooked, please briefly state them below
and include them in your rank ordering.
I

you would be interested
your name and address.

If

in

receiving the results of this survey, please state

Name
Address

City

State

Zone

Ill

POLLING RESULTS
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POLLING RESULTS

STUDENTS
(N=100)

ITEM

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Weakly Agree

No Reply

Adult Attitudes

41

21

14

24

2.

Busing

42

16

10

32

3.

Communications gap

58

28

4

10

4.

Imposed values

20

24

16

40

5.

Integration Unrest

34

30

10

26

6.

Family control

22

22

16

40

7.

"Done for kicks"

34

26

8

32

8.

Human

40

18

10

32

9.

Discipline

16

38

8

38

10.

Black-white struggle

56

22

6

16

11.

Housing patterns

10

22

18

50

12.

Newsmedia

8

26

11

55

13.

Gang pressure

18

8

14

60

1.

Note:

relations

One Hundred per cent of

the group responded.

Plate

I

19 $

POLLING RESULTS

COLLEGE STUDENTS
(N=ll)

ITEM

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Weakly Agree

No Reply

1.

Adult attitudes

81

0

18

1

2.

Busing

18

18

63

1

3.

Communications gap

81

18

0

1

4.

Imposed values

72

18

0

10

5.

Integration unrest

27

36

9

28

6.

Family control

27

36

18

19

7.

"done for kicks"

9

36

18

63

8.

Human

45

45

9

1

9.

Discipline

18

45

18

19

10.

Black white struggle

27

45

9

19

11.

Housing patterns

9

63

9

19

12.

News media

9

63

18

10

13.

Gang pressure

0

9

54

37

Note:

relations

One hundred per cent

of the

group responded.

Plate II
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POLLING RESULTS

TEACHERS
(N=26)

ITEM

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Weakly Agree

No Reply

1.

Adult attitudes

38

30

14

18

2.

Busing

54

14

7

25

3.

Communications gap

30

46

7

17

4.

Imposed values

38

46

7

9

5.

Integration unrest

38

23

14

25

6.

Family control

46

23

23

8

7.

"Done for kicks"

14

30

14

42

8.

Human

14

61

7

13

9.

Discipline

7

30

7

56

10.

Black-white struggle

7

23

14

56

Housing patterns

46

14

14

26

11.

News media

30

14

7

49

12.

Gang pressure

14

23

23

40

13.

Note:

relations

One hundred per cent

of the group responded.

Plate III

zoo

POLLING RESULTS
ADMINISTRATORS
(N=13)

ITEM

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Weakly Agree

No Reply

Adult attitudes

61

30

0

9

2.

Busing

14

30

30

26

3.

Communications gap

38

46

14

2

4.

Imposed values

23

14

23

40

5.

Integration unrest

23

38

23

16

6.

Family control

38

38

7

17

V

"Done for kicks"

38

23

30

9

3.

Human

46

30

7

17

9.

Discipline

38

23

7

32

10.

Blank-white struggle

14

30

23

33

Ho

Housing patterns

30

14

14

42

12.

News media

38

7

30

25

13.

Gang pressure

7

23

7

63

1
X

.

0

Note:

relations

Ninety-two per cent

of the

group responded

Plate IV
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POLLING RESULTS

NEIGHBORHOOD PARENTS
(N - 22)

1'1'EM

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Weakly Agree

No Reply

1.

Adult attitudes

36

18

9

37

2.

Busing

27

36

9

28

3»

Communications gap

36

63

0

1

4.

Hr posed values

7

63

18

12

5„

Ii

45

37

S

9

63

18

18

1

36

56

18

10

63

18

12

7

Discipline

18

36

18

28

10.

Black-white struggle

27

54

18

1

11.

Housing patterns

0

18

27

55

12.

News media

27

27

36

10

13.

Gang pressure

13

18

27

37

(i.

n

o*

9.

mgration unrest

Family control
’’Done tor

.

u:

.n

Note:

Hcks"

relations

Eighty -eight per cent of the total parent group responded.

Plate

V
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POLLING RESULTS
BUS PARENTS
(N=20)

Strongly Agree

Moderately Agree

Weakly Agree

No Reply

1.

Adult attitudes

80

0

0

20

2.

Busing-

20

0

20

60

O

Communications gap

20

50

10

20

4o

Imposed values

50

40

0

10

5.

Integration unrest

30

10

20

40

6.

Family control

40

20

0

40

7.

"Done for kicks"

10

10

30

50

3„

Human

30

20

10

40

9.

Discipline

10

20

40

30

10.

Black-white struggle

20

30

30

20

11.

Housing patterns

40

20

10

30

12.

News media

40

20

10

30

13.

Gang pressure

0

5

0

95

e

relations

Plate VI

IV

SCHOOL COMMITTEE PLAN FOR THE PROMOTION OF
RACIAL BALANCE AND THE CORRECTION OF
EXISTING RACIAL IMBALANCE
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SPRIUGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Springfield, Massachusetts

October 29, 1969

Members Of The Citizens* Ad Hoc Ooranittee For The
Study Of Springfield »s Racial Balance Plan

TO:

Subject: Chronological And Historical Development Of The Springfield
School Committee's plan For The Promotion Of Racial Balance And
The Correction Of Existing Racial Imbalance In The Springfield
Public Schools
From:

B. Deady,

Superintendent of Schools

1.

August 18, 1965
Approval by the Massachusetts State Legislature of Chapter 64l

2.

April 1, 1966
Submission of Springfield* s first plan to the 8tate Board of
Education. Based upon the report of the State Advisory Committee
on Racial Imbalance and Education, the first plan included the
following steps:
a.
Combine some elementary school districts
b.
Revise boundaries of some elementary and Junior
high districts
c.
Choose new sites for schools outside he«$ Black
concentrations
d.
Provide "compensatory" education for disadvantaged
children
e.
Modify present "open enrollment" policy
Baaed upon the specific directive of Section 370 of Chapter 64l,
the following detail is required:
a.
Changes in existing school attendance districts
b.
The location of proposed school sites
c.
The proposed additions to existing school buildings
d.
Other methods for the elimination of racial Imbalance
Specific actions of the first plan implemented during the school
year 1966-67 were:
a.
Changes In Elementary District Lines
Myrtle, Howard
1.
Hooker
Brookings, DeBerry
2.
Eastern Ave.
Acushnet Ave.
->
Brookings
3.
4.
Howard St.
Acushnet Ave.
-*
Armory St.
DeBerry
5.
Bowles
6.
Tapley
Abolished Optional Districts
7.
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b.

o.

3.

d.
e.

Changes In Junior High District Lines
1.
Warner
-»
Kiley, Kennedy
2.
Morris
-*
IXiggan, Kennedy
3Buckingham
->
Kiley and Duggan
Location Of Proposed School Sites
a.
Brightvood - north End
b.
Van Sickle junior High Addition
Modified Open Enrollment
Bequest of help from the Commonwealth for assistance in
the development of a METCO plan. (Approved by State for
September 1, 1966, implementation.)

October 10. 1966
Addendum: Transfer of 90 children from Homer St. to Howard,
Armory, and Memorial Schools.
September, 1967 - 8econd Plan (Approved by State)
a.
District Lines Changed
1.
Homer -» Armory, (Hickman, Howard St., Memorial
2.
Buckingham
210 children to other Junior high schools
Utilization of Trade High in a ninth grade exploratory
3*
program providing pupil spaces in the Junior high schools.
b.
Phasing out of Homer and T&pley Schools (Grades 5 and 6)
c.
Hew Construction (proposed)
Van Sickle junior High Addition
1.
2.
Brightvood Community School
North Branch Complex
3.
U.
Pottenger Omplex
Modified Open Enrollment (special - personalized approach)
d.
e.
Appointment Of A Director of School Community Relations.
Experimental Schools
f.
Longmeadov, Bast Longoeadev
METCO
g.

—

5.

September, 1966 - Third Plan (Approved for 1968-69)
Continuation of transfer of grades 5 and 6 from Tapley and
a.
Homer Street
Development of educational specifications for North Branch
b.
Complex
Brightvood Community School
c.
Van Sickle Addition (completed)
d.
Kiley Addition Proposed (architect hired to date)
e.
Continuation of METCO - Modified Open Enrollment and previous
f.
district line changes
Closing of the Buckingham junior High School and the transfer
g»
of children to the other seven existing Junior high schools
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6.

September, 1969 - Fourth Plan
a.
Formation of an Ad Hoc Citizens' Canal ttee to study the
racial balance plan.
Continuation of all previous district line changes
b.
c.
Continuation of METCO and M.O.E. at the elementary level
Continuation of building p^rogram
d.
1.
North Branch Complex
(Pottenger Abandoned)
2.
KUey Addition
Brightvood Community School
3.
U.
South End Community School
Dimmcnslons For A Decade - building projection
5.
study for the 1970's

V

REQUESTS BY CONCERNED PARENTS FOR EDUCATION
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REQUESTS BY CONCERNED PARENTS FOR EDUCATION
Request the elimination
in all

SPRINGFIELD

IN

of double standards of conduct

and discipline

schools.

Request Lhe stationing

oi police

schools as long as required.

protection in all junior and senior high

Request that all student violations be reported in writing
and school committee, and that it contain information as

to the
to

how

parents
it

was

resolved.
4.

Request that the law against trespassing and destruction
property be enforced.

5.

Request adequate

G.

Request a student grievance committee be established in the schools
containing a fair representation of all students, and that copies of
grievances be sent to the principal and school committee and to include

facilities, be

of school

provided for student personal belongings.

how grievances were resolved.
7.

8.

Request that any student found carrying a dangerous weapon or instrument
or object that could inflict bodily harm, ... be immediately suspended
or expelled.
Request that an investigation be made
the

9.

to

determine the perpetrators of

Tech incident and appropriate disciplinary action be

Request that a review of the guidance counseling system
be immediately undertaken.

taken.

in the

schools

10.

Request the school committee investigate and take appropriate action on
all student assaults of school department personnel.

11.

Request that the school committee make public the safety program,
any, in our schools. If there is none, why?

12.

Request that the school committee make no decision on any request from
any organization, group or individual for a period of 10 days.

if

[The response of the School Committee to these requests was not available,

one was made.

]

if

VI

MAYOR'S ANSWERS TO GRIEVANCES OF A COMMITTEE OF SOUTH
END PARENTS

Z07

October

1,

Answers

to

September
1.

1971

grievances of Committee of Concerned South End Parents made
.30,

1971:

have never stated that thoughts from the South End were responsible
for the difficulties in the schools in Springfield. The only statement
1 have made was that, from information given to me, the troubles
I

Friday were started oy instigators from outside the school
system who were white. I have no evidence making rr.e oelieve
that those white troublemakers were from the South End.
last

f

.

agree that any double standard system in the school system is
illegal and where it can be pinpointed as to specifics, an
investigation will promptly be made. As far as I am concerned, the
policy regarding discipline and suspension, as necessary, will be
levelled against any student causing difficulties regardless of color

I

improer and

of skin.

3.

The Police Department

is often asked by residents and business
people alike to clear corners and to move young people who re
congregating thereon. I agree that no one section of the city, including
the South End, should do pinpointed and compelled to have young people
moved about any more than it is the policy or practice in any other part

of the city.

4.

have guaranteed, as best possible, complete Police protection to the
youngsters attending school in our city both at the schools and on
tendan; ways to and from schools. The Chief of Police has indicated
ur can continue to provide this protection so that the school population
of Sp. ingfieid can continue to have protection so that the environment
of education within the buildings will be allowed to go on uninterrupted.

I

:

I

believe that the police

work done

this past

week

indicates that they

are capable of doing the job necessary for the safety
students.

of the city
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school authorities and police deny that they have a list of certain
students who are automatically brought before proper authorities and
listed as troublemakers before they are, in fact, found guilty of such
troubles. I agree that such practice is an improper one and if it is
I'he

ever shown
promptly.

to

me

factually to exist,

I

guarantee

it

will be looked into

s/ Frank H. Freedman

Mayor

1

F:jj

VII

REPLIES TO PARENT DEMANDS

SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Springfield, Massachusetts

REPLIES TO PARENT DEMANDS

Presented

to the Springfield School

(at

Committee by Black Parents

City Kail meeting, September 28, 1971)

October

1,

1971

October

Put

Human

Relations Specialists back in

The Human

all

1,

1971

schools - with authority.

Program was terminated when
was
federal funding
withdrawn by the Massachusetts Department
of Education. This program was a very controversial one and
was a source of division among staff, students and the community.
The Springfield School Committee favors developing a program
of employing trained, paraprofessional community residents as
counselor aides to serve and needs of parents and students.
Relations Specialists

Open door policy between students and counselors both academic and
personal problems.
heartily and unanimously
has been a standing policy iat
It
recommendation.
endorses this
all students have easy access to counselors and their services.

The Springfield School Commitee

issued a directive to reiterate
and reinforce the "open door" policy between students and

The Superintendent

of Schools

lias

counselors.
- Black,
Student court returned to school, with equal representation
Puerto Rican, and white, and with a parent advisory committee.

The student court, as developed

members

of the

jointly

by

staff,

students and

Hampden County Bar Association, has been

in

and
operation since February of 1970. Its structure, function
of
operation were reviewed in April of this year by a group
that
principals, students and attorneys. In order to insure
reviewed eacn year.
the court is properly functioning, it may be

Abolishment

of automatic suspensions.

scrupulously studied
Every student suspension is carefully and
circumstances and
and reviewed. Each case involves different
when a student’s
conditions. The School Committee feels that

students or the general
actions threaten the safety of the staff or
automatic.
welfare of the school, suspension should be
review of all
Provisions are made for rapid and thorough

automatic suspensions.
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Hiring power given to Black and Puerto Rican recruiters
enabling them
Black teachers and coaches on the spot.

to hire

Black and Puerto Rican recruiters have been empowered to
evaluate the personal qualifications of candidates for teaching
positions when candidates are interviewed at distant locations.
These evaluations, with other credentials, are reviewed by
the Interviewing Board which makes recommendations to the
Superintendent of Schools and the Springfield School Committee.
By law, final appointments can only be made by the School

Committee.

Because long term discriminatory practices in the Springfield School
System, we demand that 75% of incoming teachers in 1972-73 school
year be Black and Puerto Rican and that this hiring practice continue
until the proportion of minority teachers to white teachers equal the

proportion of minority students to white students.

The Springfield School Committee does not feel that there has
been discrimination in the hiring of School Department personnel.
Concerted, sustained and vigorous efforts have been made to
recruit qualified minority persons to fill positions in the
Despite a critical shortage in the
group teachers in the
last two years has been increased by 50%, and we pledge that
this policy will continue. The School Committee cannot commit

Springfield Public Schools.

country, the

number

of qualified minority

any number or percentage of any ethnic group.
Such a commitment would in itself be discriminatory and against
itself to hiring

the law.

No bus driver has

right to eject any student.

The School Committee is opposed to the arbitrary removal of any
student from a school bus. However, bus drivers are responsible
Drivers of school buses cannot
be exempted from this responsibility. Because passengers on
school buses are all children or young adults, the driver's
responsibility is greater. A bus driver has the obligation to
for the safety of their passengers.

remove any passenger from

his vehicle

if

the safety of other

passengers is threatened by the offending passenger. If such
a situation should occur, the bus driver must notify school
officials

immediately.

8-

Re-evaluation of curriculum

in the

Suspendee School.

The Suspendee School is a new adventure in furnishing an
educational program for students who have had difficulty
in
adjusting to regular school programs. The curriculum at
the Suspendee School

under constant study and revisions
This is true about all of the curricula
in the Springfield Public Schools.
We feel that the program
at the Suspendee School has had significant success.
We
feel that it can be improved. We earnestly invite suggestions
is

are frequently made.

improvement from the community. We invite the
participation of both parents and students in a study leading
to further revision of the program and curriculum of the
for

Suspendee School.
9.

Periodic evaluation of teacher performance.

Teacher performance

is evaluated in many ways.
Each year
principals evaluate the performance of all of the teachers in

their buildings.

The development

of teacher evaluation

is

of a totally effective

method

a difficult and complicate process.

We

feel that a study of teacher evaluation policies is a valid subject

for review.

community

This review should include participation by the
as well as the School Committee, the School

Department and teacher organizations.
10.

Abolish tracking system.

The School Committee recognizes the inherent dangers and injustices of a rigid system of grouping which tends to permanently
classify students. It is the policy of the School Committee and the
School Department!© assign students to groups on the basis of their
strengths, talents, interests and demonstrated achievement.
Methods of grouping youngsters for instruction should provide for
the highest degree of flexibility and mobility. The School Committee
will instruct the School Department to review the implementation
of this policy in our schools.

October

1,

1971

Chairman, Springfield School Committee

VIII

SCHOOL COMMITTEE'S RESPONSES TO THE DEMANDS OF
BLACK STUDENTS

November

17.

1969

SCHOOL COMMITTEE ANSWERS TO THE STUDENTS OF TECHNICAL,
COMMERCE, CLASSICAL AND TRADE HIGH SCHOOLS BLACK STUDENT
DEMANDS

1.

The School Committee agrees

that students
activities connected witn the events of the past

who engaged in peaceful
week and including Monday,

November 17, will not be subject to academic or disciplinary penalty. Students
who engaged in peaceful walkouts or who remained home from school with
permission of their parents will not be penalized by the schools.
understood that academic work which has been missed will be made

the

2.

The Springfield School Committee

It is

up.

states that there is no place for racism

of any kind in the Springfield Public Schools.

If there is substantive evidence
of racist actions on the part of employees of the Springfield School Department,

that evidence should be brought to the attention of the

Mayor

as

Chairman

of

the School Committee.

The School Committee pledges that such evidence will
be thoroughly investigated and appropriate action will be taken.

The Springfield School Committee agrees that a student court would be a
3.
healthy and useful instrument in reaching just decisions regarding cases
involving student discipline.

The School Committee

will advise the principals

of the four high schools to take steps, in consultation with the student bodies

and the faculty advisory committees of their respective schools, to formulate
plans for the structure and operation of these student courts. It is understood
that these courts will have recommending power. Final decisions must remain
with the appropriate school authorities.

would be most appropriate that
holidays be established to commemorate the great men and events in the history
of Black Americans. The establishment of holidays is the function of the
Legislature of the Commonwealth. The School Committee therefore suggests
that this demand be made known to the Legislature.
4.

The School Committee agrees

that

it

Black History Week is already an established week of emphasis in the
educational calendar in the month of February. Many Springfield teachers have
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presented special programs and conducted projects to celebrate this week
in
the past. The School Committee will recommend to principals,
supervisors
and teachers that these activities be increased and expanded in the future.
5.
The power of the School Committee as well as the election of its members
are governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the City
charter. Any change in the membership of the School Committee must be by
election or by a change in the city charter. Under the laws of the Commonwealth
no one but duly elected members of the School Committee can participate in
its powers.

The School Committee has invited and continues to invite all citizens of
Springfield to present their opinions and suggestions to the Committee. Many
individuals and groups have requested and been granted the right to speak to the

Committee at its meetings. The School Committee feels that it has been and
promises to continue to be sensitive to the requests, opinions and suggestions
of all of the citizens of Springfield.

3.

the

The Springfield School Department has made a concerted effort to increase
number of Black teachers, counselors and administrators. At present there

are ninety-six Black teachers and administrators in the Springfield schools.
During the past year, eighteen Black persons were hired for professional
positions in our schools. Since September 1, 1969, we have engaged two more.
Thirteen Human Relations Specialists, all of whom are Black, were hired during
the past year to work in our Junior High Schools. There are presently fortyfour Black Teacher Aides working in our elementary and junior high schools.
During- the month of April, 1965, the Springfield School Department sent two
Black staff members to major predominantly Black colleges and universities
to recruit

Black teachers.

There

is

a shortage of Black educators and at the

same time a very

demand for them. The Springfield Public Schools are competing
many other school systems and with colleges and universities for the

substantial

with

services of qualified Black educators. In addition there are certification rules
that must be observed. The Springfield School Committee will continue and
intensify its program of recruiting qualified Black educators. We invite the

Black community to assist us

in this

program.

Again, the School Committee invites the help of the Black community
recruiting' qualified and empathetic Black teachers and administrators.
7.

in

for positions in the Springfield Public Schools are
interviewed by the Director of Recruitment and representatives of the teaching

All teachers

who apply
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and administrative

staff.

All applications are

reviewed by a credentials
and white staff members. After a teacher has
oecn hired, he or she must serve a probationary
period of three years before
being placed on tenure. During this three year period, all
new staff members
are carefully observed for any professional or personal
inadequacies which
might oe sufficiently serious to warrant their not being placed on
tenure.

ommittee composed

of Black

The School Department

is

select school administrators.

currently studying more effective ways to
essential component of any satisfactory

An

process will be the identification of the qualities of empathy and understanding
which must be possessed by educational leaders today.
8.
The Springfield School Committee cannot approve or recommend the
establishment of a Black Afro-American Society within the framework of our
public schools. The Committee feels that the organization of such a society
would foster segregation and would contribute to division among our students.

10.
9.
The School Committee would encourage the invitation of parents of Black
students as guests at school proms and other functions as well.

The School Committee

T

v/ould appreciate receiving

adequately to

is

not sure that

it

fully

more information so

understands this demand.
it might react more

that

it.

The Springfield School Committee recognizes the need for College Board
examinations more relevant to the experience of students with different cultural
backgrounds. The Springfield School Department has been in Communication
with the Educational Testing Service, the organization which publishes and
administers the College Entrance examinations. The Committee has been

informed that no such examination is presently available. The Educational
Testing Service indicated that it has received many other requests for such
an examination and is considering constructing one. We shall encourage this
action. If and when this examination is published, it will be made available to
students in the Springfield Public Schools.

s/ Frank H. Freedman
Chairman, School Committee

Before me appeared the above-named Frank H. Freedman who made oath that
the foregoing answers were signed by him as Chairman of the School Committee
and that the answers themselves are the answers of the School Committee.
s/

Notary Public
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PER CENTS OF NON WHITE PUPILS IN GRADES K-12
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